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The Geological Survey is making.. !("o1j>gic 
map of the United States, which necessitates' the 
preparation of a topographic base. map. The 
two are being Issued together in the f@rIll of an 
atlas, the parts of which are called folios. Each 
folio consists of a topographic base map and 
geologic maps of a small area of country, together 
with explanatory and descriptive texts. 

THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. 

The features represented on the topographic 
map are of three diRtinct kinds: (1) inequalities 
of surface, called relief, as plains, plateaus, valleys, 
hills, and mountains; (2) distribution of water, 
called drainage, as streams, lakes, and swamps; 
(3) the works of man, called ""lture, as roads, 
railroads, boundaries, villages, and cities. 

Reliej.-.:....All elevations are measured from mean 
sea level The heights of many points are accu
rately determined, and· those which are most 
important are given on the map in :figures. 
It is desirable, however, to give the elevation of 
all parts of the area mapped, to delineate the 
horizontal outline, or contour, of all slopes, and to 
indicate their grade or degree of steepness. This 
is done by lines connecting points of equal eleva
tion above mean sea level, the lines being. drawn 
at regular vertical intervals. These lines are 
called contours, and the uniform vertical space 
between each two contours is called the contour 
interval. Contours and elevations are printed in 
brown. 

The manner in which contours express eleva
tion, form, and grade is shown in the following 
sketch and corresponding contour map: 

Fig. t.-Ideal sketch and corresponding contonr map. 

The sketch represents a river vaney between 
two hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay 
which is partly closed by a ho.oked sand bar. On 
each side of the valley is a terrace. From the 
terrace on the right a hill rises gradually, while 
from that on the left the ground ascends steeply 
in a precipice. Contrasted with this precipice is 
the gentle descent of the slope at the left. In. the 
map each of these features is indicated, directly 
beneath its position in the. sketch, by contours. 
The following explanation may make clearer the 
manner in which contours delineate elevation, 
form, and grade: 

1. A contour indicates approximately a certain 
height above sea leve In this illustration the 
contour interval is 50 feet j therefore the con
tOtll'S are drawn at 50, 100,150,200 feet, and so on, 
·above sea leveL Along the contour at 250 feet lie 
all points of'the surface 250 feet above sea j and 
similarly With any other contour. In the space 
between any two contours are found all elevations 
above the lower and below the higher contour. 
Thus the contour at 150 feet falls just below the 
edge of the terrace, while that at 200 feet lies 
above the ten-ace; therefore all points on the 
terrace are shown to be more than 150 but, less 
than 200 feet above sea.. The summit of the 
higher hin is stated to be 670 feet above sea j 
accordingly the contour at 650 feet surrounds it. 
In this illustration nearly all the contours are 
numbered. Where this is not possible, certain 
contours - say every fifth one - are ac?entuated 
and numbered j the heights of others may then 
Le ascertained by counting up or down from a 
nUlllbered contour. 

E~PLANATION:\ 
" ~. 

2. Contours define the forms of slopes. Since th~ ·sides and 'corners of eaCh sheet the n~mes Ot 'tion. Furth~r, the structure of the rock may be 
contours are continuous horizontal lines conform· adjacent sheets, IT publi$ed, are printed. changed by the development of planes of tlivi
ing to the surface of the ground, they willd U:ses 0/ the topographic sMet.-Within the limits sion,. so that it splits in one direction more easily 
smoothly about smooth surfaces, recede into all of scale the topographic sheet is an-accurate and than in others. Thus a granite may pass :into s· 
reentrant angles of ravine.s",.and project in passing characteristic delineation of phe relief, drainage, gneiss, and from that into a mica-schist. 
about prominences. The relations of· contour and culture of the district. represented. Viewing Sedimen'tuJry 1'OCks.-These comprise all rooks 
curves and angles to forms of the landscape can the landscape, map in hand, every characteristic which have been deposited under water, whether 
be ttaced in the map and sketch. fE'~ture of sufficient magnitude shoul~ be recog· in sea,!lake, or stream. They form a. v~ large 

3. Contours show the approximate grade of nizable. It should guide the traveler; serve the P!lrl of the dry land. 
any slope. The vertical space between two con· investor or owner who desires to ascertain the When the materials of which sedimentary rocks 
tours is the· SaJllet w.~ether they lie along a cliff position. and surroundings of p~perty to be are composed. are carried as solid particles by 
or on a gentle ~ope; but to rise a given height bought or sold; save the engineer preliminary water and deposited as gravel, sand, or mud, the 
on a gentle slope one must go farther than on a surveys in locating roads, railways, and irrigation deposit is Qalled a moohamcal sediment. These 
steep slope, and therefore contours are far apart ditches j provide. educational material for schools may become hardened into conglomerate, sand
o~ gentle slopes and near together on. steep ones. and homes. j and serve many.of the purposes of ~tone, or shale. When the material is carried in 

For a flat or gently undulating country a small a map for local reference. sl?lution by the water and is deposited without 
contour interval is used j for a steep or mountain- the aid of life, it is called a chemical sediment; 
ous country a large interval is necessary. The THE GEOLOGIC MAP. if deposited with the aid of life, it. is called an 
smallest interval used on the atlas sheets of the organic sediment. The more important rocks 
Geological Survey is 5 feet. This is used for The maps representing areal geology show by formed from chemical and organic deposits are 
regions like tlie Mississippi delta and the Dismal colors and conventional signs, on the topographic limestone, chert; gypsum, salt, iron ore, peat, 
Swamp. In mapping great mountain masses, like base map, the distribution of rock formations on lignite, and coal. .Anyone of the above sedi· 
those in Colorado, the interval may be 250 feet. the surface of .the earth, and the structure·section mentary deposits may be separately formed, or 
For intermediate relief contour intervals of 10, map shows their underground relations, as far as the different materials may be intermingled in 
20, 25, 50, and 100 f~et are used. known and in such detail as the scale permits. m~y ways, producing a great variety of rocks. 

.D'l'aimage.-Water courses are indicated by blue KINDS OF ROCKS. Sedinientary rocks are usually made up of 
lines. If the ~treams flow the year round the layers or beds which can be easily separated. 
line is drawn unbroken, but if the channel is dry Rocks are of many kinds. The original crust These layers are called 8trata. Rocks deposited 
a part of the year the line is broken or dotted. of the earth was .proPably composed of igneous in successive layers are said to be stratified. 
Where a stroom sinks and reappears at the sur- rocks, and all other rocks have been derived from The smiace of the earth is not fixe4, as it seems 
face, the supposed underground course is shown them in on'e way or another. to be; it very slowly rises or sinks over wide 
by a broken blue line. Lakes, marshes, and other Atmospheric agencies gradually break up igne- expanses, and ~ it rises or subsides the shore lines 
bodies of. water are also shown in blue, by appro· ous rocks, forming superficial, or surficial, deposits of the ocean are changed: areas of deposition may 
priate conventional signs. of clay, ,sand, and gravel. Deposits of this class rise above the water and become laI\d areas, and 

Oulture.-The works of man, such as roads, have been formed on land surfaces since the land areas may sink below the water and become 
railroads, and towns, together with boundaries of earliest geologie time. Through the transporting areas of deposition. If North America were 
townships, counties, and Sta.tes, and artificial agencies of streams the surficial materials· of aU gradually to sink a thousand feet the sea would 
details, are printed in black. ages and origins are carried to the sea, where, flow over the .Atlantic coast and the Mississippi 

Scale8.-The area of the United States (exclud- along with material derived from the land by and Ohio valleys from the Gulf of Mexico to the . 
ing Alaska) is about 3,025,000 square miles. On the action.of the wav~s on· the coast, they form. Great La'kesj the Appalachian Mountains would 
a map with the scale of 1 mile to the ·inch this 8edimenta;ry rocks. These are·usually hardened become an archipelago, and the ocean's shore 
would cover 3,025,000 square inches, and to into conglomerate, sandstone, shale, and limestone,' would traverse Wisconsin, ~owa, and Kansas, and 
accommodate it the paper dimensions would need but they may remain unconsolidated and still be extend thence to Texas. More extensive changes 
to be about 240 by 180 feet. Each square mile called."rocks" by the geologist, though popularly than this have repeatedly occurred in the past. 
of ground surface would be represented by a known as gravel, sand, and clay. The character of the original sediments may be 
square inch of map surface, and one lin.ear mile From time to time in geologic history igneous. changed by chemical and dynamic action so as to 
on the ground would be represented by a ·linear and sedimentary rocks have been deeply buried, produce metamorphic rocks. In the metamor
inch on the map. This relation between distance consolidated, and raised again above the surface phiEfm of a sedimentary rock, jnst as in the meta
in nature and corresponding distance on the map is of the water. In these processes, through the morphism of an ignequs rock, the substances of 
called the scale of the map. In this case it is "1 agencies of. pressure, movement, and chemical which it is composed may enter into new com
mile to an inch." The scale may be expressed also action, they are often greatly altered, and in this binations, or new substances may be added. 
by a fraction, ·of whi-ch the numerator is a length condition they are called metamorphic rocks. When these processes are complete the sedimen
on the map and the denominator t.he correspond. Igneous rocliB.-These are r'?Cks which ~ave tary rock becomes crystalline. Such changes 
ing length in nature expresSed in the same unit. cooled and consolidated from a liquid state. As transform sandstone to quartzite, limestone to 
Thus, as there are 63,360 inches in a mile, the has. been explained, sedimentary rocks were marble, and modify other rocks according to 
scale o~ "1 mile to an i~ch " is expressed by 6lI.~ deposited on the original igneous rocks. Through their composition. A system of parallel division 
Both of these methods are used on the maps of the igneous aDd sedimenta"l'Y ;rocks of all ages planes is often produced, which may cross the 
the Geological Survey. molten material has from time to time been forced original beds or strata at . any angle.· Rocks 

Three seales are used on the atlas sheets of upward to or near the surface, and there consoli· divided by\luch planes are called slates or schists. 
the Geological Survey; the smallest is ~,the dated. When the" channels or vents ·into which Rocks of any period of the e~'s history may 
intermediate 125~OOO' ~nd the largest \\Ilk- TJtese this molten mate.rial is forced do not reach the be more or less altered, but the younger forma
correspond approximately to 4 miles, 2 miles, surface, it may consolidate in cracks or fi;00,8ures tions have generally escaped marked memmor
and 1 mile on the ground to an inch on the map. crossing the bending planes, thus forming dikes, phism, and the oldest sediments known, though 
On . the scale 62,1.0 a square inch· of map surface or spread. out between the strata in large bodies, generally the most altered, in somE" localities 
represents and corresponds nearly to 1 square called sheets or laccoliths, or form large irregular remain essentially unchanged. 
mile j on the scale lsil500l to about 4 square miles j cross-cutting masses, called stoch!. Such rocks are Su,r.flcial 'l'ocks.-These embrace the soils, clays, 
and on the scale25(jl00fj)to about 16 square mile!3. called vnfJrusive. Within their rock inclosures sands,gravels,andbowldersthatcoverthesurface" 
At the bottom of 'each atlas sheet, the scale is they cool slowly, and hence are gene!a11y of crys: whether derived from the breaking up or disinte
expressed in three different ways, one being a talline texture. When the channels reach· the gration of the underlying rocks by atmospheric 
graduated line representing miles and 'parts of surface the lavas often flow out and build up agencies or from glacial action. Surficial rocks 
miles in English inches, another indicating dis· volcanoes. These lavas coo~ rapidry in the air, that are due to disintegration are produced chiefty 
tance in the metric system, and a third giving the acquiring a glassy or, more often, a partially crys- by the action of air, water, frost, animals, and 
fractional scale. talline condition. They are usually more or les., plants. They consist mainly of the least soluble, 

Atlas sheets and quai/;rORl{/les. -The. map is .porous. The igneous rocks thus formed ·upon the parts of the rocks, which remain after the more 
being published in atlas sheets of convenient aize, surface are called ewtl'1J;8ive. Explosive action soluble parts h~ve been leached out, and hence 
which are bounded by parallels and meridians. often accompanies volcanic eruptions, causing are known as residual products. Soils and sub. 
The corresponding four.comered portions of tel'. ejections of dust or ash and larger fragments. soils are the most important. Residual accumu
ritory are caRed q1uadra'flgles. Each sheet on These materials when consolidated constitute lations are often washed or blown into valleys or 
the scale of ~) contains one square degree, 1. e., a breccias, agglomerates, and tn:ffs. The ash when other depressions, where they lodge and form 
degree of latitude by a degree of longitude j each carried into lakes or seas may become stratified, so deposits that grade into the s.edimentaiy class. 
sheet on the scale of at.ooo contains one-quarter of as to nave the structure of se~mentary rocks. Surficial rocks that are due to glacial action are 
a square degree j each' sheet on a scale of ~ The age of an igneous rock is often difficult or formed of the prod.ucts of disintegration, together 
contains one·sixteenth of a square degree. The impossible to determine. When it cuts across a with bowlders and fragments of rock rubbed from 
areas of the corresponding quadrangles are about sedimentary rock it is younger than that rock, the surface and ground together. These are 
4000, 1000, and 250 square miles, respectively. and when a sedimentary rock is deposited over spread irregularly over the territory occupied 

The atlas sheets, being only parts of one map of it the igneous rock is the older. by the ice, and form a mixture of .clay, pebbles, 
the United States, are laid out without regard to Under the influence of dynamic and chemical and bowlders which is known as till. It may 
the boundary lines of the States, counties, or town· forces an igneous rock may be metamorphosed. occur as a sheet or be bunched into hills aud 
ships. To each sheet, and to the quadrangle it The alteration may involve only a rearrangement ridges, forming moraines, drumlins, and other 
represents, is given the name of some well-known of its minute particles or it may be accompanied special forms. Much of this mixed material Wt:1.8 

town or natural feature within its limits, and at by a change in chemical and mineralogic composi· washed away from the ice, assorted by water, and 



redeposited as beds 01' trains of sand and clay, 
thus forming another gradation into sedimentary 
deposits. Some of thi~ glacial wash was deposited 
in tunnels llnn dmnnels in the ice, and forms char· 
aetenstic ridges ann mounds of sand and f,'Tavel, 
known as osars, or eskers, and kames. The 
matf'fial deposited Ly the ice is called giaeial 
drift; that washed from the ice onto HIe adjaeent 
land i~ ('albl modified drift. It is usnal also to 
class as surficial ro('ks the ueposits of the sea anJ 
of lakeEl aud rivers that 'were made at the same 
time as the ice deposit. 

AGES OF ROCKS. 

mentfUJ" formations of anJ~ one period, excepting I principal mineral mined or of the stone quarried. I PaJ'ts slipped past one a.nothel'. Such breaks are 
the Pleistocene and the Archean, are-distinguished I StJ'ucture-8tction sheet.-This sheet exhibits the termed faults. 
from one :tllOther by different patterns, made ?f 'll'elatiollS of the formations beneath the s11l'fa~e. I On the right of tte sketch the section is com
parallel straight liIles. Two tints of the period- In cliffs, canyons, shafts, and other IJ'atural and i pos~d of schists ·wllich arc traverseo hy masses uf 
color are used: a pale tint ,is printed :venly over I artificial cuttings. the relations of diffc:ent b:d8 I igneous .rock. The sehiRts are much contorted 
the ·whole surface representmg the penoo.; a dark, to one anothor be seen. Any cuttlllg ,yhlCh and theIr arrangement undm·ground can not he 
tint hrings out the different pattf't'lls representing exhibit8 those is called a 8ection, and t~e I infened. Hence that port jon of the section 
formations. 1£aeh formation is furthermore gi\'en same name is applied to a diagram representing I delineates "What is probahly true but is not 
- - - - - the rehtions. The arrangement of rocks in the known by observation or well·founded inference. 

- - ---I SY=L 1- - - - earth i" and a l'ection exhibit· In fig. 2 there are thrl':'e setR of formation8, dis· 

Cenoloi{' 

--- -----.1-;- I-:ny---:ol:: -~ ing tIlis arrangement is a structll1'e 8ection. tinguished by their underground relation". The 
The gl':'ologist is not limited, }lOwever, to the first of these, seen at the left of the section, is the 

natural aml artificial cuttings for his information set of sandstones and shales, which lie in a hori· 
E IOlive-urowII.'>. concerning the earth's structure. I Kno'wing the zontal position. These sedimentary strata are 

Rocks are furth,er djstingllished according to Mesozoic manner of the 'formation of rocks, and having now high above the sea, forming a plateau, and 
their. relative for they ,vere not formed an! traced out the relations among beds on the sur· their change of elevation shows that a portion 
at one time, age to in the earth'fl race, he can inler their relative positions after of the earth's mass has swel1ell npward from [l. 

history. Classification by age inuepenilent of Paleozoic they pass beneath the surface, draw sections lower to a higher level The strata of this set are 
origin; i,gneous, sedimentary, and surficial rocks which rf'presellt the structure of the earth to a I parallel, a relation which is ealletl coo,fm'mobi,_ 

may be of the same age. Al~ODkian £ Orangc.browIIS. consideral)le depth, and construct a diagram I The second set of formaticHls of strata 
'Vhen the prenominant material or a rock mllss Archean . . Ai I Any colors. I exhibiting what would be seen in the side of a which form arches and troughs. These strata 

is essentially the S:Wlt', and it is bounded by rocks, ----- cutting many miles long and several thousand feet I were once continuous, hut the Cl'ei'lts of the arches 
of different materials, it is convcnient to call the I a lettcr'''YlUhol composcd of the "periou letter com· ! deep. This is illustmted in the fol1o.,ing figure: I have been removed hy degrallation. The beds, 
mags throughout its extent and such binell with smull l?tters standing for the forma· [like those of the first set, are eonfol11mhle. 
11 formation is the unit of tion name. Tn the case of a Sf~dimentary formation The horizonal strata of the plateau rest upon 

Several formations are of uneertain age the pattf'rn is printl':'d on ,,,hite ! the upturned, eroded edges of the Leds of the 
nefl.ignated a the ground in the color of the period to which the I second set at the 10ft of the section. The over· 
dpI)()sition of a is called all epoch, and formation is supposed to helong, the letter.symbol 1 lying deposits are, from their positions, evidently 
th\"' time taken for that of a system, 01' some of the period being omitted. younger tha.n the underlying formation~, and the 
larger fradion or a sYRtem, a period. The rocks The number and extent of surfidal formations, benrling and degradation of the older strata must 
are 11)' formations., and the formations m'e 1 chiefly Pleistocene, render them so important that, have oceurred bet'ween the deposition of thl':' 

into sy'ltetml. The roeks composing a j to dil'lfinf,'lJ.ish them from those of other periods older bcdR and the accumulation of the youngcr. 
s~'stem and the time takel~ fOl: its depofl.ition ~re 1 a~ld frOll] .the i~neous rocks, patterns of dotR and 'Yhen ,vollnger strata. thus rest. upon an eroded 
gn~en the same name, as, for mstance, Cambrmn CIrcles, prInted Ht any colors, a1'e used. Fig. 2.-Sketc~:u~~~t~ v:ra:~~c:e;!i~~y~nn~:le front of the surface of older Rtrata tIle relatIOn betwet'n the 
system, Camhrian pf'riod. I The origin of the Archean roeks is not fully two iR an 'll!ll.con/orrnable ono, and their surface 

As sedimentary deposits or strata accumulate settled. Many of them are certainly igneous. The fie,"11re represents a !andRcape which is cut of contact is an unconforrn£ty. 
the younger rest on those that are and the I 'Yhether sedimentary rocks are also included is off sharply in the foreE,"Tound by a vertical plane, The third set of formations consists of crystal. 
relath·e of the deposits may be not determined 'rho Archean rocks, and all so as to shm\ the underground relations of the line schists and igneous rocks. At some period 
by their relative positions. This rela, I metamorpllic rocks of unknown origin, of what· rocks. of their history the schists were plicated hy prf't' 
tiOIlShip except in regions of intense I eyer age, arc represented on the maps by patterns The kinds or rock are indicated in the section sure and traversed by eruptions of moltell rock. 
dit>turbance; sometimes in such regions the dis./ consisting of short dashes irrregulady plaeed. by appropriate symbols of lines, dots, and dashes. But this pressure and intrusion of igneous roeks 
turhanee of the beds has been so great that their TheRe are printed in any eolor, and rnay he darker 'rhese symbol::; admit of much variation, but the ha\~e not affected the overlying Rtrata of the 
position is reversed, and -it is often difficult to i or lighter than the b:wkground. If the rock is a following are genemJly uRed in sections to repre· second set. Thus it is evjdE"nt that an intelTal of 
dl'termiue the relative ages of tho beds fronl their I Rchist the dal'lhf'R or haehures lllay he arranged in sent the commoner kinds of rock: considerable duration elapsed between the forma· 
positionB; then or the remains of plants I wavy paranel Jines. If the metamorphic rock is tion of the sehists tLlld the beginning of depositiull 
and animals, are to Rhow 'which of t.vo [ known to be of sedimentary origin the hachure .. B-:; of the ,tratn of t),e secona set, During this 
or more formations the oldest. ,patterns may be combined with the parallel.line "_' ~ __ ~~~ interyal the schist" suffered metamorphism; they 

Strata often contain the remains of plants and! patterns of sedimentary formations. If the rock' . were the scene of eruptive actiyity; and they 
animals which Ijyed in the sea 01' "rere washecl is recognized as haying been originany igneollB, Sh!\lylimestone8. were deeply erodell The eontaet between the 
from the land into lakes or seas or were buried in the hachlU'es may be com1ined with the igneous second and third sets, rnarking a time interntl 
Rurfieial deposits on the land. Rocks that con· pattern. ~--. between two periods of rock formation, is another 
tain the remains of life are called fossiliferous. Known igneous formations' are represpnted by ~~-=-__ ~~~~ ___ ~~-~- unconformity. 
By studying these remains, or fossils, it has pattern~ of triangles or rhombs printed in any rrhe secti~n and landscape in fig. 2 are ideal, 
found that tho species of eaeb period of the earth's brilli:tnt color. If the formation L'lof known age Slmlysandstones. Calcareous sandstones. but they illustrate relations whieh actually o('cm. 
history have to a great extent differed from those the ]ettl':'}".sYlllbol of tIle formation is preceded by I rrhe sections in the strllcture·section sheet are 
of other periods. Only the simpler kinds of the ~apit:Ll letter.symbol of the proper period. related to the maps as the section in the figure is 
marine life existed ,yhen the oldest fossiliferous If the age of the formation i~ UIlknown the I related to the landscape. Tbe profiles of the sur· 
rocks were deposited. From time t.o time more ll':'tter.symhol consists of small letters which face in the section correspond to the aetual slopes 
complex kind" developed, and as the simpler ones suggest the name of the rocks. of the ground along the section line, and the depth 

liVf'd on in modified forms life became more 'l'HE VARlOUR GEOLOGIC SHEETS. Fig. 3.-Symbols med to ;;~~::::d(~~;:~::;::{:c: rock. from the surface of any mineral.protlucill[; or .yater· 
varied. But during each period there lived pecul" bearing stratum which appeaJ'S in the section may 
iar forms, ,\ hieh did not exist in earlier times Areal geology slwet.-This sheet shows the TIw plateau in fig. 2 presents toward the lower be measured by using the scale of the map. 
and have not existed siuee; these are charader· areas occupied by the various formations. On land mi escarpmf'nt, 01' Tront, which is made up Colwn·na1' section slwet.-rrbis sheet eontains a 
istic types, and they define the age or any bed of I the margin if! a legend, whidl is the key to the of sandstones, forming the cliffs, and shales, con· concise description of the roek formations 'which 
rock in which they are found. Other t)""Pes map. To ascertain the meaning of any pfU'ticular stituting the slopes, as shown at the extreme left occur in the quadrangle. It preElent~ a RHTtlmary 
passed on from period to period, and thus linked {'olorcd pattern and its lettf'r.symbol on the map, of the section. of the facts relating to the ebaraeter of the roeks, 
the systems togethe:r, forming a chain of life from the reader should look for that color, pattern, and I The broad belt of lower land is traversed hy the thicknesRes of the formationi'll and the order 
the time of the oldest fossiliferous rocks to the symhol in the legeiHl, where he ",·ill find the llttme I several ri(lges, which are seen in the section to of accumulation of snccesRlve depo'lits. 
present. and dcseription of the formation. If it is desired correspond to beds of sandstone that rise to the The roeks are described under the corresponrl. 

'Vhen two formations are remote one from the to flnd any given formation, its name should be surface. The upturned edges of these hed" form heading, and their characters are indieated in 
other and it is impossible to observe their relathre sought in the legend and its c,oll'Jr and pattern the ridges, and the intermediate "alleys follow columnar diagrams 11y appropriate symhols. 

_positions, the charaeteristic fossil types found in 1 note(~, 'when the areas on the map corresponding the outerops of limestone and calcareous shales. The thicknesses of formations are briven in figures 
them may determine which was deposited first. i in color and pattern may he traced out. Where tbe ed.?es of the strata appear at the w hicll state the least and greatest meaSl11'ements. 

Fossil reIllains found in the rocks of different I The legenu is also a partial statement of the surface thejr thickness can he measured and the The average thickness of each formation is shown 
areas, proyinces., and continent.s afford the most i geologie history. In it the symbol'l and names angles at which they dip below the sUl'lace can be in the column, whieh is drawn to a seale-usually 
important means for combining local histories are arrallged, in columnar forlll, aeeording to the obRerved. Thus their pOfl.itions underground ean 1000 feet to 1 inch. The order of accumulation ~f 
into a general earth history. I origin of the f01'mations-surfieial, sedimentary, be inferred. The direetion tlmt the interseetion the sediments is shown in the eolumnflr arrange· 

Oolo!'8 and pattern8.-To show the relative ages I and igneous - and within eaeh group they are of a bed "dtb a horizontal plane will take is called jment: the oldest formation is placed at the bottom 
of strata, the history of the sedimentary rocks is [ placell in the order of age, so far as known, the the 8tl'ike. The inelination of the lwd to the hori. i of the colmnn, the youngest at the top, and igne. 
divided into periods. The names of the periods at the top. zontal plane, measured at right angles to the strike, ous rocks or surficial deposits, when present, are 
in proper order (from new to old), with the colors geology sheet.-This sheet representR is called the dip. I indicated in their proper re1n.tions. 
and symhol assigned to each, are given in the the distrihution of m;efnlminerals, the occurrence \Vhen strata which are thus inclined are traced I The formations are combined into systems 
table in the next column. The names of certain of artesian water, or other facts of ecollomic inter. underground in mining, or by ilderence, it is fre· ,which cOlTespond ,vith the periods of geologic 
subdivisions and groups of the periods, frequently est, showing their relations to the features of topo. quently observed that they form troughs 01' arehes, I history. Thus the ages of tho rocks are shown, 
used in geologic writings, are bracketed against graph)' :1nd to the geologic formationR. All the snch as the section ShO'i-'lS. Thf' arches are called! and also the total thickness of eaeh sptem. 
the appro}Jriate period names. formations ",rhieh appear on the histori(ial geology anticline8 and the troughs 8ynclines. But the I The intervals of ti1lle which eorre1'ipond tq 

To di"tinguish the sedimentary formations of sheet are Rhown on this sheet by [ai,nter color pat. sandstones, shales, and limestones were deposited I events of uplift and degradation and cO!lstitute 
anyone period from those of another the patterns terns. The areal geology, thus printed, affords a beneath the sea in nea.rly flat sheets. That they interruptions of deposition of sediments are iddi· 
for the formations of each period are printeJ in subdued background upon whieh the areas of pro- are now hent and folded is regarded as proof that I cated graphically and Ly the ",-ord "unconformity." 
the appropriate period.color, ,,,""ith the exception ductiye formations may be emphasized hy strong forces exist which have from time to time caused i CHARLES D. ·W ... \.LCOTT, 
of the one at the top of the column (Pleistocene) colors. A symbol for mines is introduced at eacb the earth's surfaee to wrinkle along certain 7.0neR. I Directof'. 
ano. the one at the bottom (Archean). The sew· occurrence, accompanied hy the name of the In places the strata are broken across and the, Revised January, HJ02. 
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CITY DISTRICT. 

GE~ERAL G]~OGRAPHY OF THE DISTRICT. 

Position.-The district described in tills folio is Gedney, and Main channels. Ambrose and Swash Harlem River and Spuyten Duyvil Creek the I Coastal Plain in general 8re low peninsulas sepa
bounded by the meridians of 73° 45' and 74° 15' channels have a least depth of 3t fathoms, while water is but 2 to 3t fathoms deep. 'I rated by estuaries, in which the tide ebbs and 
west longitude from Greenwich and the parallels I Gedney and Main channels are nowhere less than Newark Bay is an extensive water body, but it flows. These peninsulas are composed of beds of 
of 40 0 30' and 41 0 north latitude. It covers one· 5 fathoms deep. Within the bar the Lower Bay is not available for sea-going commerce, as the clay, sand, and gravel, or mixtures of these mate· 
quarter of a square degree, equivalent, in this is from 4 to 12 fathoms deep well out from shore, depth is but 2 fathoms or less, except in a little I rials constituting loam, and are extensively devel
latitude, to fJ05.27 square miles. The map is but toward the New Jersey and Staten Island channel near the outlet connecting with the Kill loped in Maryland, Delaware, and New Jersey. 
divided into four atlas sheets, called the Paterson, shores the water shoals to 3 fathoms or less over van KulL This channel and the Kull carry f.i I The width of the Coastal Plain decreases from 
Harlem, Brooklyn, and Staten Island sheets, each extensive areas. In the Narrows the depth is as fathoms, while the Arthur Kill is generally shal. ! 110 miles southeast of Baltimore to 12 miles 
measuring fifteen minutes of latitude and fifteen much as 20 fathoms, and the channel of the low. southeast of New York City_ 
mi.nutes of longitude_ The district lies in two Hudson carries from 5 to 12 fathoms far up the Relief--Relief is the term used to designate The Coastal Plain is not clearly apparent in the 
States, New Jersey and Ne"T York, comprising river. Thischannel,though broad,isweHdefined the unevenness of the surface of the land A vicinity of New York City. The rocks that to 
parts of the counties of Passaic, Bergen, Essex, the south constitute this plain are here buried by 
Hudson, and Union in New Jersey, and West· later deposits. These surface deposits are mostly 
chester, New York, Kings, Queens, and Rich· of glacial origin, and occur in two distinct phases. 
mond in New York. Within it lie many towns One is found in the high and irregular ridge of 
and boroughs, as weH 8S the cities of Paterson, I~ong and Staten islands; the other in the frontal 
Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken, Yonkers, Mount plain lying south and southeast of the ridge, and 
Vernon, New Rochelle, and all of New York City varying in width from less than a mile on Staten 
except a small portion on Long Island east of i Island to about 9 miles in the eastern part of the 
Little Neck Bay and Far Rockaway. According 1 district. The Coastal Plain exists in this section,. 
to the census of 1900, 4,560,800 persons reside as a plain, only beneath the sea, forming what is 
within its limits. I known as the continental shelf, which extend8 off 

.Drainage.-Drainage is a word here used to shore for nearly 100 miles. This submerged por· 
designate aU streams, ponds, tidal ways, and bays I tion is now receiving the deposits of land waste 
of the district. The central axis, about which the i brought down by rivers and tidal currents, while 
features of New York and vicinity are grouped, I the emerged portion has been so modified in form 
is the channel of the Hudson River, which, I during its later history that it is only structurally 
extending southward beyond the city, expands a coastal plain. 
into the Upper Bay, is restricted at the Narrows, The Piedmont Plateau is generally an upland, 
again widens out in the Lower Bay, and passes I which is extensive in Virginia and Maryland, but 
into the Atlantic between the points of Rock- I I'is comparatively limited in the vicinity of New 
away Beach and Sandy Hook York Occasionally its eastern margin sinks 

Eastward and northeastward from the main: I almost to tide water, as at the heads of the great 
channel the East River extends to Long Island estuaries, Potomac, Chesapeake, and Delaware, 
Sound, and connects again with the Hudson and at New York Bay. Its western margin is 
River by the tidal ways of Harlem River and . defined by the mountains known in Virginia as 
Spuyten Duyvil Creek, thus completing the i I the Blue Ridge, in Pennsylvania as South Moun. 
water circuit about the Borough of Manhattan I i tain, and farther north as the Highlands of New 
of New York City. Northeast of the Borough 1 Jersey and New York. Within the district 
of Manhattan the peninsula between Long Island. I described in this folio the Piedmont Plateau is 
Sound and the Hudson is drained by the parallel I confined to the region west of the Palisades and 
channels of Tibbit Brook, Bronx River and its I the crest of Staten Island) and may be roughly 
tributary Sprain Brook, Hutchinson Brook, and described as a rolling lowland above which 
Sheldrake River. The western end or Long certain elevations, particularly the Watchung 
Island is without running streams of notable Mountains, rise abruptly_ The Piedmont area 
size, the surface waters being gathered largely west and northwest of the Paterson quadrangle 
in small ponds, whose irregular disposition is in is bounded definitely by the Appalachian. High. 
contrast to the parallelism of the channels north- lands, here known as the Ramapo Mountains. 
east of the Harlem. The shores of Long Island, That part of the New York district which lies 
Manhattan Island, and the mainland are deeply east of the Hudson and north of the East River is 
indented by bays and estuaries. Some of the not strictly a part of the Coastal Plain or the Pied· 
latter are locally called creeks or riverR, such as mont Plateau, though the distribution of relief is 
Newtown, Flushing, Harlem, Westchester, East in some ways parallel; it is rather the southern 
Chester, Pelham, and Little Neck and southwestern extension of an upland which 

West of the Hudson channel, Arthur Kill and was continuous throughout the larger part of 
Kill van Kull isolate Staten Island from the main· New England and which is connected with the 
land of New Jersey, and are outlets of Newark Appalachian Highlands of New ·Jersey. This 
Bay, which is the estuary of the Hackensack and slightly rolling and yet accordant upland, as 
Passaic rivers_ The Hackensack drains a small viewed from any of the higher points of the sur· 
valley closely parallel to the Hudson, in Bergen face, may be seen to rise gently from sea level 
County, N_ J., and Rockland County, N. Y. The northward, until it reaches a maximum elevation 
Passaic watershed is much more extensive, com- within this district of over 300 feet. Below it 
prising the streams of a wide area in northern FIG. 1.-Map showing drainage lines in the vicinity of New York City and channels in the bays. narrow valleys have been cut, such as those of the 
New Jersey, west to the divide of the Highlands, Depth of water shown by oontour llnes to depth of 10 fathoms. Bronx and Sawmill livers. Were they filled to 
beyond which the waters flow to the Delaware. the level of the stronger ridges a broad, rolling 
The Morris Canal, connecting Jersey City and through the Upper Bay by banks on the east and. mathematical plane exhibits no relief; auy land plain would "be restored. There is strong evi
Phillipsburg, on the Delaware, follows the Passaic west over which there are but 3 fathoms or less i surface exhibits more or less as it departs more or dence that such a plain did once exist, as will 
Valley to the border of this district_ of water. One small shoal lies in the lee of: less from a plane. be described . later. West of the Hudson this 

The depth of water in these waterways affects Governors Island, and another off Gowanus Bay, The Atlantic slope of the United States south plain is represented in the longitudinal profile 
their relation to commerce and determines in large but the most extensive shallows occupy the west-I of New York City is divided, according to relief of the J;lalisades and of the First Watchung 
degree the value of adjacent lands. The Lower ern part of the bay. I of the surface, into two physiographic provinces, I Mountain. 
Bay is shallow between Sandy Hook and Coney East River, like the Hudson, has generally a . the lower and eastern of which is known as the A t sea level the slope of the p1ain and the slope 
Island, where the water over Romer Shoal, East depth of less than 10 fathoms, but it is locally Coastal Plain, the higher and western as the! of the present drainage coincide, but the plain 
Bank, and other banks is from It to 3 fathoms very deep, there being depths of. 2.5 fathoms Piedmont Plateau. The latter extends back to I rises inland until at the northern border of ~he 
deep. These shoals constitute the bar, which is among the narrow rocky channels of Hell Gate, the Appalachian Mountains and forms their east- Harlem quadrangle there is a difference in aJtitude 
crossed by the Fourteen-foot, Ambrose, Swash, which are swept hy swift tidal cnrrents. In ern foot. The features which characterize the, of approximately 200 feet. . 
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The llighest puint within tIle distrid is High I bland there are lllallY points tha.t reach a h!.:ight. 'waterway..,; but "within ell!,!}' rail communication I The chief inJ.u~trif's or the district are ug'l'icul-
l\luuntain, with all altitude or 87;1 feet. in the of 300 feet. witb .New York are largely residential towns, of tnre and mannfacturing. Agriculture is largely 
Ilorthwestern or the Paterson (luadrangle. i Besides the ridges that have been mentioned which Rnthel'ford and Montclair are good conn.neil to the raising of vegetables and small 
:Exten(]ing from the viduity 01 High hecanse of their scenic belluty, thel'e are certnin examples. Patel'son, at the Great Fal1s of tlle fruits, and is so scattered that statisticEi can not 
Mountain are t\',~o ridges, mOI'e or IeRR parallel I ri\"er valleys and selected bits of relief Passaic, is the only large interior city in the dis- be quoted for t.he dUlerent 10calitieR. )Jew York 
and continllons, which form parts of FirRt and! of lIote_ On the ridge of Long Island the trict. It had a population in IflOO of 105,171, City, Paterson, Bayonne, Jersey City, Hoboken. 
SeeOlul ,Yatehung :\Iollntains. First ,Yatehung cemeteries and Prospect Piuk exhibit n and its chief industry is silk manufacturing. The and Kewark are the leading centers of manufac· 
l\Ioulltain faees the eastern lowland in a b()l(l relief ,yithin a limited ill'ea that is very low-lying sections of the Paters()J], Staten Island, turing. New York is a yery large manufaetUl'ing 
e8(:al'pmellt :;00 feet high, awl is a striking and picturesque. In the Rorough of Manhattall Ilnd Brooklyn quadrangles are largely devoted to city, and the range of products is exkemely 
feature of t,he presented to all who leave the end of the riuge just north of Grant's Tomb, agriculture, especially to the gt'o\ving of garden varied, the leading articles, vl"ith their value in 
New Y()rk by any of the railway" terminating in over1ooking the cross at l\Ianhattan- products for the cities, 19UO, heing: bread ana bakery IJroducts, 832,23\.),-
.Tersey City and Hol)()kell. In the lowland east ...-ille. furnishes one of tlle )Jew York City and its t'liRter cities bordering 307; clothiug, foundry prodnctR, 
of the 'Vatchung J\lonntaills are lllallY sllOrt a dew up the HudsOll Ri\Ter. the form the greatest commeJ'cinl cen-
ri(lgeR following a general northeast·solltllwe"t and striking view is to be o)Jtained from the end tel' in the States. In 1900 the port of 
direction, and locally of Rtrong relief. of the ridge north of Fort George. The of )Jew York had 40.73 per cent of the import and 

Prol)ttbly the most striking single surface the Bronx RiYer ill the northern pOl'tioll of export trade of the country, tLe record for the 
feature ,yithiu the di",tl'ict is the l'idge of the Park is ft beautiful example of a nal'l'O\\T being tons enterea and 8,118,427 
l)alisades, \\rhich faces the Hmlson RiYer in, it In Kew Jersey the many spurs of the this oceanic commerce, 
hold escarpment that reachcs a height of 500 fel:'t furnish excellent vimys of the Hudson lti\'er alHl ",11i('h i~ 1argely wit.h t.llI:' l::-nit.ed Kingdom, Gel'· 
at the northern boundary of the llarlem qu,hl. the npllHld to the east, one of tho hest or which Franct', the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, 
mngle. The e8carpment front forms one of the 11m}' be secmed from an easily aml ,Argentina, the port of ~ew York has 
lllost majestie river hank8 ill the easiern part of northeast of Fort Lee. The top of t.he a. grcat inland water and mil trade. 
America, and giYes to the HlId:-;on 11 replltat,ioll Upper ]Hontc1air, Garret Rock in The cities the Lower Hudson are 
for scenie beaut.y that is Y!"orl(lwidl:'. High MOllntain, all west, and south by mallY 

In the _Borough of Manhattan the m(J~t extpn· adjoining ('ollutry. number terminate 
sive heights extend from Ri\~erside Pa.rk to and are the falls of the side of the llLlll- by which have been indi-
Tnbby Ilook. This ri(ige faces the densely 110IH1- Falls and Paterflon, and the nreat ~(lt(',hJ which son. The principal raihmys are the New York, eat-eo, and these are the result of processes and 
lated plain to the east in a bold hut irl'egular is a good-size<l valley, once the I:'eat of it ~e\V Haven and_ Hartford, the Xew York Celltl'al e\€Jlts which began far back in the history of 
escarpment, and reaches a maximum Ileight of 20() in part by a very small aWl HlUlsou RiYel', the Pelll1sylvania, the Balti- the earth. Some of the mriOllS aspects vrhieh 
feet. In \Vestchester County ana in Nel' York has alread\' been more and Ohio, the Erie, the Delaware, Lacka- the Now York district has presented, flome-
City nort.h of t.he Harlem RiYer the country is than four million people re;idod in this wanna and 'Vestern, auu the Lehigh "Valley. The times beneath seas that have shifted, sometimes 
rolling, and is marked by many hills rising to 300 in 1900. The greater portion of the inhabitants two last-named roads are especially important as as hills or plains t.hat are gone, are traced 
or 1lI0f'e feet, no Olle of \vhich, however, is eon- 8.1'e grouped in the eities bordering the eoal.earrying roads between the anthracite regions I from a remote to the present ill the follow-
spicuous among its fellows. waterways of the Hudbon ill1d East rivel's, of Pennsyh-:wia and the seaboard. i ing outline of history, and more det.ailed 

,On Long Island the moraine ridge faces the York City alone had in 1900 a population of ThelIlHhonRiver,-witbitstide-watercomection accounts of facts are subsequently 
southeast in an abrupt slope which reaehes 3,437,262. The population of Newark was to Albany amI Troy, auu thence via the L":'! Canal presented in the order in ,\·hich they occurred, 
nendy:WO feet in height. In the Ctmter of Staten, 246,070. The smaller cities not !'Iitnated on the to the 'Vest, is also an important trade r J lte. I from l-mrliest to latest. 

Oll'l'T.I~E OF UEIJLlJlill: m'TIJRY. 

Pre·Uamlnian 'J'ocks.-The Cambrian system is 
the most ancient of the roek systems whieh in the 
New York district can be identifled with cert.aint.v, 
but there are rocks still older, wllich afe properl}T, 
though indefinitely, classed as pre-Cambrian, 
They may he of Algonkian age or may belong to 
the oldest system, -;;he Archean, hut they are so 
changed in structure and constitution from their 
original condition that distinguishing characters 
have been obliterated, and it is not known 
whether originally they were deposited as sedi
ments or were igneous. The rocks of pre-Cam
brian age of the New York district are described 
:1.R the Fordham 

J-rkents of the perioll.-Dllring the 
ancient Cambrian time the geograIJhy of North 
~'_\merican ,vas unlike the present eyen in the 
broadest features. Although the cont.inental pla. 
teau and Atlant.ic Ocean basin existed at that 
time, the continent perhaps had greater extent 
eastward, where now is the oeean, so that a lo-w 
land area, possihly of model'ate but of unknown 
width, lay east or our Atlantic border. A salt
water sea reached from tIle St. Lawrence embay. 
ment far southwestward, passing west of New 
York City, during an early stage (see fig. 2); but in 
consequence of a change of relative level of land 
and waters, the sea was exten<'1ed till it beGame a 
meditefJ'anean body whose northel'll shore crossed 
Wisconsin. Spreading also over the region about 
New York City, this sea laid down, partly on areas I 

of Fordham gneisR, the beach which has become 
the rock now called the Poughquag qllartr.ite. 
(See page 4.) The position t'eaehed by its south
enstern shore can not be known, as it probably lay 
east of the present iHlantic coast. ,Vhile the sea 
was wide, though probably not yery deep, there 
aecnnmlated over much of its bottom a calcareous 
mud, part of whieh is now the Rtoekbridge dolo
mite. (See 

I-!)_'enfs pfriorl. - The -wiae-
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spreading interior sea continued during earlier Evcats of the latel' Paleozu"/c per£od8.-In the ea8tern continent, between the Atlantic and the 
Silurian time, and an upper part of t,he Stock- vicinity of New York City, Triassic sandstones con- intet'ior sea, which, nntil the close of the Carbon
bridge dolomite represents t.he sediments which stitute the series next younger than the Silurian iferollB, prevailed over western New York, Penn. 
gathered while the adjacent lands were redllced The interval of time between the epoch i sylvania., Ohio, and westward. In Dew)Jlian time 
to very lo'w plains. As a result of a reverse the 111Ldsoll scllist and that dl1l'ing whieh the I a mountain range rose and 'wRsted away in :;'\Jew 
change of level of land amI sea, the eastem land , Tt'iitRsi~ beds were laid down was very long, and I l£llgland, Kew York, a,nd ;.rew Jersey, and similar 
rose somewhat higher above the sea than it had in other regions important successions of events ill though less ohviolls events probably occul'!'ed 

FlI-;-. 2,,--l\lup .~huwing' pl'ohable distr'ibut,ion of land and ~ea, in the eastern United State~ l1urillg' earl;-c CIlIII(,rian time amI 
t1le Chfl'llgCR whi('h fo11ow,,(1 (lnring t,hat. period, (,\ftCl' -Walcott_) 

from .. time to t.ime, while again t.he land a,rea ,vas 
reduced to a monotonous lovvland. 

Among)he activities of whidl thet'e is definite 
record \ve may pliH~e the intrusion of masses of 
igneous l·ock) which pressed from within the earth 
upward toward the surface, and which are now 
found in characteristic l'elations, occlll'!'ing among 
the sediments of Siluria.n time as well as in the 
older rocks. The date of theRe intrusions can 
only be Raid to be latet' than Silurian and earlier 

, than Tl'iasRie time. ,Ve might connect them widl 
i similar intrnsions which occurred in Massachusetts 
; abont the close of the Carboniferons, hut there is 

no definite evidence hy which to do so with cer-
tainty. The portions of the intrusions which 
are nO\\" exposed were cooled and crystalli~ed 
beneath the smfaee; the npper parts have been 
removed, and we can not say whether the ernp" 
tions reaehed the surface and found expression 
in yolcanic phenomena or not. 

The rocks of this region have suffered great 
compression, and have consequently beeu folded, 
crushed, and, with the growth of new minerah, 
transformed ill to gneisses and schists. That is, 
they have undergone the process of metamorphism 
in a high degree. Part of these effects may have 
been produced at any t.ime later than the deposi
tioll of the Hudson schist, but in considerable 
measnre the metamorphisill is attributed to that 
strongly marked episode of mountain grO'l,\'~tb 

which occurred near the close of the Carbonifel' 
stood, and its margin \vas extended westward, so 1 the earth's history are recorded; but whatever the ous period and ,yhich has sometimes been called 
that the shore lay probably not far southeast of hiRtoryof the New York region may have heen the Appalachian revolution. Then from the 8t. 
~e,v York City. The clayey.salldy waste then during that time, the changes which have since Lawrenee to Alaballla, where now are the Appa
washed from the land was large in amount, and taken place in the character of the rocks, il1lU the lachian a.nd Allegheny mountains of New York, 
it formed the t.hick deposit which became con- amount of mat.erial removed. by erosioll, are so New .Jersey, Pennsylyania, the VirginiaE'l, the 
solidated, crushed, and crystallized into the rock great that the record is very incomplete. How- Carolinas, and Georgia, the sediments of the 
uescrihed ns t11e Hudson schist. (See page 4.) e\'e1', it i,'J elear that. the region 'I-as part of the interior Ben and tlit" older roeks which formed 



part of the continent were slowly compressed, so 
that, according to their nature, they took on 
cleavage, producing slates, schists, and gneisses, 
or became folded, giving rise to basins and 
arches of strata. These structures are like those 
illustrated in the vertical section on the second 
page of the" Explanation" printed on the cover. 

The several kinds of rocks which formed dur
ing the long time preceding the Juratrias period, 
and which suffered the metamorphic changes 
thus briefly referred to, are described in the fol
lowing pages by Professor Merrill. 

Bvents of the Jwratrias period.-After the 
development of the old Appalachian Mountains 
at the close of Carboniferous time, there was an 
interval during which the heights were worn 
down to mature or aged forms, and their waste 
was distributed in flood plains of rivers and in 
the sea. This condition continued throughout 
the earlier Triassic- and preceded the accumulation 
of the late Triassic or early Jurassic rocks which 
are described under the term Newark, group. The 
Atlantic basin may have encroached upon the 
continent in such manner that the coast which 
previously lay much farther east came to occupy 
a position nearer New York City, but the Atlantic 
sediments of this period are not known. 

Following these geographic changes there came 
in New Jersey in sequence of time, and probahly 
in natural succession 'of effects, the slow develop
ment. of a basin which was occupied by water 
and WIlS gradually filled by sediments that are 
described undt'r the term Newark group. Similar 
depressions, which mayor may not have been 
directly connected, were produced not far from 
the present Atlantic coast, from Nova Scotia to 
North Carolina. They formed lakes or estuaries, 
the fossils found in them being those of organisms 
which may have lived in fresh or brackish water, 
but are not distinctly mal'ine, and the sediments 
exhibit features common to deposits in shallow 
waters that rise and fall, as well as to tide.swept 
bays. The southern basin was in part marshy, 
and vegetation, from time to time accumulating, 
produced the coal beds now found in the vicinity 
of Richmond, Va. In general the shores of the 
basins were low, bordered by extensive mud 
flats, and fringed with luxuriant vegetation, but 
bey~nd them were hills from which great quan· 
tities of sediment were washed. The familiar 
brownstone, soft red shales, and gray flagstones 
were the chief varieties of rocks then formed. 
During the existence ot these basins there 
occasionally occurred volcanic eruptions which 
resulted in flows of lava at the surface as well as 
in intrusions of igneous rock among the Triassic 
sedimentary beds. These intrusives and lavas 
form the so-called "trap rock 11 of the Palisades 
of the Hudson, of the 'Vatchung Mountains) and 
Ot other localities in New Jersey. 

At some time following the accumulation of 
the Newark sediments and the eruption of the 
associated igneous rocks the sandstones and shales 
were dislocated by mOHments of the earth's crust, 
normal faults developed with a general northeast· 
southwest trend, and the blocks into which they 
divided the formation slipped past one another 
in such a manner as gradually to cause displace. 
ments, in some instances of several thousand feet. 
'rhe effect must have been to develop ridges of 
greater or less height, which erosion immediately 
attacked and wore down to hills of moderate alti. 
tude. In the development of this particular gen
eration of hills1 the hard trap rocks must have 
maintained their altitude above the areas of soft 

ward it was submerged as far inland at least as 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and ",Vashington. The 
present Appalachian Mountains had not then 
begun to grow, but there were low hills wherever 
there were areas of hard rocks, and these hills 
were the surviving bases of the mountains devel
oped during the Triassic age, and possibly of those 
which grew during the Appalachian revolution. 

The relations of land and sea were maintained 
with very slight changes of level during the 
greater part of the Cretaceous period, and the 
elevations which had survived into the begimiing 
of that time were consequently worn down by 
erosion to still more monotonous lowlands. The 
Highlands of New York and New .• Tersey, the 
mountains of Virginia and the Carolinas, are all 
of later growth. Upon the wide.spreading plain 
which then characterized the eastern United 
States the larger rivers of to-day probably had 
their ·origin. The coast of New Jersey was bor
dered by estuaries and lagoons, which also 
extended southward, and in which brackish-water 
deposits were laid down. 'fhese are represented 
on Staten Island by the Raritan clays, which 
described by Professor Hollick. (See page 10.) 

In later Cretaceous time the Atlantic ad vanced 
somewhat farther westward and marine sediments 
were deposited over a belt of considerable extent 
in Maryland and New Jersey, but they are not 
represented in the N ew York district. 

Events of Te1,tiary tim-e.-'l'he wide plain which 
developed during the Cretaeeous period has been 
called the Schooley plain, because its flat surface 
is well represented in the summit of Schooley 
Mountain in New Jersey. In general the recog· 
nition of this plain as a condition which once 
existed is based upon the long, even mountain 
summits of the Highlands, Schooley Mountain, 
the ",Vatchung ridges, and the Palisades. Beyond 
the New York district the plain has been recog
nized in similar even.topped ranges as far south 
as Alabama. The later history, beginning with 
the Tertiary, takes account of the uplift of the 
Appalachian Mountain province and the develop
ment of the ,Tal1eys along areas of soft rocks, 
while heights survive where the harder rocks 
afforded more resistance to degradation. 

During the early Tertiary the growth of the 
existing Appalachian Mountains began by the 
uplift of broad areas, and the Schooley plain was 
thus warped' from a flat to an exceedingly wide 
and low, dome·like surface. It did not imme· 
diately attain the'altitude which it now has along 
the axis of greatest elevation, but was raised part 
way, and the movement then ceased for a time. 
Along the coast, portions of the lowlands were 
submergf!d beneath the sea, and again elevated, 
but the extent of the areas which the waters 
occupied can not be, fully made out, as the depos. 
its have been much eroded. The climate was 
prevailingly semi-tropical, and the lowlands were 
covered with luxuriant forests_ 

'I'he rivers, which flowed in channels assumed 
upon the general slope of the Sc_hooley plain, cut 
down through the surface of the plain into the 
hard and soft rocks lying across their paths, and 
became superimposed, as it is called, upon the 
underlying ribbed structure. By processes of 
adjustment, through which streams seek valleys 
along lines of soft rocks, the courses were changed, 
and the river systems of the present were to some 
extent developed. During the pause in the ele
vation of the surface of the province, valleys were 
widely excavated, and a broad- lowland was 
extended over the soft shales and sandstones of 
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Tertiary time or the initial event of the succeeding ing chiefly of quartz and orthoc1ase with biotite 
and very recent Pleistocene period. and hornblende, containing numerous beds of 

]rJiJents qf the Pleistocene period.-The dominant magnetic iron ore. These gneisses on the south 
fact of the Pleistocene period was the glaciation Bide of the Highlands extend through "\\' estchester 
of northern North America and Europe. Ice County in a series of parallel folds with south. 
sheets spread fJ;om different centers, not only westerly trend, and here, as well as on the north
once, but three or more times, and an appreciable ern slope of the Highlands in Dutchess County, 
intervaI of milder climate separated each ice are overlain unconformably by basal quartzites of 
advance from the preceding one. 'fhe latest of the Cambrian age) which are bordered by Cambro· 
continental glaciers, which centered in Labrador, Silurian dolomite and Ordovician slate or schist. 
extended southward in the vicinity of New York The principal valleys of Putnam County are syn
as far as Long and Staten islands. Perhaps one clinal in structure, and owe their origin to the 
or more of the earlier glaciers had a similar extent, solution and erosion of belts of dolomite, which 
but the evidence .is not everywhere definite, and are associated with quartzite and mica·schist 
the earlier Pleistocene history of this region is and are correlated with similar rocks hereafter 
obscure. The glacier which advanced from the described as Cambrian and Silurian. 
north over New York ground off the surface in From the relation of the quartzite, dolomite, 
some places and buricd it in others beneath gravel, and schist of Westchester County to the under
sand, and clay. The worn rOCK surfaces are char- lying gneiss, which corresponds to the relation of 
acteristically marked and the deposits possess the Paleozoic strata to the subjacent gneiss in 
characters peculiar to materials carried by ice and western Massachusetts and in Dutchess and Put
deposited by it or by waters flowing from it. ' II' nam counties, and from stratigraphic continuity, it 

Before the ice advanced the larger rivers had is believed that the cryst.alline dolumite of West· 
adjusted themselves to their present valleys. chester County is equivalent to the Stockbridge 
When the ice disappeared the streams resumed: limestone of Massachusetts. This formation 
their courses with such changes as the glacial. extends into southeastern Dutchess County, where 
deposits required, and they now flow in the chan· : its Cambro-Silurian age has been satisfactorily 
nels thus determined. The features due to glacio established. The schist and micaceous gneiss 
ation are described by Professor Salisbury. (See overlying the dolomite in the New York district, 
pages 11~17.) by like analogy and stratigraphic relation, is' con-

At an epoch not yet well determined the land sidered to be of Hudson River age and equivalent 
stood about· 200 feet higher than it now stands in to the Berkshire schist. 
reference to sea level, and the streams in conse· Besides the old granites above mentioned there 
quence sunk their channels deep. The waters of i are in Westchester and New York counties many 
East River and the Hudson joined below a bold I later eruptive rocks which occnpy notable areas. 
hill, where now is the Battery, and, flowing out I Prominent among them is a red granite, consist· 
through the NaITows, crossed a wide plain to the: ing chiefly of quartz) orthoclase, and biotite, which 
ocean. The old channel is traceable by soundings. is injected into and through the gneiss at many 
When the land sank to its present level the val· points:, and at Ossining through the overlying 
leys were submerged, and the harbor of New dolomite. On Manhattan Island, at Inwood, 
York resulted. 'fhe submergence established a granite dikes penetrate the dolomite. In the 
new shore, which waves and currents are modify- town of Yonkers is a large area of reddish granite 
ing. 'rheir work is seen in such features as the rather gneissoid in texture, which is intrusive in 
beaches of Sandy Hook, Rockaway, and Coney the Fordham gneiss and is extensively quarried 
Island. Beneath the waters of the ocean, bays, as a building stone. 
and rivers, deposits of sediment of various kinds The mica-schist has been especially subject to 
are accumulating. The bar and its channels are igneous intrusions. Within its areas occur the 
produced by the deposit and scour of shore cur· Cortlandt series of diorites and norites, described 
rents and tides. On the land the vegetation, the by James D. Dana and George H. Williams; the 
atmosphere, the rains and frosts, and the streams: Harrison diorite, described in detail by H. I-Ues; 
are remodeling the surface, and man is doing the serpentines, derived by alteration from basic 
much to change the features which nature has so eruptives, and certain gray 'granites, which occur 
shaped that New York is the commercial center in bosses, lenses, and dikes in the southernmost 
of the New World. part of Westchester County. Near the shores of 

METAMORPHIC CRYSTALUNE ROCKS. 

By FREDERICK .J. H. l\fERRILL.* 

Long Island Sound the Hudson schist is every· 
where injected with bands, lenses, and dikes of 
pegmatite, granite, amphibolite) and pyroxenite. 

All the crystalline rocks above described, with 
the possible exceptions of the Fordham gneiss 
and the later eruptive rocks, were originally sedi. 
ments laid down in horizontal strata, the quart7.ite 
representing a beach deposit, the dolomite a 
deposit in water unaffected by wash from the 
land, and the schist a deposit of sandy mud in 
shoal water. These thr(j6 rocks -form a reliable 
record of a period of subsidence of the land and 
transgression of the sea, following which came a 
recession and emergence. 

Southeastern New York.-The metamorphic 
crystalline rocks of southeastern New York lie 
east of tbe Hudson River, in New York, West
chester, Putnam, and Dutchess counties, whence 
they extend into Connecticut, and on the west 
of the ri \'61' in Orange and Rockland counties, 
whence they extend southwesterly into New 
Jersey. The lowest formation is a coarse horn
blende'granite, which forms the central mass of 
the range of mountains known as the Highlands 
of the Hudson, and in Breakneck Mountain is 
exposed through a vertical height of nearly 1200 
feet. The rock is composed chiefly of' quartz, 
feldspars, and hornb,lende, with accessory magne

sandstones and shales, as they do now; and as the Newark area in New Jersey. As this surface tite, apatite, and zircon. The hornblendf! is deep 
their distribution' was somewhat similar to that is well represented in'the vicinity of Somerville, greenish brown in color and is nowhere present 
which they now have, some of the heights of the'name Somerville stage h,as been given to that in)arge quantity, eonstituting less than 10 per 
the landscape may have resembled those of the particular phase of the topography. cent of the rock. The prevailing feldspar is 
preB:ent day. These hill~ _did not survive, how· The process of adjustment and erosion had microperthite, a finely lamellar intergrowth of 
~ye'i', but were reduced to very low relief in proceeded so far as to outline the present heights orthoclase and an acid plagioclase, either albite 
succeeding epochs. and valleys in their broadest features, when or oligoclase. Some plagioclase is always present 

1'he Newark sediments and their associated mountain growth was renewed and there occurred in addition, and seems to be oligoclase in all cases. 
igneous rocks are described by Mr. Darton. the, uplift which resulted in mountains, of the A little microc1ine, also, is always present. With 
(See page 6.) altitude of the Highlands. The streams devel- these greater masses of hornblende-granite are 

At various times between the later Silurian and 
the beginning of the Mesozoic these horizo~tal 
strata were laterally compressed. As a conse
quence they were thrown into parallel folds 
having a general northeasterly'trend. 'Vith the 
Paleozoic beds the underlying rocks of greater 
age were also folded. As the cross sections show 
(see Structtlre Section sheet), the folds are closely 
compressed, and in many cases are overthrown, 
so that frequently the rocks on both sides of a 
fold dip in the same direction. Generally the 
axial planes of the folds dip to the east, but 
occasionally they dip to the west. Associated 
with the longitudinal folding of these rocks was 
a transverSe folding, the general result of which 
was elevation at the northeast, so that the axes 
pitch or slope very gently to the southwest. There 
are local variations from this 'general condition, 
and some of the folds have 10cally a northeast
ward pitch, due to faulting or crOBS folding. But 
the general condition is well shown in the west· 
ern ridge of Fordham gneiss, which in tlie town 
of Yonkers attains a height of 300 feet, and on 
Manhattan Island passes below sea level and does' 
not reappear. 

flJventsofthe Gretaceousperiod.-Thegeograpby oped their deeper and inner vaUeys. The broad associated other local masses of granite compara
of the Cretaceous period approached that of the, dome which the Schooley plain would have tively free from hornblende, which are exten
present, as in the latter part of the Juratrias fonned if valleys had not developed in' its sur· sively used for building stone. The granites are 
period and in early Cretaceous time the Atlantic face, sloped from the axis of uplift in the High. probably igneous and of great age. On the flanks 
had assumed a coast line not greatly different lands and Catskills southeastward and passed of the granite masses are banded gneisses, consist
from the existing one, and the Atlantic Coastal beneath sea level a short 4istance south and east ----~-- .. -~ 
Plain had then been developed in its earliest; of New York City. This episode of new moun-l "'The field wo:rk,on the Ill()~l(lrphie ,crys~all~lle rocks in 

recognized phase; but from New Jersey south· [ taio growth may have been the closing event of. !:::!~:r!~~~J;i~~Ot~~f~~l~~~;k~~:ieC~~!l~:~ctwasdone 
N~w York City, 
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As shown' in the following scheme, the meta- 1 equivalence to the quartzite of Dutchess County, 1 seen on the plain east of Inwood and northward bridge and the Hudson is never sharp, but occurs 
morphic, sedimentary, and laminated crystalline I which bears the same relation to the dolomite 'I through Westchester County. through a zone of transitional phases, --such as 
rocks within the area under discussion belong to above and the, gneiss below as the quartzite I The distribution of the dolomite bas had an calcareous schists and highly micaceous dolomites, 
three principal division~ the pre-Cambrian, Cam· I within the Harlem quadrangle. The Dutchess I important influence in determining the geographic varying from 10 to 50 feet in thickness. ~"'re
brian, and Silurian. Of the pre-Cambrian, one 1 County quartzite contains lower Cambrian fossils, situation of New York, as all the navigable chan- quently alternation of schist and dolomite occurs 
formation has been distinguished as the Fordham I at Stissing, and is typically exposed on the north- ' nels about the city are submerged valleys which I near the contact. Quartzite is never present. 
gneiss. The older granites and gneisses do not ern flank o£ the pre-Cambrian highlands in a rail- ' owe tb~ir positions to the ease with which it is I Both the gradual transition and the alternations 
occur in this area and are therefore not discussed. I road cut at Poughquag. It is from this locality I eroded. I~ong Island Sound, near New York, ' are well shown on Oue hundred and sixty-seventh 
Of the Cambrian and Silurian there are two that the formation takes its name. This locality possibly O\ved its existence to the same cause, as ! street from Jerome avenue to' Morris avenue. 
persistent formations, the' Stockbridge dolomite, is advantageous as one from which the formation I it appears to he the locus of a broad exposure of ~ The illterbedding near the contact can also be 
which is partly Cambrian and partly Silurian, may be named, since it is approximately central dolomite uncovered by the removal of the Hudson i well observed on either side of the railroad one· 
and the Hudson schist; and a third, of slight to the areas of the quartziteJormation extending schist east of the Westchester shore, fourth of a mile south of Park Hill station and 
development, the Poughquag quartzite, which from New York to New England, and the rock Hudson schist.-The schist of the New York I: on One hundred and seventy·sixth street 100 feet 
underlies the dolomite. contains fossils. district is given the name Hudson because it con- ; east of Third avenue_ Dana records several good 

The Poughquag quartzite bas been found at tinues northward and connects stratigraphically examples of tIl is feature in the dolomite outcrops 
Metamotphw ery.~talline melCfJ in the New York di8trict. several places within the Harlem quadrangle. At with the great area of slate and shale along the formerly visible in Harlem, but now covered by 

Silurian .. 

Cambrian .. 

Hudson schist, containiug garnet, iibrolite, the north it is prominently exposed on the east Hudson Uiver which have been called respectively buildings. 
'cyanUe, and staurolite. side. of the dolomite, area at Has~ings, its most Hudson slate and Hudson shale. The Hudson '1'he sequence of the formations may be satisfac· 

Stockbridge dolOluite; crystalline limestone northern outcrop having a thickness of about 30 schist, Hudson slate, and Hudson shale represent torily observed at the following localities: A fevi' 
:~!~;:.lllite, containing diopside and I f?et .. It h~s been obse~'ved at eight ot~er locali· different phases of alteration of the same original hundred feet northeast of the corner of One hun

, tIes, lllcludmg BronXVIlle, Morris HeIghts, and rock, and together they form the Hudson forma· dred and eighty-third street and Jerome avenue 
Poughquag quartzite. I Lowerre, from which last locality it was first tion. The Hudson formation continues into New! the Fordham gneiss is well shown, with synclinal 

Pre-Cambrian .. Fordham gneiss. I described within the quadrangle. England, and is .there a schist, which has been! strrrcture pitching southward, and overlain in 
T'ltF .... CAUBRIAN ROCKH. I The rock is a quartzite varying from almost. called the Berkshire schist. The rock covers a i patcbes by thin quart..:itic beds. The Stockbridge 

I white to brown in color; characteristically thin I larger area than any other within the limits of the, dolomite appears several hundred Yal'ds to the 
Fordham gneiss.-The Fordham gneiss, named bedded,occasionallymassive, often with muscovite Harlein quadrangle~ and is the uppermost of the I south, along the axis of this syncline, also with 11 

£rom the place of that name, near which it is well or tourmaline deyeloped along bedding and cleav· metamorphosed sedimentary formations. southward ·pitch. Three members of the series 
exposed, is a gray, banded gneiss. The bands, as age planes. In thickness it varies from 1 to 30 '1'he rock is essentially a mixture of biotite and are therefore sho\vn here in their normal order of 
a rule, are thin, rarely exceeding 2 inches in thick· feet within the Harlem quadrangle, but at the quartz, but frequently contains enough orthoclase 1 superposition. 
ness. They va,ry much in composition. Some of typical locality over 100 feet are exposed. At to give it the composition of gneiss. The princi- ' A ridge of Fordham gneiss is shown on either 
these are highly quartzose; some are composed its base this rock is usually sharply differentiated pal accessory mineral is garnet, which occurs in side of Brown Place, and its northward termina
largely of biotite, and some consist of pegmatite from the pre-Cambrian, but its top beds integrate I crystals varying from one-sixteenth to one·quarter tion appears on One hundred and forty-first street. 
or granite, which seems to have been injected with the lower part of the Stockbridge limestone. ; of an inch in diameter. Occasionally much larger The gneiss here pitches northward and is partly 
parallel to the regular banding of the gneiss_ I crystals are found. Micl'ocline, fibrolite, cyanite, covered by quartzitic beds_ 'fhe overlying dolo· 

The rock is composed of quartz, feldspars, and SILURIAN ROCKS. and staurolite are also frequent accessories. The, mite is shown one block farther north. 
biotite, with some accessory zircon, less apatite Stockbridge dolomite.-The Stockbridge dolo- Hudson schist has a marked schistosity, which is I· High cliffs of Fordham gneiss border the north 
and titanite, and .ery infrequently magnetite. mite, as it is here called, is composed of beds of i frequently, though not always, nearly parallel to ' shore of Spuyten Duyvil Creek. The course of 
Microcline is the most abundant feldspar, with I limestone and dolomite in which the proportion the bedding. - ! the creek is at any given point approximately 
Bome orthoclase and oligoclase. The rock is , of magnesian carbonate is often small. It is, so 1 The aspect of this formation is intimately, parallel to the strike of the gneiss at that point, 
thoroughly gneissoid, the biotite and flattened I far as can be determined by stratigraphic con- affected by numerous igneous intrusions and I and the latter is everywhere seen to dip toward 
quartzes having identical orientation and giving I tinuity, equivalent to the Stockbridge dolomite injections of granitic and basic material, which in I the creek. This definite relation between the 
distinct foliation. A certain amount of segrega- of western New England and Dutchess County, some places are so numerous as to predominate windings of the creek and the variations in the 
tion of the various minerals occurs, the biotite N. Y., where the formation has yielded both over the schist. The small masses are, for the I strike of the gneiss is due to the fact that 
notably being concentrated along certain planes_ Cambrian fossils from its lower part and Silurian most part, parallel to the schistosity, though the creek occupies the position of dolomite beds 
Hornblende is an occasional constituent of thif;j fossils at higher horizons. In Westchester County occasionally oblique to it. The larger areas which formerly overlay the gneiss, but which 
rock, but, though very prominent in some bands, the absence of fossils, which if present would usually have their longer diameters parallel to have been almost entirely removed from view by 
does not occur as a general constituent. Garnet hardly have withstood tbe extreme metamorphism, the strike of the schistosity. 'l'hey are most solution and er08io;. Several small outcrops of 
is present rarely and in but small quantity. As 1 renders its exact age indeterminate. Since, how- abundant near the shores of Long. Island Sound. dolomite can still be seen at low water on the 
the schistosity of the :b~ordham gneiss has usually ever, the continuation of this formation in western In the Harlem quadrangle the Hudson schist is south shore of the creek, dipping to the south 
a very steep dip, the horizontal exposures of this I New England has been known for many years as the prevailing rock east of the dolomite valley in I under the cliffs of IIudson schist which line' that 
rock show chiefly cross sections of the banding. I' the Stockbridge formation, the same name is here which lies the Ne\,,- York and Harlem Uailroad. I shore. This Spuyten Duyvil locality is, there-

It is difficult to give the Fordham gneiss a sys· applied to it in the New York district. In this eastern area it is closely folded, and its I fore, of great geologic interest, as it shows the 
tematic name which exactly indicates its age. If i The Stockbridge is one of the most prominent bedding planes are mostly on edge_ Near Port °principal members of the series in their proper 
it is of sedimentary origin it m~y be called formations of the district. Lithologically it is ! Morris it appears in a closely pressed synclinal I order of superposition, and also illustl'ates the 
Algonkian, but it can only be said with certainty coarsely crystalline and distinctly bedded, and I' fold, with northward pitch, which crosses Ran- direct relation existing between deep-water chan
that it is pre-Cambrian_ contains at many localities diopside and tremolite, dalls and Wards islands and Little Mill Uock in ! nels and dolomite beds within the Harlem quad-

.rfhe Fordham gneiss forms the high anticlinal and occasionally tourmaline. Of its maximum Hell Gate. Flood Rock, which was removed in I rangle. 
ridge which borders the New York shore of the thickness little is definitely known. At 'rucka- the improvement of Hell Gate channel, was part As shown by the map, the Hudson schist in 
Hudson River from Yonkers southward to Spuy- hoe a thickness of 150 feet is shown in section. of this syncline. On Mill Rock the schist is that'part of the Harlem quadrangle east of the 
ten Duyvil, and also that on the west side of the, In the Harlem River a thickness of about 775 much injected with amphibolite and pegmatite. Bronx River iSJ in places, much injected with 
Bron~ Valley. In the former ridge the gneiss ,I feet is found, in which, however, there may be The .Hudson schist is also the prevailing rock of I granitic and basic material. In certain portions 
disappears on the south at Spuyten Duyvil and I repetition by crumpling. Manhattan Island. of the area, notably near the shore of Long Island 
does not reappear on Manhattan Island. '1'heridge I The crystalline dolomite, though frequently The difficulty experienced by many geologists Sound between New Rochelle and Larchmont, 
west of the Bronx Valley bifurcates at the southern: well exposed, must often be traced by its absence when they first, enter the New York district in Ii this very mark.edparallel injection gives the scbist 
end of the western fork, is depressed below tide 1 as well as by its presence. Its solubility in water differentiating the Hudson schist from the Ford- somewhat the appearance of the Fordham gneiss. 
level by a cross- synclinal fold at the Harlem I containing carbonic acid renders it an easy prey ham gneiss and of appreciating the stratigrallhic I The hypothesis might therefore be assumed, from 
River, ends on Manhattan Island in the low ridge I to the elements, and its position is almost every- relations makes it desirable to give a brief state- 1 an incomplete examination of the district, that 
which borders Seventh 'avenue on the west at! where emphasized by low ground. Throughout ment of the more salient points in this connection. ' the injected area is actually pre-Cambrian rock, 
One hundred and fifty-fifth street, and disappears, all the principal valleys small outcrops m.ay be While local granitic injection of the Hudson! upon which the uninjected Hut;lson schist rests 
by pitching below the general surface level about I found, though usually for considerable distances causes it, in band specimens, to resemble some I through overlap or non-deposition of dolomite. 
a mile southward. The eastern fork, owing to I it is buried beneath river gravel and alluvium. phases of the Fordham, careful areal study always But that the rock of this area is injected Hudson 
the same cross fold, disappears beneath the dolo- I Where it ~as undergone the maximum of leach- reveals distinctive criteria. The Hudson schist is schi"st is proved by the fact that the rocks of the 
mite in Morrisania, but reappears near the Bronx II ing the granular particles of limestone have dis- mor8 persisten·tly- micaceous, while the Fordham injected area (represented separately on the map) 
Kills in Mott Haven, where it forms a low anti· appeared entirely, and in their stead. we find a gneiss is more" quartzose and more uniformly grade regularly into normal schist_ In the vicin
clinal ridge interrupted by the kills. It was' ma,ss of aluminous and magnesian material, whit- banded. The foliation of the Hudson is also ity of New Rochelle and Larchmont, as new 
represented, on Manhaytan Island by a few out- I ish, green with scales of prochlorite, red with usually more crumpled than that of the gneiss. exposures in street openings and excavations for 
crops below high-water mark at the foot of East! peroxide of iron, and sometimes black with sepa- To secure a direct comparison in New York City house foundations reveal, here and there, fresh 
One hundred and twenty-second street, which are I rated carbon. In these conditions it is often mis· one should go from the exposures of Fordham sections of the complex rock mass, thi~ bands of 
now removed. Some narrow anticlinal ridges of : taken for clay or kaolin, and· was thus reported gneiss in the vicinity of One hundred and fifty- unaltered schist are seen between the granite 01' 
Fordham gneiss are seen on the islands in the from the railroad cutting at Morrisania, from the fifth street and Seventh avenue to the rock wall basic bands formed by injection. The injection 
East River, notably Blackwells, Wards, North Blackwells Island tunnel and from dredgings in of Hudson schist on the west side of the Speed. I is, therefore, a local phenomenonJ and the injected 
Brother, and South Brother, and it is the only the East HiveI' on the Middle Ground near way.. ' rocks have no stratigraphic significance.. That is 
laminated crystalline rock at present exposed on Lawrence Point, from Shell Reef in the El,lSt The stratigraphic distinction is marked' by the I to say, the rock of the injected areas does not 
Long Island. There it may be seen near the River near the foot of Tenth street, and at the fact that nowhere in the Harlem quadrangle has I underlie the Hudson schist, but, is part of it. 
court-house in Long Island City and also along mouth of Newtown Creek. Along the Hudson the Stockbridge been found in actual contact I The borders of the injected areas show no uncon
the shore of the East River frOID Ravenswood to River shore of Manhattan Island a white residuum with the Fordham, for the Poughquag always formity or quartzite beds or basal conglomerates_ 
Lawrence Point. It is also found in deep well has been found in the dredgings 'QY the Dock intervenes. About twenty localities of this I . 
borings on northwestern Long IslandJ where it is Department. Similar material was· also found quartzite are now known in Westchester County, POS'.r-}IUDSON IG:N:EOUS ROCKS. 
the subterrane. overlying the Fordham gneiss in a deep boring and careful search along the -flanks' of the Ford·, Gen&J'alstatement_-Under this head are classi

CAMB~L\'N ROCKS. 
on Tallman Island near College Point. On the ham ridges will unquestionably disclose a greater, fied those rocks which are clearly intrusive in 
uplands the presence of dolomite is often evi- number. I the ~~ordham gneiss, the Stockbridge dolomite, 

Poughquag quartzite.-The Poughquag quartz- denced by coarse, yellowish-white sand, consisting In contrast to these conditions at the base of ' and the Hudson schist. 
ite is so named from its probable stratigraphic of partially dissolved fragments_ This may be the Paleozoic, the contact between the Stock-l So far as we know, they belong to one general 
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period of igneous activity, the time of which can SeryenUne.-"\Yithin the Harlem quadrangle outcrops of the Stockbridge, but the necessity for been deposited and eroded, and to that extent the 
not be stated with greater exactness than that it serpentine occurs in the vicinity of New Rochelle business concentration and considerations of local ev:idence is indefinite, but an isthmus is thought 
was posterior to the deposition of the Hudson on Davenport Neck, on the mainland immediately convenience have diverted the lime industry to to have separated the Appalachian Sea from a sea 
schists, and therefore probably post.Silurian, and adjacent, and on Manhattan Island in an areB now other parts of the State. which covered part of New England. (See map. 
prior to a part of the dynamic disturbance and almost entirely,covered by buildings, between Gneiss, gneissoid granite, and granite are fig.2.) The inference that this isthmus existed 
crumpling of these rocks through which the intru· Tenth avenue and the North River and Fifty. obtained at man~ p~aces, some of. which are noted I is based .p~tly on the fact ?rought .out by Pr~f. 
sives have become schistose and even crumpled. fourth and Sixty. second streets. At New below. The prInCIpal quarry In the Fordham' H. S. Wilhams that Devoman fossIls found III 

The igneous rocks which occur in the pre.Oam. Rochelle the serpentine has been derived from gneiss is near Hastings, and furnishes an excellent New'York differ from those found in Maine, as 
brian and Paleozoic rocks within the Harlem, the aIteration of rocks consisting of bronzite,horn· light.gray stone. In the Yonkers gneiss several they would not in like degree had the waters 
Brooklyn, and Staten Island quadrangles may be blende, und actinolite, remnants of which may quarries produce a reddish gneissoid granite of been connected; and the evidence of fossils cor· 
classified as follows: Yonkers gneiss; granite still be found. The area on Manhattan Island is excellent quality. The quarries in the smaller roborates that of the distribution and character 
(red and gray) in dikes and lenses; pegmatite in evidently of similar origin. ~eas of intrusive granite 'furnish chiefly material of Devonian sediments, which, where they occur 
dikes and. bosses j Harrison diorite; basic dikes, Within the Staten Island quadrangle serpentine for local use in the foundations of buildings. In northwest of the Highlands, have the character 
including amphibolites and pyroxenites; and ser· is found at Oastle Point, Hoboken, and in the I' the Harrison diorite, one quarry is operated near of deposits made near shore. Thus the emerg· 
peotine, derived from basic intrusives. high central ridge of northern Staten Island. On I Larchmont, the product being used locally in ence is dated approximately as prior to Devonian 

Yonkers gneis8-The Yonkers gneiss is technic· Staten Island traces of olivine and actinolite have buildings. The material is attractive in color and time - that is, during the latter part of the 
ally a gneissoid granite. It is composed mainly been found in the serpentine, which suggest its very satisfactory in respect to strength and dura· Silurian period. 
of quartz and feldspars. The latter slightly pre· derivation. At Hoboken no traces of the original bility. Between Mount Vernon and New Rochelle The character of the movement by which the 
dominate, with some biotite and hornblende, and mineral have been found, but its origin is evi· a quarry in a local mass of granite is operated relations of land and sea were changed was prob. 
occasionally garnet, zircon, titanite, and apatite dently analogous to that of the other masses. for road metal, but little is used for structural ably not such that narrow time limits can be 
in small quantity. The feldspar is mostly micro· The serpentine of Staten Island and Hoboken purposes. In the gneissoid areas of the Hudson set for it. The present Atlantic Ooastal Plain, 
cline, with some orthoclase aod usually it little may he examined advantageously at the following. schist the quarries are purely local and the mate· which has repeatedly been oveJ'flowed and aban· 
oligoclase. The rock is thoroughly foliated and described places: .An excellent exposure of fresh rial is used only for buildings in the immediate doned by the sea, may be regarded as similar to 
gneissoid, the minerals showing parallel alignment. material is afforded by the excavations in Wester· vicinity. No considerable amount of capital has the land surface which existed during the later 

The persistence of reddish orthoclase suggests veIt avenue, Tompkinsville. The cut which now been anywhere invested, as the rock masses fit for Silurian where New York City now is; but that 
that it has sprung from a common source with extends from First avenue to Second avenue is structural use are small. sur.face sloped northwestward to the Appalachian 
the numerous dikes of red pegmatite and granite being excavated for a new sewer to a depth of In addition to the building stones derived from Sea, and whatever sediments the occasionally 
of similar composition which penetrate the schist from 10 to 15 feet. The surface material is a the quarries in the crystalline rocks, the moraine returning waters spread ovel' the plain were soon 
and dolomite in many points in 'Vestchester decomposed serpentine which differs very slightly material of Westchester Oounty and Long Island eroded from the district about New York. The 
Oounty. In the particular area where this rock from the other exposures along the edge of the furnishes an abundance of bowlders of diabase sands and conglomerates of the Medina forma· 
occurs most extensively it has been subjected to plateau running from Tompkinsville to New from the Palisades of New Jersey. This rock has tion occu!ring farther northwest represent these 
greater dynamic action than elsewhere and has Dorp. The underlying rock, however, is much been extensively used for building foundations episodes of a coastal plain phase, and the thin 
been reduced completely to a gneissoid condition. fresher and shows veinings of compact, light·green and fences, and occasionally for dwellings. Its clayey and calcareo)ls sediments of the Niagara! 

In the limestone near Ossining there is a granite serpentine with a smooth conchoidal fracture. rich, dark colqr makes it a very attractive build· Salina, and Helderberg extend the record of 
composed of quartz, red feldspars, and biotite, with This is in places rather sparsely dotted with ing stone, but its extreme toughness renders it limited erosion to the Devonian. 
a little zircon and apatite. The quartz and feld. minute octahedral crystals of chromite. The ser· expensive to work. Geogl'aplvy J.uring Devonian time.-According 
spars make up most of the rock, the latter pre· pentine varies rather widely in color and texture, Building sand.-The alluvial deposits of the to the sediments of the early Devonian epochs, 
dominating. About half the feldspar is ortho· a dull·red phase colored by peroxide of iron fre· numerous stream valleys yield sand for building the Appalachian land remained low and was worn 
clase, most of the remaj.nder microline, with a quently showing against the green in irregular purposes, the consumption of which is very large, to a still lower plain than that which it had 
little oligoclase. The rock is not at all gneissoid patches. The asbestos variety is common in this but the material is usually obtained on too small exhibited in later Silurian time. This is true of 
and the minerals show no signs of strain. In i exposure, fibers 2 feet in length being in many a scale at the different sand pits to make it possi. all Appalachia for that part of the Devonian 
composition this granite approximates closely to cases obtained. The serpentine is here associated ble to obtain any statistics of production. On represented by strata of the Hamilton group, and 
the Yonkers gneiss and may be the ullsheared with white foliated talc, singularly brilliant and Long Island stratified Pleistocene deposits yield it is true of southern Appalachia until a much later 
original form of the latter. snowy in luster. The latter shows minute den· immense quantities of building sand. time; but, though that plain extended over New 

Granite and pegmnJJite. - Gray and reddish drites of pyrolusite, in this respect somewhat Iron o1'e.-On the serpentine hills of Staten York State for an age, there came a change over 
granite in small dikes oblique to the banding of resembling the talc of St. Lawrence County. Island limonite of good quality was formerly the northern lands, in which New York shared. 
the gneiss and schist is rather abundant in these Deweylite also occurs in veins with a weakly extensively mined. This ore of iron is a result In the "Outline of geologic history J) (p. 2) 
rocks, and is found in the dolomite near Inwood effervescing carbonate which may prove to be of the alteration of the basic rocks from which reference has been made to a mountain range 
and elsewhere, but of more frequent occurrence magnesite. Some of the fragments of serpentine the serpentine was derived. which grew and wasted away in Devonian time. 
are lenses and injections of granite and pegmatite strongly suggest in form the unit prism of amphi. Clay. - On Staten Island glacial clay is The inference that such a range then existed rests 
parallel to the banding of the schist. ' Bosses of bole, and should they prove to be pseudomorphs employed for the manufacture of common brick upon the great volume of sediments deposited in 
pegmatite frequently occur in the Hudson schist. after that mineral, would have considerable bear· at Green Ridge and on the shore of Arthur Kill. the Appalachian Sea during the later epochs of 
A granite·injection area of considerable size occurs ing on the derivation of this deposit of serpen· Oretaceous clay is used at Kreischerville in' mak· of the Devonian, which are known as the Chemung 
near Union Corners, and many have been found tine. Aragonite in a thin vein was found in one ing me brick and stoneware. At Elm Point, Long and Catskill. rl'he unassorted mixtures of clay 
on Manhattan Island, especially neal' the Hudson place. Island, a variegated clay of Cretaceous age, out· and Band which constitute the deposits are such 
River, on an area which is now built over and con· On the southeastern slope of Todt Hill the ser· cropping in the face of the cliff, has been exten· as result from the decay of metamorphic rocks; 
cealed from view. The small islands and reefs pen tine is of much the same character as in the pre· s1.vely worked for stoneware. It is shipped by and in being carried to the sea have undergdn6 
in the Upper Bay and most of those in Long vious exposure, but in general more decomposed, water to factOlies at Astoria, N. Y., and Boston, no more sOJ'ting than rivers might perfoJ'm. They 
Island Sound owe their existence to intrusions of the weathering ·apparently extending below the Mass. thus seem to be the immediate products of era-
granite and other eruptives in the schist, which exposed surface. A typical outcrop occurs at the sion, distributed directly by ri vel'S, and they may 
by their hardness have resisted erosion. junction of the upper road with that from New be compared with the sediments which .escape 

The pegmatite occurs in dikes and bosses from Dorp to Castleton. In the vicinity of the limonite beyond the mouth of the Mississippi and are laid 
1 to 10 feet in diameter. They are most abun· mines the material is stained red by iron. As at LATER PALEOZOIC (JONDITIOKS. down near by; but there is a difference in the 
dant in the Hudson schist. the Tompkinsville cut, small crystals of chromite fact that the Gulf of Mexico is deep, whereas 

Harrison diorite.-This rock is intrusive in the are scattered through the serpentine. By B..!I..ILEY WIU,IS. the Appalachian Sea was comparatively shallow. 
Hudson schist in the town of Mamaroneck. The At Castle Point, Hoboken, the serpentine out· Shallow waters are indicated on the surfaces of 
rock consists of quartz, feldspar, hornblende, and crops are similar to the above. One in Hudson General statement.-In the New York district strata by ripple marks and the trails of shell fish 
biotite, with accessory titanite and garnet, and Avenue Park, just south of Stevens Institute, the beginning of the deposition of the Hudson or annelids, and deposits exposed at low tide 
less frequently apatite. The feldspars are ortho· shows a thin incrustation of aragonite and formation, rather than its close, may be taken as exhibit roud cracks. -'l'hese evidences occur 
clase and plagioclase (probablyoligoclase-andes- extremely minute isolated crystals of calcite. the dividing line between the earlier and the throughout the later Devonian beds, showing that 
ine) in about equal amounts, the two together These latter average about 0.1 millimeter in later Paleozoic history. In this sense later Paleo· the surface of the deposit was commonly near sea 
making up nearly two·thirds of the rock. The diameter, and under the 1tinch objective are zoic time comprises the later part of the Silurian level, although the mass reaches a thickness of 
mass which forms Milton Point, near Rye, has] seen to consist of the low rhombohedron t R. period, the Devonian, and the Carboniferous, more than 5000 feet in New York State and of 
been subjected to much dynamic action and is . The exposure on the point itself is somewhat more including the Permian. During the earlier Paleo· 10,000 feet in Pennsylvania. Thus the sediments 
well banded. The same rock is abundant along the I ?ra~ular. than th? types previously described, and zoic the New York district was submerged accumulated in general about as fast as the bot· 
shore of Long Island Sound between Portchester, IS plstaclO.green III color. - - beneath an extensive interior sea; during some at tom of the basin sank. On the one hand there 
N~Y.,andStamford,Oonn. Asmallareaofsimilar ROCKS OF ECONOllfIC FSE. leastofthe:succeeding ages it formed part of a was or had been a hilly or mountainons land, 
rock occurs at Ravenswood, Long Island, where it land area, which was bounded by shores, was ·which was eroded; on the other, a broad and 
outcrops in a long, narrow ridge of northeasterly Building stone.-In this district the principal traversed by rivers, and exhibited plains, hills, or deepening gulf, which, however, as it deepened 
trend, and is intrusive in the Fordham gneiss. natural product of economic importance is build- mountains, according to the conditions of one was filled with the waste of the land. The volume 

.Basie dikes.-Intercalated with and injected ing stone, which is quarried in Stockbridge dolo· epoch or another. This phase of the geologic of that waste is so great that, if restored to the 
into. the Hudson schist and also the Fordham mite, Fordham gneiss, Yonkers gneiss, Harrison history extended beyond the Paleozoic era into probable land area, it would constitute a moun· 
gneiss, we find at a great number of localities on diorite, in some injected areas of Hudson schist, the Juratrias period of the Mesozoic, to the time tain range at least as high as the mountains of 
Manhattan Island and in Westchester Oounty and occasionally in gneissoid phases of the schist of deposition of the Newark sediments. The North Oarolina, which the Devonian mountains 
hornblendic and augitic bands and lenses of itself. events are not recorded in the New York district, at one phase of their development may have 
limited thickness, usually only a few feet. In The Stockbridge dolomite is ,now chiefly but they may be inferred from strata occurring resembled. 'Their foothills, or possibly their 
composition and structure these rocks resemble quarried for marble in the vicinity of Tuckahoe, farther west. heights, rose above the site of New York Oity. 
diorites and diabases, and their g~neral characters and has been used for some important buildings, Emergence/rom the Silwrian sea.-The date at Geog'l'apli-y during O/lll'bonijerous time.-The 
suggest that they were originally eruptive rocks, notably St. Patrick's Oathedral in New York which the Silurian sea withdrew from the New Devonian epoch of mountain growth had passed, 
though at present they are in a foliated condition. City. Lime is also produced at one'of the quar· York district can not be fixed. The Hudson for· but the waste from lands still sufficiently ele· 
Locally the magnesian silicates in t~ese rocks are nes. Many years ago lim.e}rom magnesian dolo· mation comprises simply the latest Silurian rocks vated to suffer erosion was being deposited in 
altered into epidote. mite was produced at a number of points on the preserved in the region. Later strata may have the northern Appalachian Sea when the faunas 

New York City. 
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there existing passed through those changes of group* which extends from the Hudson River 
development and migration by which they aBsum~d southward through New ,Tersey, Pennsylvania, 
characteristics of early Carboniferous life. It and Maryland into Virginia. Other detached 
seems that throughout the Carboniferous period areas are found in Nova Scotia, Massachusetts, 
the district about New York remained a land Connecticut, Virginia, and North Carolina. The 
area and suffered many changes of altitude and belt of occurrences is thus over 1000 miles long, 
aspect. While in part certain sediments, such as but the areas are now widely separated and may 
the Mauch Chunk formation, resemble those of never have been directly connected. 
the later DeYonian, the greater mass of Carbon· The Newark rocks in general are remarkably 
Herous rocks in Pennsylvania is distinguished by uniform in character. There are great thicknesses 
the large amount of concentrated quartz that it of alternating sandstones and shales, in larger 
contains, and other less enduring minerals are not part of reddish·brown- color, with intercalated 
common. They were no doubt originally associ· sheets and dikes of igneous rocks. Many of these 
ated with the quartz, but they have been removed sheets are intrusive, but others, in New Jersey 
by weathering, abrasion, and sorting, such as go and in the Connecticut Valley, are unmistakably 
forward chiefly in deposits on coastal plains. la)-Ta flows. The structure of the strata is mono· 
With this suggestion of a coastal plain may be clinal over wide areas, with f{'Lults having the 
combined the fact, indicated by coal beds, that downthrow mainly on the side from which the 
extenaive marshes with rank vegetation developed strata dip. From New Jersey southward this 
from time to time within the area of the Appa. monocline in greater part slopes west at angles of 
lachian Sea, and thus the idea assumes definite 10° to 15°, while in New England and Nova 
shape that the Carboniferous landscape was one Scotia, and at some of the easternmost outcrops 
of broad lowlands with luxuriant growth, replaced in Virginia and North Carolina, the inclination 
at frequent intervals by stretches of shallO\v seas. is in the opposite direction. The thickness of 
The nearest comparison which \ve can make with the sediments is great, but as yet has been deter· 
existing physical conditions is with the flat shores mined only approximately, and only in portions 
of a tropical region like northern South America. of the belt. The great width of territory in 
This picture is incomplete, however, without a which there are monoclinal dips would indicate a 
background of hills, which, if not constantly vast succession of sediments, but longitudinal 
maintained by uplift, were from time to time ele· faults frequently repeat the outcrops of the series. 
vated and eroded. The age of the_ Newark group is believed to be 

The close of the Carboniferous period coincides later'Triassic and earlier Jurassic, but its precise 
with the end of the Paleozoic era and with those equivalence is not established. Fossil plants, 
great changes in organisms that mark the gap crustaceans, and 'vertebrates have been collected 
between ancient life and Mesozoic or middle life and compared with similar forms from European 
forms. It coincides, in the history of the Appa. deposits of those ages, and they correspond within 
lachian province, also with final retreat of the general limits, but correlation of exact hori7.ons 
water from the Appalachian Sea, and thus it was is not practicable. The Newark strata did not 
a time of pronounced change in the physical geog- share in the folding which occurred at the close of 
raphy of eastern North America. This also is Carboniferous time, and therefore must be of later 
the date of the so·called Appalachian revolution. date, and they are clearly older than the lowest 
The strata deposited during Paleozoic time, Cretaceous formations, which overlap them uncon· 
including the latest Carboniferous beds, are folded formably. They are thus separated from earlier 
as by great compression along a zone which passes and later deposits by intervals of upheaval and 
through New York west of the Highlands and up erosion of unknown duration, and their position 
the Hudson-Champlain valley j and along an adja. in geologic history can not be detennined more 
cent zone bounding the former on the southe~st closely than by the general correlation of fossils. 
all the rocks have been metamorphosed hy pres· above indicated. 
s.ure and recrystallization, producing in many Distribution and 8ubdivision8 in New Yorlc 
instances. gneisses and schists. These are complex district.-The Newark group in the New Jers.ey 
effects, possibly slowly developed under repeated region occupies a broad belt extending across 
occurrences of compressive stress, but they culmi· the north·central portion of the State from the 
nated at the close of the Carboniferous period. Delaware River to the Hudson RiYer. It is 32 
In the zone along which the strata were .folded miles wide on the Delaware, and about half this 
in parallel arches. and troughs there developed width on the New York State line. To the north· 
corresponding hills and valleys., having trends west rise the Highlands., consisting of old granites 
which can still be determined from the folds. and gneisses; to the northeast are the Hudson 
Thus we reach the earliest suggestions of the River and the low serpentine hills. _ of Staten 
courses. of rivers, from which, by many changes, Island, and to the southeast are low plains com· 
diversions, and adjustments, some river systems posed of formations of the Cretaceous and N eocene 
of to.day may be remotely derived. It is not periods. Over wide areas the dips of the strata 
probable, however, that the Hudson or any other are to the west and northwest, but in the ·central· 
stream near New York can claim such antiquity. western portion, about the Watchung Mountains, 
An article which describes the possible ancestors there is a low syncline with various minor flexures. 
of the Susquehanna and its neighbors and indio There are extensive faults traversing the rocks, 
cates the lines of descent of the modern streams mostly along their strike and with down throw on 
is published in the National Geographic Maga. the east side. The abrupt margin on the north
zine, Vol. I, 1889, by Prof. W. M. Davis, under west probably is defined by a Iault on which the 
the title Rivers and Valleys of Pennsylvania. generally west.dipping strata abut against the old 

The Carboniferous is succeeded among geologic crystalline rocks, which usually rise in high slopes. 
periods by the J uratrias, commonly separated into The northeastern boundary may also be defined 
the Triassic (earlier) and the Jurassic (later). The by a fault passing along the Hudson River, but 
lapse of time until near the close of the former of this there is less definite indication. From the 
was recorded in eastern North America only in southern part of Staten Island southward there is 
forms of the landscape, which have given place unconformable overlap by the Raritan formation, 
to much later plains, valleys, and hills, and conse· of Cretaceous age, which for some miles lies aeross 
quently little more can be said than has already the lower beds of the Newark group. 
been stated in the "Outline of geologic history,". In the rocks of the Newark group of the New 
to which the reader is referred (pp. 2-3). rl'he Jersey region the typical red-brown sandstone and 
record begins again with the deposition of the shale predominate. The igneous rocks occur in 
Newark group, which is described by Mr. Darton. extrusive flows and intrusive sheets and dikes. 

JURATRIAS ROCKS. 

By N. ll. DARTON. 

NJ<JWARK GROUP I)l" GENERAL. 

.Extent, constitution, and 8t1'uctu1'e.~The Jura. 
trias area described in this folio is a representa· 
tive portion of an occurrence of the Newark 

From extensive studies by lIenry B. Kiimmel, of 
the New Jersey Geological Survey, it has been 
found that the s4;ldimentary rocks may be classified 

*The terIU "Newark group" is used in this text in the sense 
given it by I. C. R11Ssellin Bulletin-No. 85 of the United St~ltes 
Geological Survey, to cover the sedimentary and ignoous 
rocks of Juratrias age of the Atlantic- bordOJ'. It is not 
desirable that it should be applied to any subdivision, nor to 
the sedimentary rocks as a whole, exclusive of the contempo· 
raneous igneous rocks in areas in which such occur. The 
usage "Newark formation" which appears in the legend of 
the map was accepted before the question had been given 
critical cOILSideration. 

in three formations~the Stockton, Lockatong, and I Staten Island. At no point is the contact exposp-d, 
Brunswick-the last.named,,-being the youngest. 1 so but little is known in regard to the contact 
These subdivisions are distinct along the Dela-I relations. It has been thought that there is a 
ware River and northward to beyond the Raritan, fault extending along the eastern border of the 
River, but they are less easily traceable across the formation at the Hudson River, and some of the 
northeastern part of the State, for the surface is deep borings -in Jersey City bear out this idea. 
extensively covered by drift and the two upper In one well gneiss is reported to a depth of 1500 
formations lose their distinctive characters. The feet, and in another not far away red sandstone is 
Stockton formation comprises arkose sandstone reported to a depth of 1400 feet. On the other 
with some red.brown sandstones and red shale, in hand, overlap is indicated' by the boring at the 
no regular succession and presenting many local Central Stock Yards, which is stated to have pene· 
variations in stratigraphy. It lies ,on gneiss at trated red sandstone to a depth of 215 ,feet and 
Trenton, and is brought up again by faults in zones then to have entered gneiss. 
passing west of Hopewell and about Stockton, Sedimentary 'I'oc7cs. ~ In northeastern New 
To the north it lies along both sides of the Pali· Jersey the sedimentary rocks of the Newark 
sade trap. The sandstones are often cross bedded, group are sandstones, shales, conglomerates, and 
and the finer.grained rocks exhibit ripple marks, arkose. The predominant rocks in the exposllres 
mud cracks, and raindrop impressions, which I are sandstones with alternations of shales, but the 
indicate shallow·water conditions during deposi. local stratigraphic order is variable. The shales 
tion. 'The arkose, a sandstone containing more or are often bright brownish red and the sandstones 
less feldspar or ka9lin derived from granite or are of paler tints of the same color. Adjoining 
gneiss, indicates close proximity to a shore of the intrusive igneous rocks most of the shales 
the ancient metamorphic rocks. The Lockatong are nearly al ways greatly hardened and darkened 
formation along the Delaware River and for some in color, not infrequently so much so as closely 
distance north consists mostly of dark.colored, to resern ble the finer.grained varieties of the igne. 
fine.grained rocks of argillaceous nature but hard ous rock in general aspect. The sandstones vary 
and compact. Some beds are massive and others from a soft rock, with disposition to weather into 
are t1aggy. They show mud crac~s and other evi· shale, to a compact, moderately hard, massive 
dences of shallow·water deposition, but all their I stone which is quarried to some extent for build· 
materials are clay and very fine sand. The Lock- iug material, and is the well·known brownstone of 
atong formation overlies the Stockton some dis· New York City. It often occurs in thick beds, and 
tance above Trenton and west of Princeton, and is usually with shale partings of greater or less thick· 
brought up by faults along the southeastern side ness. Conglomerates occur mainly at a horizon 
of Sourland Mountain and above Stockton. In not far below the base of the first Watchung 
northeastern New Jersey the Lockatong appears to sheet, north and south of Paterson. Arkose sand· 
be thinner, and it is less characteristic, apparently stones occur at or near the base of the group 
being represented by a red shale belt extending along the shore of the Hudson River at the foot 
along the vaney west of the Palisade ridge. In of the Palisades. All thes{{ rocks are comprised 
its typical development the Brunswick formation in the Stockton, Locka,;tong, and Brunswick for· 
consists mainly of a great thickness of soft red mations, but owing to the heavy drift cover and 
shales with occasional thin sandstone layers. To apparent lack of distinctive stratigraphic features 
the north the sandstone increases in amount and in the northern extension of the Lockatong the 
coarsen~ss. Ripple marks, mud cracks, raindrop divisions are not separately mapped in this folio. 
impressions, and footprints of reptiles at various The basal sandstones and arkoses along the east· 
horizons indicate that the Brunswick beds were ern margin of the Newark group belong to the 
also deposited by shallow waters, with intervals Stockton formation. The hard, dark, fine.grained 
in which there were bare mud flats. beds of the Lockatong formation of the Delaware 

NEWARK GUOUP IN NEW YORK DISTRICT. 
and Raritan RhTer region are here represented by 
an unknown thickness of light brownish·red sand· 

General ~l'elation8.~The rocks of the Newark stone and shales not distinct from the Brunswick 
g-roup occupy the New Jersey area of the New 
York district, comprising the greater portion of 
the Paterson quadrangle and parts of the Harlem 
and S~ten Island quadrangles. They also under· 
lie the western portion of Staten Island. 

The sedimentary rocks of the Newark group in 
this region are cpmparatively soft sandstones and 
shales which are worn to a loW' leyel, forming 
vaneys. 'fhe igneous rocks occur mainly in thick 
sheets, and owing to their hardness they give rise 
to high ridges, of which the Palisades and the 
Watchung Mountains are the most conspicuous. 
These are elevated several hundred feet above 
the plains or rolling lowlands of softer sedimen· 
tary beds, and present high cliffs to the east and 
gentler slopes to the west, the course of the ridges 
being north and south in most cases. The follow· 
ing section illustrates the general structural rela· 
tions of the sedimentary and igneous rocks: 
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formation, which is much more sandy than in the 
region south. 

The lowest Newark beds seen in this district 
are exposed along the shores of the Hudson River 
from Weehawken northward, and consist largely 
of coarse arkose containing angular fragments of 
quartz, feldspar, mica, and occasionally other 
minerals in small proportions. The quartz frag. 
ments are often half an inch in length. More or 
less rounded material, mainly quartz sand, is 
intermixed. Streaks of shaly matter occur, and 
the beds sometimes give place -to cross·bedded 
coarse sands with shale intercalations. The 
thickness of this series of coarse deposits is not 
known, because there are no means for ascertain· 
ing the depth to the old crystalline rocks. which 
outcrop on the opposite side of the Hudsou River 
and underlie the arkose westward. The arkose 
beds are particularly well exposed in many low 

FIG. 3.-Norlhwest-southeast section across the Paterson quadrangle and adjoining region, showing the relations of the 
igncous rooks to the sedimentary strata of the Newark group. 

Verl:i~ scalo three times thehodzontal sea.le. True profile Indicated in lower outline secUon. 

T~is ;ection shows the general dip to the west, I banks along the river from Fort Lee to the State 
the order of succession and relations of the larger; line, and at intervals as far south as Hoboken. 
igneous masses, and a typical igneous dike, and ,it I The sedimentary beds lying next above the 
illustrates the origin of the more prominent topo· - Palisade diabase are mainly arkose sandstones 
graphic features. The rock of the Palisades is an I with local included bl'lds of shales. The most 
intruded sheet of diabase that was forced between extensive exposures are found in road cuts west 
the layers of sandstone and shale. The Watchung of Alpine and in quarries and stream cuts a mile 
rocks' are lava flows which were poured out over and a half east of Closter, where the rocks are 
the sea bottom at three separate times during the coarse.grained, light.colored, massive sandstones, 
accumulation of the sedimentary deposits. usuaHy containing a .large proportion of feldspar 

The Newark strata lie on gneisses and other grains. Other exposures are at Ridgefield, in the 
crysta1line rocks of the series which rise to the streams east of Nordhoff and northeast of Gran· 
surface on the east side of the Hudson River and in ton, in the quarries in the Granton diabase, and 
the eastern portions of Hoboken, Jersey City, and at the entrances to the New York, Susquehanna 



and Western and the West Shore railroad tunnels. 
On Staten Island the only outcrops are on the 
shore near Mariners Harbor. 

In the wide area lying between the Palisades 
ridge and the vVatchung Mountains there is a 
thick succession of alternations of sandstones and 
shales, which are finer grained to the south, but 
gradually increase in coarseness to the north, 
until finally, in the northern part of New Jersey, 
nearly the entire mass of sediments is a coarse 
sandstone with occasional thin intercalations of 
shales. Owing to the scarcity of connected out
crops, no definite stratigraphic succession has been 
determined in this area; doubtless it is traversed 
by longitudinal faults, repeating the surface out
crops of the beds_ Faults which appear to have 
but moderate throw are exhibited in railroad cuts 
west of Arlington and Hackensack and in road 
cuts east of Hackensack. The fault west of 
Arlington exhibits a zone of breccia several feet 
thick. 

For some distance west of the inner slope of 
the Palisades ridge the rocks are usually deeply 
buried by drift to the north and by the Hacken
sack Meadows to the south_ At Snake Hill and 
along the Secaucus ridge a small thickness of red 
shales and argillaceous sandstones is seen. North 
from Ridgefield Park, in the ridge west of Engle
wood and Closter, there are occasional scattered 
exposures of shale with thin sandstone layers, 
showing increased coarseness to the north_· 

The Hackensack Meadows appear to lie in a 
deep depression excavatt:d mainly in shales, which 
have been reached by some of the wells. Extend· 
ing from Harrison to Hackensack is a thick mass 
of reddish-brown, only moderately massive sand
stone which gives rise to the long, low ridge sepa
rating the Hackensack Meadows from the valley 
of Passaic River. This belt of sandstone probably 
extends farther north tban Hackensack, but the 
ridge ceases and its place is taken by a wide area 
of lowlands with scattered drift hills. The sand
stone lies on the shales which underlie the 
meadows. A portion of these shales is seen in 
the railroad cut in the eastern part of Rutherford, 
and there is a moderate thickness of 
shale along the Passaic Valley. The 
of this series are well exposed in deep cuts of the 
Greenwood Lake branch of the Erie Hailroad 
just west of Arlington station, where they are 
traversed by a fault. 

Next west lies another similar mass of sand
stone, but much harder and thicker bedded, and 
of lighter color, extending through Newark, 
Avondale, and the western part of Passaic, which 
has been extensively quarried for building stone. 
Its upper beds merge into a thick mass of shales 
of red color, with alternating sandstones, which 
extend west nearly to the base of the First 
Watchung Mountain. This shale underlies 
Orange, Bloomfield, and the eastern portion of 
Paterson, but it is much hidden by heavy deposits 
of drift_ 

In Midland, Washington, and Saddle River 
townships outcrops are very rare, owing to heavy 
drift cover. Nearly all the ridges rising out of 
the general drift plain have a core of sandstone 
or present alternations of sandstone and shale. 
Small outcrops of a very coarse, pebbly sandstone 
are found on the knoll southeast of Arcola. In 
the eastern slopes of the First Watchung Moun
tain the material is almost entirely sandstone 
lying on a conglomerate, which is exposed at the 
eastern entrance of the Great Notch and along 
Goffie Brook west of Hawthorne. In the eastern 
part of Paterson a well was bored some time ago 
which penetrated 2400 feet of red sandstones and 
shales lying east of the line of this conglomerate 
and possibly separated from it· by a great fault 
with down throw on the east side. The First 
Watchung basalt is overlain by sandstones, which 
are exposed at Little Falls, Haledon, and Frank
lin Lake in small amount. The beds overlying 
the Second Watchung basalt are completely 
buried under drift in the Paterson quadrangle, 
but from outcrops farther north and south they 
are known to be thin-bedded, reddish-brown 
sandstones. They are supposed to be the upper
most sedimentary rocks in the Paterson quad
rangle. 

Watchung basalt.-In the western portion of 
the Newark area in northern New Jersey there are 

New York City. 

three prominent ridges known as the 'Vatchung 
or Orange Mountains_ These ridges are the edges 
of three thick and extensive sheets of lava, which 
were outpoured successively during the deposi
tion of the Newark sediments, deeply buried in 
subsequent deposits, and uplifted and flexed in 
the post-K ewark deformation. Erosion has since 
removed a great thickness of the sedimentary 
rocks, and the upturned edges of the lava sheets 
are now exposed. Although deeply decomposed, 
eroded, and glaciated, these lava or trap sheets 
present all the usual evidences of extrusions con· 
temporaneous with the inclosing sandstones. At 
their bases the lava lies conformably on the bed. 
ding of nnaltered or but very slightly altered 
strata and is vesicular; the upper portions of the 
flows are vesicular to a considerable depth; they 
present e,idence of successive Hows, in part on 
tuff deposits, and they are o,erlain by unaltered 
strata, which in some localities rest on an inter. 
vening breccia containing fragments of the igne
ous rock 

The stratigraphic position of these trap sheets 
in the Newark sediments is not satisfactorily 
determined. A short distance below the oldest 
flow there are coarse deposits - conglomerates 
and' coarse sandstones, but these appear to be a 
local development in the higher members of the 
formation. The trap sheets themselves and the 
immediately associated strata constitute a series 
that appears to be relatively regular in order of 
succession and thickness of beds. These features 
are shown in the three columnar sections in fig_ 
4, the first near High Mountain, the second just 
south of Paterson, and the third opposite Orange. 
These sections are based mainly on detailed 
measurements with calcul~tions from numerous 
dips, but also in part on the assumption that the 
three lava flows have their bases practically 
parallel. 

There is, of course, the possibility that there is 
only one lava sheet with its outcrops repeated 
three times by two long parallel faults, but it is 
very improbable that two faults, or even one, 
would have such uniform throw and parallelism 
as to maintain the present regular succession ior 
a distance of 60 miles. 

FlI1. 4..-Sootions illustra.ting the stratigraphy of the Wat
chung lava flows in Essex and Passaic counties, N. J. 

The First and Second Watchung Mountains are 
two long, parallel, and, in places, double-crested 
ridges which trend north-northeast for many 
miles, but north of Paterson swing around to the 
northwest. They generally rise between 300 and 
400 feet above the surrounding roBing country, 
but notches, depressions, and high summits break 
the continuity of their crest line. This is notably 
the case at Paterson and Little Falls, where the 
Passaic RiYer cuts across the two trap ridges 
through wide cross valleys. Owing to the hard
ness of the igneous rock and the westerly dip of 
the beds, the ridges present to the east high 
escarpments above slopes of sandstone and shale, 
on which the basalt sheets lie_ The western sides 
of the ridges are gentle slopes in which the basalt 
extends down to the overlying strata in the valley 
or plain below_ The width of the ridges averages 
about 2 miles. At Paterson the First Watchung 
flow is crossed by the Passaic River in a wide, 
low gap, the river falling over the edge of the 
basalt sheet into a narrow inner gorge. (See fig~. 
19 and 20 on illustration sheet 2.) The wide 
depression at Little Falls is similar topographically 
and is also traversed by the Passaic, ·but in this 
vicinity the trap sheet is tOIllparatively thin and 
the diminution in elevation and. width is only 
partly due to erosion. The relations, boundaIjes, 
and general structure of the Watchung basalt 
sheets are well marked for the greater part of their 
course, but there are some localities in which the 
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outcrops are obscure or lacking, so that the 
relations could not be ascertained .. Along the 
northern portion of the First Watchung Moun
tain the drift mantle is so heavy that even the 
approximate location of the boundaries between 
the sedimentary' and igneous rocks could not be 
determined. 

The relations of the First and Second -Watchung 
lava flows to the underlying sediments are exposed 
at a number of localities in the Paterson quadran
gle. At Paterson the best exposures are in the 
gorge immediately below the falls of the Passaic 
River, where the trap may be seen lying on the 
shale for several hundred yards, mainly on the 
south bank of the river_ The rocks are perfectly 
conformable, and the sandstones are not baked, 
except perhaps slightly for the first 2 01' 3 inches, 
while for a few inches above its smooth undula
ting lower surface the basalt is somewhat vesic
ular_ The relations are strikingly in contrast 
with those presented in basal contacts below the 
Palisade diabase, where the igneous rocks fre
quently have cut across the sedimentary beds and 
baked them, often for many feet_ In old quarries 
and railroad cuts along the face of Garret Rock, 
just south of Paterson, there are or formerly were 
many extensive exposures of the base of the lava 
sheet lying conformably on the unaltered sand
stones_ Some features of the lower contact are 
exhibited in a quarry near Upper Montclair, 
where the exposure of contact is over 150 feet 
long and there is perfect conformity. At one 
point the basalt lies on the sedimentary beds in 
a hollow, sllch as a lava mass might be expected 
to make in soft mud as it flowed over a sea 
bottom_ The basalt is very vesicular and deeply 
decomposed for about 12 feet, and passes upward 
into hard rock. Some portions of the vesicular 
basalt yield large masses of beautiful zeolites. 
The sandstone is slightly hardened for an inch or 
two below the contact, but not darkened in color. 
In the great quarries northwest of Orange the 
contact is sometimes exposed, showing perfect 
conformity, entire absence of alteration in the 
sandstone, and some vesicularity in the basalt for 
a few inches from the contact. 

The base of the Second Watchung sheet is very 
instructively exposed at Little Falls, mainly in 
the quarries along the north bank of the Passaic 
River a short distance below the falls. In the 
vicinity of tbis exposure neither the basalt nor 
the sandstone is noticeably altered in texture or 
color, and the contact is along a perfectly hori
zontalline_ Westward, near the falls, and again 
farther east, the base of the sheet is a mass of 
vesicular rock, often exhibiting flow structure 
beautifully. Where this feature is prominent the 
contact plane is slightly undulating, but the sedi
mentary layers are conformably flexed about the 
lower snrface of the basaltic rolls. In places there 
is columnar basalt below the vesicular, ropy 
variety, but the dense columnar rock is usually 
above. A half mile below the falls, on the north 
side of the river, there is an exposure of the edge 
of the basalt sheet in which appear the relations 
shown in the following figure: 

FIG. 5.-Diagram of clifl' one mile bclowthe falls of the Passaic 
a.t Little }'alls, N. J., showing snpposed tuil depositsovor
lying and penetrated by columnar basalt. (From a photo
graph, looking west.) 

rrhe fragmental deposit consists of a loose, 
heterogeneous mixture of vesicular masses of all 
sizes, and fine-grained, decomposed, tuffaceous 
and ashy materials, all so much decomposed as 
to render specific identification difficult. The 
columnar trap appears to grade into this bed at 
the contacts, but the features exposed strongly 
suggest that there is here a deposit of fragmental 
volcanic ejection products overflowed and pene
trated by lava flows in the manner shown in the 
figure. North from this locality for many miles 
the drift and talus covel' the basalt and lie so 
heavily against the foot of the ridge that there 
are no exposures of the base of the sheet and the 
underlying sandstones. The next appearance of 
the latter is in the old quarries a mile and a half 

north of Haledon, where a mass of highly altered~ 
vesicular basalt lies with perfect conformity on 
unaltered sandstone. In some portions of the 
exposures the greater part of the' basalt is dense 
and columnar, but in others there is ropy flow 
structure in rock that is deeply vesicular. At 
one or two points the vesicular rock includes large 
masses of the dense rock. In the more deeply 
altered material there is often a ht(!terogeneous 
mixtnre of fragments cemented into a breccia by 
zeoli tic, qnartzitic, and calcic impregnations. The 
Third Watchung basalt gives rise to the ridge 
west of Preakness, but, owing to drift covering, 
it does not ~xhibit its relations to the adjoining 
sedimentary rocks in the Paterson quadrangle. 
In other portions of its course it is seen to present 
characteristic features of an eruptive sheet, with 
ropy, vesicular surfaces lying with perfect con
formity on unaltered shales and sandstone. The 
relations of the Watchung basalts to the overlying 
sandstones can not be determined in the Pater
!'!on quadrangle, owing to the extensive mantle 
of drift lying along the western slopes of all 
the ridges. There are, however, to the south~ 
exposures showing the vesicular upper surface of 
the basalt overlain by entirely unaltered red 
shales_ The most instructive exposures of these 
features are at Feltville, north of Plain.field, N_ J_ 
In several exposures of the original upper surface 
of the First and Second Watchung traps, in the 
vicinity of Paterson, the basalt presents a slag-like 
appearance, and there are many areas of vesicular 
trap a few miles north of the western part of 
Paterson. At th_e base of High Mountain there 
is an exposure in which the shales outcrop within 
15 feet of the First Watchung basalt, or about 4 
feet vertically above it, and there is no percepti
ble alteration or disturbance of any kind in the 
sedimentary beds_ The outcropping edge of the 
Watchung basalts presents columnar structure 
which is usually well developed. For detailed 
description of these structures see paper by Prof. 
J. P_ Iddings in American Journal of Science, 3d 
series, Vol. XXXI, 1886, pp. 321-331. One of 
the finest exposures is in O'Rourke's quarry west 
of Orange, as shown in figs_ 17 and 18, on Illustra· 
tion sheet L Here there are large columns at the 
base, merging quickliy into a great radiating mass 
of small columns aqove_ At Paterson, also, the 
occurrence of larger columns below the smaller 
columns is a prominent feature_ (See fig. 16 o~ 
Illustration sheet 1.): The superposed columns do 
not indicate successive flows, but in the Second 
Watchung basalt tHere is evidence of two flows, 
indicated by a vesicular surface high in the baE;alt 
mass_ There are er:posures of this relation at 
Little Falls, where art a height of about 150 feet 
above the base of the sheet there is a surface of 
vesicular rock, apparently including some frag. 
mental materials, overlain by massive and 
columnar basalt supposed to be of a later flow. 
In places the Watehung basalts present a bedded 
structure, usually near the base. This is notably 
the case at Paterson, as is finely exhibited along 
West street. 

The Watchung sheets appeal' to be traversed by 
small faults at several places, but the only clear 
exposures of faults are in Garret Rock, a1011g the 
railroad cuts in the southern part of Paterson. 
Here the principal dislocation has a vertical dis
placement of about 70 feet, with the downthl.'ow 
on the east side. T~e course of the fault south
ward is plainly marf-ed by a continuous series of 
valleys in the mountain, which extend to beyond 
Montclair Heights station, where the fault passes 
ont of the ridge inti) the drift-covered sandstone 
country. It causes, gaps in the walls of Great 
Notch, where its amount is not far from 150 feet, 
not quite sufficient to bring to view the sandstone 
underlying the ba~alt. rrwo other faults ar.e 
plainly visible in G.rret Rock, but they are local 
and of small amount. The gaps and offsets in the 
ridges of the Second'Watchung Mountain between 
High Point and Franklin Lake suggest the preS'
ence of faults, but .owing to the lack of critical 
exposures their existence is uncertain. 

The igneous rociks of the Watchung ridges 
appear to be very ttniform in mineralogic char. 
acter and are classed as basalt. This rock occur
ring in O'Rourke's quarry is described by Prof. 
J. P. Iddings in Bulletin No. 150 of the United 
States Geological Sllrvey as follows: 



The roek is dark bluish-gray when freshly fractured, 
u~ually turning greenish upon exposure. It is compact a,nll 
breaks with !ln even-grained texture. J',rega~copjcaJly it is 
finely crystalline to aphanitic, sometimes slightly porphyritic, 
with small phenocrysts. * * * ... 

In tWn sections, under a Illiero~cope, the rock is seen to 
consist of abundant monoelinic pyroxene and much p\agio
clase felilspa,r, with magnetite and scat,tered patches of micro
HUe and globulitic glass base, and a variable amount of ser
pentine or chlorite. The pyroxene, which is in excess of the 
feldspar, is mostly malacolite, being pale green to colorless in 
thin ~ections, with high double refraction !lnd poorly dcvel
oped cleavage. It may casily he confounded with oliviue. 
However, the occurrence of completely altered areas inclosed 
in perfectly fresh pyroxene inllicates that the serpentine rep
resents a Illuch more easily altered mineral, sneh as olivinc. 
'l'he pyroxene of Rimilar basalts !lnll diabases occurring in 
Connecticut was analyzed by G. W. Hawcs and shown t.o be 
an iron-lime-magnesia pyroxene, low in ~um.illa, correl>poud
ing to the composition of malacolite. In the basalt of Orange 
Mountain it does not exhibit the basal parting, or t'lVinning, 
or the idiolIlorphism that characterize salite. It is probable 
that olivine was pre Bent in the rock bofore decompO],lition set 
in. A few partly altered cryst,als of this minoral hU'\::e been 
observed in some thin sections. In others there are brown 
~erpentine pseudomorpbs which are ullquc~fiollably dCCOlll
posed oUvines. It is possible that the ~cattered patchel> of 
serpentine which have been deposited in irregularly shaped 
spooes have resulted from the alteration of olivine. But 
serpentine may also be derived from the decollJPo~ition of t,he 
malacolite. 

1'he plagioclase feldspar forms lath·shaped erystals ·with 
polysynthetic twinning, often with only 8 or 4 stdpes. The 
high extinction angles and relatively strong llouble rofraction 
show it to belong to the more cakic spe(lies, prob;.bly labra
dorite. Hawes has shown that t.wo species of feldspar often 
occur together in these rocks, and has demonstrated t,he 
presence of labradorite and anorthite 

The feldspar is' in pari altered to an ahnmt colorless, 
urilliantly polarizing mineral, without definite crystaLlo
graphk boundaries, probably prehnite 

Remnants of It glass base arc occasionally observcd. They 
form angular patches, the glass being" colorless with globulites 
and'microlites, most,ly of augite with at.toohed grains of 
magnet.ite., The magnetite is sometimes present in sIllall 
aggregations. In pJaees this resillual base is holocrystalline, 
po<i8ibly tlIrough alt.eratioll. A study of the whole rock mass 
~howed that glass was more abundant ill the upper portion 
of the lava sheet. 

The chemical composition of this rock is shown in the 
analysis, made by L. G. Ea,killS; 

Analysis of basalt from Watchung Mou.ntain, Netc Jersey_ 

TotaL ..... . 
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Palisade diabas&--The Palisade diabase is a 
great sheet of igneous rock intruded among the 
lower sandstones and shales of the Newark group. 
It gives rise to the high ridge extending along 
the west bank of the Hudson River opposite New 
York City and for many miles northward, and 
presenting to the east the high cliffs familiarly 
known as the" Palisades," a name suggested by 
the vertical columns of the rock. 

The diabase first appears on the surface at 
Staten Island, where it forms a low hill extending 
to the Kill van Kull. On Bergen Point it again 
rises in a low ridge, which gradually increases in 
elevation to the north and soon presents a low 
escarpment to the east. In Jersey City the alti
tude of the ridge is 200 feet. The escarpment 
reaches the Hudson River at Weehawken and 
thence continues northward with bold front to the 
State line, its elevation finally increasing to about 
550 feet. In configuration the Palisade ridge is 
generally a single-crested or~ slightly corrugated 
ridge with gentle slopes on the west, often flan ked 
by overlying strata, and with an escarpment on 
the east, in which a greater or less thickness of 
diabase caps the underlying strata. The columnar 
front, which is so characteristic of the ridge, begins 
in Jersey City, where for some miles the columns 
are moderately well defined. But it is along the 
Hudson River from Fort Lee to the State line 
that the great, even-crested face of the eastern 
edge of the sheet is a continuous cliff of huge 
columns extending down for 200 or 300 feet to 
the steep talus along the river. 

E'ig. 6 gives a general idea of the even crest 
line and escarpment, but the grandeur and prom
inence of the palisaded front are better shown 
in figs. 14 and 10, on Illustration sheet 1. 

The Palisade diabase above the present surface 
is in greater part a thick sheet which was intruded 
between the strata. It was fed by dikes, of 
which a large one is exposed in places along the 
western side of the ridge. rrhis dike appears to 
have a course closely approximating the present 

trend of the outcrop and to terminate above in' 
the sheet. rrhe dike and sheet stru0ture i8 well 
exhibited along the "\Vest Shore Railroad tunnel 
through Bergen Hill at Weehawken. 

FIG. G.-The Pn.iisades, from the east. side of the Hudson ncar 
Yonkers, N. Y. 

So far as known, the Palisade diabase sheet is 
the result of a single intrusion, continuous from 
beginning to end. It may be connected under· 
ground with the· small dike and sheet at Granton, 
and it is undoubtedly the source of the several 
small sheets which are intruded in the under· 
lying strata near Weehawken, Kings Point, and at 
other places. For many miles along the Hudson 
River the base of the sheet is frequently exposed, 
and while it preserv"es a practically uniform hori
zon in the lower part of the sandstones, many 
local irregularities are seen. In these the diabase 
crosses the underlying strata laterally, up 01' 

down, in some instances for a hundred feet. The 
sheet is not noticeably flexed in its course through 
New Jersey. It lies in beds dipping gently west
ward, with the course of the diabase outcrop 
closely parallel to the strike. Local variations in 
direction and amount of dip are not unusual, but 
th-eir influence is in most cases confined to increas
ing or decreasing the elevation of the contact line 
in the face of the cliff, although in some cases 
they cause slight deflections of the crest line. 
Several faults occur, which somewhat modify the 
uniformity of the course' and contour of the 
diabase outcrops . 

1'he intnisive nature of the Palisade diabase is 
clearly exhibited in its relations to the sedimen
tary beds with which it is associated. rrhe dia· 
base is often exposed cutting across these beds 
for greater or less distances and sending branch
ing dikes into them. There are many instructive 
exposures illustrating the relations of the base of 
the Palisade diabase to the underlying beds. The 
sedlimentary rocks at the contacts are generally 
argillaceous shales overlying the basal arkose, 
and they are in most cases greatly increased in 
hardness and darkened in color for many feet 
from the diabase. One of the most notable of 
these exposures is at Kings Point, as shown in 
fig. 7. The two rocks are usually welded together 
along the conta~t, but generally the line of junction 
is plainly visible, particularly where the surface 
is weathered. Descending plates and dikes of 
diabase are of comparatively frequent occurrence, 
and irregularities in which the diabase breaks 
across the ragged edges of the strata for greater 
or less distances are found in nearly every expo· 
sure. 

The first outcrops of underlying strata are just 
north of the head of Paterson street in the. west
ern portion of Hoboken, where the contact line 
rises above tide level for a short distance and 
breaks across the arkose in a very irregular 
manner. Several masses of arkose are included 
in the base of the diabase at this locality. To 
the south and for the next mile north the diabase 
appears to extend down considerably belo·w the 
level of the meadows and lowlands at the foot of 
the ridge. 

In the northwestern portion of Hoboken, near 
the' electric railroad grade, the contact rises 
mpidly to 25 feet above the meadows, and for 
some distance the baked sedimentary beds are 
weH exposed, with increasing thickness, in cuts of 
the Connecting Railroad and the slopes above. 
The diabase cuts across the shales at intervals 
and sends into them a branch sheet, first 4 feet 
and then 10 feet thick, which extends for a short 
distance about 10 feet below the main contact. 
All the diabase is very fine grained, and at many 
points it includes small fragments of s~ales. The 
shales are Baked to a high degree of 'hardness 
and are darkened to black, 'purplish, and gray, 
bllt some beds are light gray and, gray-buff. They 

dip at a low angle to the west and exhibit a i feet above the river. An exposure exhibiting the 
thickness of 00 feet. The lowest beds exposed relations was made by the excavations for the 
are arkosic sandstones. I electric railroad which aseends the hill in this 

The contact finally rises to an altitude of 60 j interval. The contact is very irregular, and a thin 
fee~ and then, at the western end of Nineteenth sheet of the diabase extends laterally from the 
street, in the southwest corner of "IN eehawken, the main sheet into the shales. The sedimentary beds 
igneous rock descends across more than a hundred of shale on arkose are highly altereu_ At Fort 
feet of shales into the arkose to about tide level Lee there is considerable local irregularity in the 
The cross contact is an exceedingly ragged one, contact, and the diabase either descends for over 
the diabase penetrating the shattered edges of the a hundred feet across the beds to the. east or, as 
shales and for some distance including great frag- is more probable, there is a fault which carries 
ments of them. Owing to the increased thickness the diabase down in that direction. There is 
of the harder rock, the escarpment advances a break in the continuity of the crest line, a 
eastward for several hundred feet, forming the shallow depression extends up into the ridge, 
bluff on which the" Observatory" is built. At and the line of escarpment offsets several ~ods 
the southeast corner of this bluff the underlying eastward to form the "Bluff l) which marks 
strata again emerge from below the surface. A the beginning of the Palisade front, extending 
short distance farther north, near the" One Hun- thence far to the north. Near the lower end of 
dred Steps," the diabase lies on the arkose along the depression behind the "Bluff" there is, on the 
an irregular contact plane, one of the most notable I roadside, an obscure exposure in which the dia· 
irregularities of which is exposed along the road base breaks downward across the edges of the 
belo\'{ the" One Hundred Steps." In this vicin- intensely baked shales for several feet. Prom 
ity is seen also a small descending sheet of diabase Fort Lee to the State line, 12 miles north, the 
which extends into the arkose for some distance. beds underlying the diabase afe extensively 
A short distance farther north a ravine extends covered with the heavy talus of diabase fallen 
up into the ridge and, owing to a fault which .will from the cliffs abo ve, but there are a few -exp~
be described later, the line of escarpment offsets sures of the contact in which the plane is seen to 
to the shore of the Hudson River at the promi- preserve a fairly uniform horizon in the shales, 
nent headland of Kings Point. At the southern and the contact rises gradually northwar:d. 
end of this point the bluffs are diabase from base, Opposite Englewood it is 120 feet above the 
to summit, but a few rods north the base of the river, and at Alpine 210 feet. The beds near the 
sheet rises from tide level, below which it was, contact appear to be shales throughout, under· 
carried by the fault, and crosses the strata as I lain by arkose, which outcrops frequently in the 
shown in fig. 7. rrhis ascent of the diabase is river bank in cliffs 15 to 20 feet high. There are 

PIa 7.-Base of Palisade lliabase showing laie-tal ascellt. of the i1iabase across the Htrata of the Newark gronp. Kings 
Point, 'Weehawken, N .. T •• looking west .. (From phot.ographs.) 

lateral to the course of the main intrusion, and probably many local irregularities in the diahase· 
probably it extends into the ridge for some dis- shale contact, for every exposure exhibits more or 
tance_ The small diabase sheet shown in the I less of them. Just north of the quarry be10w 
figure is undoubtedly an offshoot from the main, Linwood some very complex relations are exposed. 
mass, and extends for about a quarter of a mile Ii A mass of sandstone and shale 60 feet long and. 
north, preserving throughout a nearly uniform' 10 feet wide, and other small masses, are included 
horizon in the shale. Its thickness averages in the diabase which ascends across the shales 
about 3 feet. Three-quarters of a mile north is I' below and sends small sheets and dikes into.the 
another exposure, in which the diabase ascends sedimentary beds. These beds are baked 'to great 
15 feet across the shales and sends a thin branch- ,hardness and dark color, and they are much 
ing sheet northward Ior some distance'. At the I shattered at points along the contact. Due east
eastern entrance of the West Shore Railroad southeast of Englewood the contact is exposed in 
tunnel 2 miles north of Kings Point is exposed a . a road cut, crossing sandstone beds for a few feet, 
fine cross section showing the relation of the dia-I and in the quarry on the river shore east of Engle. 
base to the underlying baked shales. , wood there is a long exposure showing the dia-

North from the tunnel for some distance out· I base ascending gradually across baked shale on 
crops are infrequent, but the line of contact I sandstone. 
appears to remain essentially unchanged in posi. i Owing to the extensive denndatio'D to which 
tion until near Guttenberg, where there are some' the surface of the Palisade diabase has been su b-

.
indications of either a slight fault or a change in I jected, overlying strata seldom extend far up its 
horizon_ In the road below the quarries of Gut· inner slope; generally they are either removed 
tenberg th~re is a dike in the arkose underlying down to the level of the adjoining plain west o.r 
the main mass of diabase_ This dike appears to I are hid by heavy masses of drift, which often 
be connected with the Palisade diabase above, extend for long distances along the western side 
but wnether it is an ascending dike or a down- ,of the ridge. However, there are sufficient, 
ward offshoot is not known. In the vidnity of I though scattered, exposures to indicate the struc
Bulls Ferry there are extensive' exposures of ture of the trap and throw light on the relations 
baked shales underlying the diabase, and the con· , of its upper surface. In every case the diabase 
tact, althou.gh rarely exposed, appears to presenre is seen to cut across some of the beds, and when 
a nearly uniform ho't·izon. At the eastern entrance the sedimentary materials are argillaceous they 
of the New York; Susquehanna and Western Rail- are baked very hard and dark and are welded to 
road tunnel the contact relations are instrllctively the diabase at the contact.· Along Bergen Point 
exhibited and the beds are seen to be traversed the western outcrops of Palisade diabase extend 
by two small faults, which will be described to the margin of Newark Bay. In the western 
later. rrhe diabase and shale are here conform- portion of Jersey City diabase is bared to the 
able. From this point 'to Fort ·Lee the contact base of the ridge, as shown by occasional outcrops, 
extends along the slopes at an altitude about 60 , but is usually more or less thickly covered by 



drift deposits. At the Weet Bergen Steel Works, vicinity, except along th.road justweet and south 
a shol't di~tance west of Marion, 8 well was bored of Alpine and in the stres.8l bed 2 miles east of 
to • depth of 410 feet which appears to have Closter. Near Alpiue baked sandy sh.l .. of red· 
entered the diab ... at a point 304 feet below the dish and purplish tints are exposed ne.r the di .. 
surface, .fter p ... ing through alternations of b ... at an altitude of400 feet. The exposures east 
sandstone and altered sh.les possibly penetr.ted of Closter are in gulliee on either side of the road 
by thin diabase sheets. The record, unfortun.tely, and. few yarde from it. The altitude is .bout 
does not identify the beds very de1lnitely. Nearly 350 feet. There are shal .. baked to. purplish 
8. half mile south of Schuetzen Park, jn an old color associated with unaltered sandstone, all dip. 
quarry near the roadside, there is an exposure in ping N. 100 W., at an angle of 15°, The diabase 
which the diabase is seen to be overlain by a small rises steeply a short dlatance east, and 88 the inter· 
m&BB of b.ked shales. The sh.les dip southwest val is obscured by debris the contact relations are 
and are welded to the diabase along a nearly con· not exhibited. 
formable contact line with many local irregular- There is much di:fticulty in attempting to esti· 
ities. At several points smaJl dikes of diabase mate the origin," tbickness of the Palisade diabase 
extend a few inches up into the shale. A short sheet. All along its course it has been bared of 
distanee north of this locality the line of contact overlying strata and more or less deeply eroded. 
bears to the northeast, across the strike of the The sheet is also traversed by numerous faults of 
sondstones, and thence north the plane of intm· smoll throw, whiob add to tb. difficulty of making 
sion is at a lower horizon in the formation. This accurate estimates. A well recently bored on 
change of horizon m.y be connected with the cor- Jersey City Heights penetrated 364 feet of trap 
responding c"bange in the position of the base of and reached the Aandstone below. The thickness 
the sheet exposed.' at Kings Point, described ahove. increases northward, and ~t Fort Lee a well pene
The next upper contact is exposed .t the western trated 875 feet of di.b ... to the underlying shale. 
entrance to the tunnel of the West Shore Rail- As this is near the eastefJl margin of the diabase 
road, where it presents the relations shown in fig. sheet, and the dip of the beds at the base of the 
18, on Illustrotion sheet 1. At this point the oheet is greater than the rate of slope of the ridge 
di.b ... becomes a large dike cutting diagonally to the west, it is probabl. th.t the thickness is 
across the overlying beds along a north·northwest co~iderably greater. to the west and that in the 
course, and carrying the sheet to ahigber horizon. vicinity of Taylorville it may be as much as 1100 
The back of the dike bsBa steep inclinstion, .bout feet. North from Englewood it is probable tbst 
60', and the str.ta dip 15' to the northwest. The the thickn .. s of the di.b ... sheet is 1200 feet, 
beds are coarse sandstones in which baking is but owing to variable dips it is difficult to make 
confined to the immediate vicinity of the contact. a precifJe estimate. At Alpine a thickness of 
At some points the sandstone and trap are welded about 1000 feet is indicated. 
together along. ragged contact, showing that the The Palisade di.b ... is traversed by • number 
sharp break is not due to (a,ulting. In a depression of small faults with downthrow on the east side 
a mile northeast of Granton there is an .exposure and mainly having a trend parallel to the north
of the strata immediately overlying the di.base, northe .. t course of the ridge, but.lso extending 
and although the exact line of contact is not visible, diagonally into it on a north-by-east course. They 
considerabl~ unconformity exists in both dip and usually give rise-to marked topographic features, 
strike, probably indicating the presence of the such as longitudinal depressions with .subordinate 
dike. The next exposure is a very fine one in the escarptnents and breaks in the crest line of greater 
western portal of the tunnel of the New York, or lese prominence. There are also innumerable 
Susquehanna and W .. ter.n Railroad. Sixty feet minor faults, marked by offset. in horizontal joint 
of baked shales are exhibited, dipping gently planes which are more or less conspicuous in 
west-northwest, the diaba86 gradually ascending nearly every croBIHJ8ction exposure on the range. 
across the beds with the s.me strike, but h.ving The following brief description of the faults in 
an inclination of 18'. In the north wall of the the di.base begins at the south. 
tunnel there are two small dikes extending from A fault apparently extends continuously along 
the m.in mass of diabase into the saudstone. They the center of Bergen Point and Bergen Hill for 
.verage .bout 6 inches in thickness, and after several miles to and through Jersey City Heights. 
crossing 2 feet of the sandstone extend a short The first indications of this Bergen Hill fault, as 
distance between the beds. it may be called, are in Bayonne, where a narrow 

North of this lodality the boundary of the dis- strip of sandstone is .. en extending along the 
base trends down the slope into the hollow just center of the diabase outcrop and apparently pro
_t of Ridgefield. Here it is exposed .t two tected from erosion by • f.nlt scarp on the west 
points, one very near a small outcrop of baked side. The sandstone is exposed on Forty-fourth 
shale dipping gently west·northwest. Higher up street near the Morris Canal. Southward from 
the hollow and in the slopes toward Leonia there this exposure a strip .of red soil extends for several 
is a heavy drift cove. which hides the contact. miles, and northward soon begins a depression 
On the roadside at a point just five.eighths of a which crosses the Morris Canal cut as a break in 
mile east by south of· Leonia station there are the continuity of the diabase. At the next sec
exposures in which a thin mass of baked ahale lies tion across Bergen Hill, in the cut of the Newark 
conform.bly on the diab... surface. There are branch oithe Central Railroad of New Jersey, the 
many minor irregularitiea and the two rocks are line of fault is indicated by a wider and deeper 
evefYwhere welded together. space than at the cana.l, while in the cut of the 

In the bottom of the small depression a half Pennsylvania Railroad just east of Marion the 
mile west of Linwood. the diabase and shale are depression between trap outcrops is 700 feet wide 
exposed near together with every appearance of and was found to be underlain by thin·bedded 
conformity. The shale here is faulted agein't s~ndstone dipping toward the diab ... wall on the 
diabaee which outcrops in a narrow belt along west side. A half mile north of t,he ~~nnsylv8nia 
the ridge next west of the depression. A short Railroad cut, in the twotunneIs, the line))f fault is 
distance north shales in contact with diabase are marked by a narrow belt ot greatly disturbed and 
exposed on the western slope of the ridge, in a decomposed diabase, and a short distance north of 
stream bed' three-quarters of • mile east of Nord- the .. tunnels thin·bedded sandstones were found 
hoff station. Here the baked shales are axten. near the surface in excavating for a reservoir. 
sivelyexposed. At th, contact the diabase is fine Thence northward for several miles there are 
grained, as usual, and is welded to the blackened indications of a continuance of a debris-filled 
and hardened shales along a nearly smooth plane. depression, but the termination of the fault could 
The dip of the shal.s and that of the surface of not bs loe.ted. The amount of the disloc.tion is 
the diabase are conformable in -this vicinity. not known, as the absence of outcrops of inclosing 

There are a few exposures of diabase and shale strata. on either side of the diabase sheet :rend'En"l 
at intervals in the next mile northeaat of this the exact :relationa indeterminable.. The absence 
locality, but no contacts. are visible. In the of sandstones in the tunnel sectiO'llfJ is ample proof 
vicinity of Englewood and for several mil .. north th.t t)<e"idiabase is not i~ two sheets separated by 
tlie heavy mantle of drift covers .11 the bed rock • laY1r 0 sandstone, &I1'd also that the amount of 
along the western slope of the ridge. A mile the f~n is not suffieient to bring up the under· 
southeast of Tenally the arkose and diabs .. are lying! strata. J nst ... t of the eastern end of the 
exposed near together, but their relations conld .PennJ,yllania Railroad cuts in Jersey Oity there 
not be lIIIC8l"t&ined. From this locality to _ the formimly ~as • small knob of diab..., known as 
State lin. the drift covers the contaet line and its F+nnt, wbieh is now nearly leveled for a 
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roundhouse. Its length is only • few hundred They are mainly plagioclase and augite with con. 
yards, and it is completely separated from the siderable hypersthene, .nd biotite, quartz, pyrite, 
main ridge by tide marsh. This outlying diabase and other minerals in very small quantities. The 
may be a small brauch intrusion from the Pati- structure is ophitic ordinarily, but in the finer
.. de diabsae, but it is more probsbly sep.r.tsd by grained variety near the shale contaets th(roek 
a small fault. A short distance north of Hoboken is porphyritic, with phenoerysts of plagiociBse 
the escarpment of the Palisade diabase offsets and augite, and contains olivine and more biotite. 
some distance, to the shore of the Hudson River, It never has a vitreous groundm8Ss like the 
giving rise to the prominent feature kDown as Watchung basalt, 8. surface How from the same 
Kinge Point. Behind this point there lies a or 8. similar magma. Some portions of the rock 
depresaion which extends up into the :ridge north- are very coone gra.ined, with crystals nearly an 
ward, holding the little Awiehawken Creek, inch in length. The completely developed cry .. 
whieb rises near Guttenberg and JlOWB through. talline stmcture of the PAlisade diabsae is dne to 
marsh-filled depression for some distance and slow cooling when the sheet was inclosed between 
thence down a narrow and deep ravine to empty the sedimentary beds. A detailed petrographic 
into the Hudson just below Kings Point. Theae description of an occurrence of diabase beyond 
features are due to. f.ult which extends along the limits oithe quadrangle, which m.y be .pplied 
the depression for several miles. Baked shales in generel to the Palisade diab..., is given by 
are exposed in the ravine, and they were also A. H. Phillipa in the American Journal of Science, 
found in the West Shore Railroad tunnel 2 miles 4th scries, Vol. VIII, 1899, pp. 267-285. 
north, dipping west und~r the diab ... and cut off Granton skee!.-The Granton .heet of di.base 
to the .ast by the fault by which the diabase is constitutes a short ridge lying just west of the 
dropped some distance. A few ye.rs ago a wen slope of the P.lisade ridge. few hundred rods 
was sunk iu the ravine behind Kings Point, just north of Granton station. It is an intruded mus 
west of the fault pl.ne, which penetrated 125 which appears to be closely similar to the Palisade 
feet of baked shale without meeting any diabase; sheet in structure. ·On the steep western side of 
this is ample proof that 'he rel.tions exhibited at the ridge the back of ~ dike is exposed in the 
the surface are not due to a chauga in the horizon West Shore Railroad cut, breaking almost verti~ 
of intrusion of the diabase aheet. The extremities cally across the shales, of which only a very small 
of this dislocation have not been found; to the m888 remains. On the eastern and northeastern. 
south it .extends out into the low ground in the sides the sandstone separating this diabase from 
northern portion of Hoboken, and to the north that of the Palisades dips northwestward. under 
there is nothing in the topogr.phy to suggest its the edge of the sheet. In the quarri.. .t the 
extension beyond the western portion of Gutten- southern end of the ridge the underlying beds 
berg. are ngain exposed, dipping westw.rd. The trap 

A few miles farther north there is a fault which has been bared of overlying strate, and its out
begins at Shady Side, on the shore of the Hudson crop terminates northward, southward, and east
River, and extends diagonally across the trap of ward in escarpments, so that it"¥ original extent 
the Palisade ridge to the vicinity of Englewood. and relations to the inclosing strata are not now 
The first' evidence of this fault to the BOuth determinable. At its northeast corner, in a 
is a moderately prominent break in the diabase quarry, there is an exposure at which the sheet 
escarpment ~ short distance north of Shady Side. appears to send a small b~nch into the underly· 
There the shales and trap exhibit relations· indi- ing sandstone, and there is considerable local 
eating a f.ult by whieb the tr.p is dropped about irregnl.rity .long -the lower contact. At the 
150 feet on the east side of the depression that nortbweat comer the dike atructure is expQ8ed. 
extends north·northwestward up into the ridge. Owing to lack of complete cross-section expo
The depression has an escarpment of diabase on sures, the thickness of the dike of this intrusive 
its west side, which donbtless is due to an exten- mass is not known, but judging from the OCBur
sian of the fault, its course to the north being renees of shale in the quarries at both enda of 
m.rked by. line of depressions for the next 5 the ridge, it is not very thick. Prob.bly also it 
miles. West of Linwood the fault enters the does not extend far beyond the limits of the hUI. 
shales overlying the diabase, causing the relationa The rock ~f the Granton ridge is a moderately 
shown on the western end of section E-E of the fine-grained diabMe, very similar to much of that 
Structure Section sheet. Iu the next mile the of the adjacent Palisade mass. It is dense and 
diabase ridge on the west side of the fault mna homogeneoua throughout and presents no trace 
out and the fault, finally entirely in shale, is of vesicularity_ The adjacent shales are baked 
covered. by the heavy mass of drift in the eastem to great hardness and the igneous rock is fine 
portion of the village of Englewood. greined near the contact, where it is welded to 

At the eastern entranoe of the New York, Sus· -the sedimentary material. The thickness of the 
quehanns. and Western Railroad tunnel there are sheet now temaining is probably about 100 feet, 
two small faults, of which many of the relations but 88 the entire surface has been more or less 
are clearly exposed. One, in the mouth of the deeply eroded the original thickness may have 
tunnel, is a small displacement of abont 6 feet, been considerably greater. 
with the drop on the .ast side. It i. exhibited 8noJee Hill mas'68.-Snake Hill .nd Little 
in both the sandstone and the overlying diabase, Snake Hill are two knobs rising steeply from 
which are considerably broken in its vicinity. A the tide mmh some distance west of the inner 
short distance east of this fault is the other, which slope of the Palisade diabase in Bergen Hill, near 
is mueh larger, amounting to about 100 feet, as the latitude of Hoboken. The smaller < hill u. • 
nearly as can be estimated, and which has a similar diabase outcrop cpvering a few acres to· a maxi
drop on the east side. The fault plane itself is mum height of 16 feet, and nothillg is known of 
covered by dt';brls, but sEw-era! exposures of the its structural relations. The larger hill is ha1.f a 
diab~shale contact very clearly indicate the mile farther west, on the eastern shore of the 
nature of the displacement. The line of faulting Hackensack River, and has a diameter of approxi
extends up into the ridge, giving rise to a break ma~ly a half-mile. Its elevation varies between 
in the escarpment and & small ravine with precip- 100 and 2~ feet. It has steep slopes on all sides 
itous sides. It is probable that the uffset in the but the northern, which is drift covered and 
cliff at Fort Lee, with the corresponding change gradual. lts central mass of igneous rock is 
in the position of the base of the diabase mass, is flanked in part by small remnants of sandstones 
due to a dislocation similar to those above and shales, and its structural relations are s-imilar 
described, extending upinto.the ridge diagonally tcthose of theGTanton ridge. Thedi.baSe form. 
and h.ving downthrow on the ... t side of about ing the precipitous eastern side of the hill js $ 
80 feet. sheet with -.n irregniar bedded stmeture, under. 

The Palisade di$bsae is remarkably uniform in lain bysandstonso and shales, which are expo...d 
COll!titution, and although its texture varies some- in the old railroa.d eut at the northern end of the 
what it is. diabase throughout. Near its contact hill, where they dip N.30· W.,.t .u angle of 14'. 
with the inclosing sedimentary rooks it is fine On the northern side of the cut the contact with 
grained, sometimes for a confideral;Jle distance, the diabase iB exposed, and the line of junction, 
.nd here it usually has 0180 a bedded stmetnre. although somewh.t ragged, is .... ntially conform .• -
Different portions of the sheet vary somewhat in able to the bedding. The dip soon carries the 
texture, but the predomin&Dt charae~r U a underlying m.ata beneath the surface westward, 
moder.tely coarse-greined, dark-gray rock in so that the southwest corner of the hill is entirely 
whieb the eonstituent minerals may be discerned •. di.b.... -On the western slope _the sandstone 
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and shale outcrops begin again and extend north' 
ward, by the Penitentiary, and p ... under a drift 
mantle which obscures all but the higher diabase 
ledge. to the north and northeast. In the west· 
ern face of the hilI there i. a large quarry which 
exhibits a portion of the sandstone beds abutting 
against the back of the dike ecnstituting the 
western portion of the igneous mass, but possibly 
separated by a fault. Formerly this f.ature was 
finely exposed at the center of the quarry, but now 
the greater part of the sedim.ntary material h .. 
been removed. To the south the extent, thick· 
ness, and exact relations of the dike can not be 
ascertained at present; possibly in the course of 
qUB1'I'ying operations its inner side will be exposed. 
The dike probably trend. nearly.north and south 
and lies entirely within the area now covered by 
the diabase sheet. This sheet is undoubtedly 
intrusive,8s shown by its ragged contact with the 
shale. of the railroad cut and by the baking of 
the strata in the immediate vicinity of the sheet, 
wherever exposed. Apparently the rock is pre
cisely the saIDe as the typical Palisade diabase. 
The thickness of the sheet in its present relation 
is now 200 feet, but doubtless its surface has been 
considerably degraded by erosion. 

Arlington 8MeI.-Along the ea.tern slope of 
the sandstone ridge which borders the Hackensack 
Meadows, 8 miles west of Snake Hill, there are 
several small diabase sheets of intrusive origin. 
The first exposure toward the south is in a small 
opening just north of the railroad, where the edge 
of a sheet 6 feet in thickness is seen conformably 
intercalated between beds of coarse sandstone 
which are not perceptibly altered in its vicinity. 
A few rods farther north the edge of this sheet 
is again, exposed in excavations for copper ore in 
Westlake's quarry. The relations at this place 
are shown in fig. 8. This sheet of diabase forced 

F.IG. 8.-Sketch section in Westlake's quarry near Arlington, 
N. J., looking north. Shows crumpling of the shale at 
the front of the intrusive tra.p llheet, and impregna.tion of 
copper Ol'e in the sandstone overlying the trap. 

-.lB11dlItonej IIh,lIh&lej tp,tn.psheetj blaekma/JllellandBpOte,oopperore. 

Bogota dike.-Abont " mile ea.t of ·Haeken· 
sack, on the road to Leonia, there is a small expo
sure of trap the exact relations of which could 
not be definitely determined on account of the 
drift and debris. It is on the cre.t of the fil'Bt 
ridge east of the Hackensack ,aiver, in west;..dip
ping. red shales, which are somewhat hardened 
and darkened in its immediate vicinity. The 
exposure is about 10 feet in width, and could be 
traced for only a short distance along a north-by. 
east course. The exact line of its contact with 
the shales is not exposed, and it may constitute 
either aD irregular sheet S or 4 feet in thickness 
or a dike. 

The following publications give additional 
details of the geology of the Newark group. 
Relations of the traps of the Newark system in 
the New Jersey region, by N. H. Darton: Bulletin 
No. 67 of the United States Geological Survey, 
1890. The Newark sy.tem of New Jersey, by 
H. B. Kiimm.l: Report of the State Geologist of 
New Jersey for 1897. Some contact phenomena 
of the Palisade diabase, by J. D. Irving: School of 
Mine. Quarterly, vol. 20, pp. 218-223. 

ROOKS OF EOONOMW USE. 

Building BIon88.-Th~re are extensive beds 
of sandstone in the Newark group which are 
suitable for building stone. They have been 
worked at several localities for many years and 
have yielded much of the brownstone for the New 
York City market as well as for local use. The 
largest production has been from the quarries at 
Newark, Avondale, Paterson, and Little Falls, 
which have been in operation for many years. 
The extensive Newark quarries have been aban· 
doned and lately the excavations were filled for 
city lots. The Little Falls quarries are not in 
active operation now, but in the past they yielded 
large supplies of excellent brownstone. At Avon· 
dale the quarrying is moderately active, both in 
the two old quarries east of the station and in an 
opening a mile north. by west. The stone is 
rather light colored, fine grained, and massive, and 
occurs in a succession of thick beds. At Paterson 
there are old quarries, now abandoned, along the 
northeastern slope of Garret Rock, and active quar
ries in the gorge along the Passaic River. Here 
the rock is rather coarse and mainly suited for 
rough work. A mile and a quarter north of 
Haledon aandstone of a pleasing red-brown color, 
fine grained and massive, ~as formerly obtained 

it. way ea.tward near the iun~tion of shal .. and nnder the edge of the Saeond W.tehung b ... lt 
sandston.s, lifting the latter and probably causing sheet, but the removal of the heavy capping of 
the fis.ure. which hold the plat.s and bunches of igneon. rock nnder which the .tone pitches add. 
chalcocit.. The diab ... i. a fin .. grained, dense, greatly to the difficulty of quarrying. In the 
bluish-gray rock 5 feet thick, with smooth sur. eastern portion of Arlington, on the slope just 
faces, to which the strata were generally welded. west of the meadows, there are two quarries in 
The adjoining shales are intensely altered, but the gray and light;..brown sandstone, some of which is 
alteration extends only a few feet from the dia- suitable for superstructures. In the western por
base. In the cemetery a quarter of a mile north tion of Passaic there is a quarry which produces 
of Westlake's quarry are found other diabase out;.. a fine-grained, massive stone. very similar to the 
crops, which extend northward for about a mile, material obtained from the Avondale quarries. 
with occasional exposures, to the old Schuyler On the west slope of the Palisade ridge a mile 
mines. In the cemetery there are two smaller and a half east of Closter there are two quarries, 
diabase masses associated with the main sheet. near together, which produce a moderate supply 
The dike apparently .. cend. along a lin. of fault of light.colored, ecars .. grain.d, feldspathic sand· 
and sends off a small sheet eastward. The main stone. The beds are thick, and large blocks of 
sheet in this vicinity is exposed in contact with homogeneous texture are obtained. A similar 
the sandstones, in which it is conformably inter- stone is obtained. at the quarry at Ridgefield. 
calated, and there is comparatively little di.turb- . Throughout the area of the Newark group there 
anee of the bedding or alteration in color or are occasional small quarries and openings, the 
texture. North of the cemetery the edge of the products of which are employed for local buiI\I· 
sheet forms a mural escarpm-ent along the turn· ings and foundations., " _ "-
pike and its thickness increases to 20 feet. A .Ro~d metal.-The igneous rocks of the Newark 
short distance west is another amall sheet in the group furnish vast supplies of the best of road 
overlying strata, which crosses the turnpike on metal. Paving blocks have been quarried to some 
top of the small ridge. In its northward ext.n- extent, mainly along the Palisade .. but the prin-

. sion beyond the turnpike the main sheet pitches cipal material now produced is crushed rock for 
beneath the surface and forms the fioor of a por- macadamizing. At several points by the river, 
tion of the old Schuyler mine, which consists of along the Palisade front, diabase is blasted out, 
a network of galleries through the cupriferous crushed,and loaded directly on scows for shipment 
sandstones near the contact. Over wide areas in to points about New York City. Unfortunately 
this mine the surface of this sheet is smooth and the quarrying operations have greatly disfigured 
conformable to the gently dipping sandBtones, but the beautiful Palisades, 80 that recently laws have 
there are irregularities in which the strata are been passed which prohibit the removal o~ stone 
crossed for a few feet, and the sheet also sends from the river face. The rock could be obtained 
several offshoots up into the sandstone. It is and erushe~ farther back on ~h~ridge and taken 
stated that the diabase surface was followed west;.. to boats by means of wire-ropEmand chutes. The 
ward for half ~. mile in the mining operations, locations of quarries along the Palisade ridge are 
and that at one point it i. traversed by a fault of shown on the Historical Geology .heet. 
considerable a.mount. The diabase at Granton and Snake Hill is worked 

to som'e extent for road metal, and,' there are sev
eral quarries on the Waw!iung ridge .. notably 
about Paterson, at Upper Montclair, and on the 
we.t slope of the Seecnd Watehnng Mountain 
east and northeast of Preakness. At Graniteville, 
on Staten Island, the trap is extensively quarried 
and crushed for construction of the fine roads of 
Richmond Borough. 

COPPER ORE. 

Various copper minerals occur in the sandstone 
of the Newark group, mainly ~ connection with 
the igne.ous intrusives. One of the earliest cop· 
per workings in this country was the Schuyler 
mine, .about a mile northeast of Arlington 
station. Extensive galleries were excavated and 
a deep shaft was sunk. The ore was malachite 
and chalcocite, with some cuprite, ~hrysocolla, 
and metallic cop~, occurring in small amounts 
in sandstone adjoining the diabase sheet, but it 
was too widely scattered to ,prove profitable. In 
the year 1884 a small but rich deposit was worked 
out at the old Westlake quarry near Arlington, 
of which the relations are shown in fig. 8. 

LATER JURATRIAS AND EARLY CRETACEOUS 
EVENTS. 

By BAILEY WILLIS. 

Potomac group and &hooley plain.-Over the 
Coastal Plain of New Jersey, Maryland, and Vir· 
ginia there are spread sediments which by their 
physical relations and fossils are known to be 
m nch younger than the Newark rocks, yet older 
than the marine- CretaceotlB deposits. They were 
once described as a connected sequence of strata 
under the name Potomac formation, and there 
was much discussion as to their Jurassic or ere. 
too.eous age. They are now known to constitute 
a group, divisible into several formations, of 
w;hich some may perhaps be Jurassic; the succeed· 
ing ones are Cretaceous. The Potomac group is 
represented in the New York district by the 
Raritan clays only, but its relations elsewhere 
throw light on events which must otherwise be 
P""'led .. unrecorded. Th. oldest Potomac strata 
rest on a surface composed of very ancient rocks, 
largely granite and gneis .. and consist in part of 
arkose, or sandstone ecmposed of feldspar with 
other minerals washed froni granite. -The rela

erosion, which, working on a 'surface of hard and 
soft rocks, can smooth away the land only on a 
very gentle slope rising but slightly from sea 
level. Perfect evenness is rarely if ever thus 
attained. The technical term used to distinguish 
the almost plain surface is "peneplain," and hills 
which remain rising above the plain have been 
called j( monadnocks," after Mount Monadnock, a 
charecteristic height of the kind. That .urface 
which lies beneath the Potomac strata and rises 
beyond them over the hilltop. is known .. the 
Schooley peneplain, or plain, from the fact that it 
i. well represented in the Hat surface of Schooley 
Mountain, New Jersey. 

In the vicinity of New York City the Schooley 
peneplain lies at sea level along Long Island 
Sound and in Jersey City, and rises over the hills 
of gneiss and schist east of the Hudson, and also 
over the Palisade ridge, west of the river. FroQI 
the Palisades it must be extended above the vJ:t,}
ley. of New J ers.y to the even.topp.d Watchung 
ridges and beyond them to the summits of the 
Highlands. The valleys which are excavated 
below the once continuous surface of the- Schooley 
peneplain are effects of erosion during later ages. 
Streams have been the chief instruments in their 
development, and it is through elevation of the 
land that the streams have been effectively applied 
to the task of carving out hills and valleys. The 
ultimate result of their work will be to reduce 
the land again to a plain. 

Th. co .. t of the Schooley p.neplain in Cret .. 
ceous time was probably in many respects like 
that which exists to-day on the New Jersey 
shore-an aged coast with l~ng, well-established 
barrier beaches partly inclosing estuaries and 
lagoons. Among the latest sediments of the 
Potomac group laid down in these waters is 
the Raritan formation, which is named. from 
the bay on which it i. typically developed. In 
general it consists Qf white or colored sands and 
Iighfi.color.d or darker·eclored clay .. occasionally 
containing leaves. Within the New York die
trict it is represented on Stat.n Island, and ita 
occurrence a.nd relations there are described by 
Dr. Arthur Hollick. 

CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF STATEN ISLAND. 

By ARTHUR HOLI..Iax:. 

tions thus demonstrate the submergence, early in .Roiritan /ormaflion. - Theoretically strata of 
Potomac time, of a land surface which had been Cretaceous age are indicated 88 underlying all 
so long exposed to weathering that granites were that area of Staten Island south of the serpentine 
decayed much 88 they now are in the same region. hills and thence west to the shore of Arthur Kill. 
A glance at the earlier history which ha. b.en At KreiaehervilIe and Green Ridge beds of clay 
sketched shows that this episode of weathering and" kaolin" have been extensively exploited, anc;l 
may have been the last ph ... of a cycle of erosion the identity of these beds with those of the R&ri. 
which occupied Tri8B8ic time and was perhaps tan formation of the New Jersey Cretaceous has 
continuous with similar activities from the Paleo· been amply proved, not only by means of their 
zoic era. The sUloface on which the Potomac stratigraphic relations and lithologic identity, but 
group rests is even, and when traced over coneid· also by plant remains found in them. Amongst 
erable distances is found to be a buried coastal these remains may be mentio~ed Sequoia hetero
plain which n<>w h .. an upward slope toward the phlllla Vel., Widdringtonite8 reichii (Ett.) Heer, 
northwest. Extending in that .direction from Euealyptus veimitzi Heer, Proteoides ilaphnogen
existing Potomac strata are flat hilltops from oides Heer, etc. 
which the Potomac h88 been eroded and which Throughout nearly all the remainder of the 
were therefore part of the submerged plain. area the underlying strata are covered by either 
Beyond any probable limits of ex'tent of the morainal or stratified. drift_ depo.sits,· but the pres. 
Potomac, one finds hilltops with :flat surfaces that ence of .Cretaceous strata beneath is almost con
accord in slope with those that were buried, and clusively proved by the fact that nearly all wells 
they also ~ seen to be representatives of the which have been driven through the surficial. 
plain. These readily identified remnants rise deposits show the presence of clay, gravel, Or 
higher and higher toward the west and become "kaoli..Q." lithologically. identical' with those of 
smaller, less numerous, and more widely sep· Kreischerville. 
arated by valleys. N evertbel.... if we do Throughout the morainal and $tratified drift 
but conceive the valleys filled to the hilltops deposits also, wherever these are found south of 
with the material which streams' have carried the theoretical Cretaceous border, masses of clay 
away, the fonner plain may be restored, locally. or 14 kaolin," sometim.es incoherent, sometimeS 
So long 88 the summits of the / existing hills or more .or less hardened by the infiltration and oxi
mountains fall into a generally even though slop. dation of iron, are prominent. constituentS. That 
ing surface, we. are justified in making this .resto· these are Cretaceous in age is proved by the pres
ration, and' it may lead us from the immediate enoo in many of them of characteristic species of 
coast back over a continuous plain indefinitely. 'f-assil leaves, such as .LitriodeniJropsiB sitnpteaJ 
In fact, the basal Potomac plain is thus traced Newb., IO/UII'm plut(}nia Heer, ThinnfeWia 
far beyond ,the' extent of the Potomac sediments, lesquereumiana Heer, 8apindU8 mo1"l"isoni Lesq., 
over the Appalachian Mountains, and it is recog- Morieonia ayciot()(J)on Deb. and Ett., etc. They 
nized that the land in Potomac time was nearly are especially abundant in the morainal aCCllIDU

Hat throughout the province. As it was a land lations at Tottenville, Princess Bay, and Arrochar. 
area, it reached this:fla~neBS through the proooss of, No indication, however, of any material which 



could be even provisionally referred to Cretaceous 
strata has ever been discovered in the morainal 
deposits to the north of the serpentine ridge, and 
it is evident that where such material occurs to 
the south it represents the masses and fragments 
which were eroded from the strata south of the 
ridge and carried forward either by the advanc
ing ice front or by streams from the melting 
glacier. 

The former presence of marine Cretaceous strata 
is also indicated in the vicinity of Arrochar- by 
the occurrence, in the drift, of masses of hardened 
clay marl in which have been found Oardium 
dumo6um Conr., 08trea plumo8a Morton, Aphl'o
dina tippana· Conr., Gryph/J3a sp., etc. 

Full accounts of the discoveries of the facts 
outlined aboye, together with complete lists of 
the fossils identified, may be found in the Trans· 
actions of the New York Academy of Sciences, 
Vol. XI, pp. 96-104; Vo!' XII, pp. 28-39, 222-
287; Vol. XIV, pp. 8-20; in Annals of the New 
York Academy of Sciences, Vol. XI, pp. 415-430; 
yo!. XII, pp. 91-102; in Proceedings of the 
Natural Science Associaton of Staten Island, Vol. 
III, pp. 45-47; Vo!' VI, pp. 62-63; and in Hnlle· 
tin of the Geological Society of America, V 01. X, 
pp.2-3. 

With the information now in our possession we 
feel justified in concluding that Cretaceous strata, 
as represented by the plastic clays (Raritan for
mation), once extended up to the present south· 
ern border of the serpentine ridge, and that 
farther to the west they certainly extended as 
far north as the Fresh Kill marshes, while clay 
marl or marl (Matawan formation 1) may have 
extended as far north as the present southeastern 
point of the island at the Narrows; and as both 
of these formations have been recognized farther 
to the northeast, on Long Island, we may furtner 
infer that they bordered Staten Island on its east
ern shore, occupying part of what is now New 
York Bay. 

Exact correlation of the Staten Island Creta
ceous strata with those of other localities is diffi· 
cult on account of the erosion and disturbance to 
which they were suhjected during the Glacial 
epoch. If, however, the general trend of the New 
Jersey outcrops be extended theoretically through 
the island, it may be readily seen that the lower 
members of the plastic clays, represented by those 
of Woodbridge, Sayreville, Perth Amboy, and 
possibly South Amboy, would strike the western 
shore in the vicinity of Tottenville and Kreischer
ville, while the upper members, represented by 
those in the vicinity of Cheesequakes Creek, 
would extend along the southern shore from Tot
tenville to Arrochar, and the clay marl or marl, 
represented at Clllfwood, would just touch the 
island in the vicinity of the Narrows. 

The clays and" kaolins" mined in the vicinity 
of Kreischerville arid Green Ridge are of consid
erable economic importance. The name" kaolin" 
as' here used is a trade term, which has reference 
to a highly siliceous, micaceous clay, and not to 
the mineral kaolin. 

The fol~owing are ,analyses of a clay and a 
"kaolin" from Kreischerville: 

Analyses of clay and II kaolin" from Kr&i.8clwrville, 
Btakn Island. 

Silica .. 
Alumina .. 
PeTrie oxide ..... 
Lime .... 
Magnesia .... 
Alkalies .. 

FIreclay. Kaolin. 
.. ...... 64.28 82.51 

............... 24.76 11.57 
.83 ,63 
.73 ,29 

.. trace. .78 
2.35 2.66 

The Cretaceous area is of importance as the 
region from which a permanent water supply may 
probably be obtained", Throughout the northern 
portion of the island the supply is dependent 
either upon surface drainage and relatively shal
low driven wells in the drift or upon borings in 
the serpentine. In the first instance the supply 
is limited by the extent of the drainage area and 
is modified by the amou~t. of rainfall, so that it 
varies with the local conditions. In the second 
instance no accurate prediction can be made, 
either as to the depth at which water may be 
struck in any locality or as to the probable amount 
which may be obtained, for the reason that there 
is no recognized water-bearing horizon in the rock, 
and the occurrence of water at any locality is 
apparently due to seams or crevices. Throughout 

New York City, 
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the area underlain by Cretaceous strata, however, 
l\. reliable water supply may. probably be obtained 
by wells driven to the proper horizon. On Staten 
Island glacial action has SO disturbed and eroded 
the strata that throughout the drift-covered region 
it would be exceedingly haZkl'dous to predict the 
depth at which this horizon should be found at 
any particular locality, but recently a weH which 
yielded an abundant supply of water, in the vicin
ity of Richmond Valley, near Tottenville, was 
sunk 75 feet, from an elev~tion of about 40 feet 
above tide leveL It did not reach the Cretaceous, 
however, and the exact nature of the material 
passed through could not be ascertained, except 
in such indefinite terms as "gravel/' "hardpan," 
etc., but apparently all the material represented 
stratified drift. '1'his fact is of considerable 
interest. as it indicates that the erosion of Creta· 
ceous strata was extensive and that a greater 
depth would have to be reached in order to strike 
them undisturbed. 

EVENTS OF LATER CRETACEOUS, EOCENE. AND 
NEOCENE TIMES. 

.ilfarine deposits.-:-The Atlantic Coastal Plain 
was to a greater or less extent' submerged during 
successive epochs of later Cretaceous, Eocene, and 
early Neocene or Miocene time. The deposits of 
sediment made during the Cretaceous constitute 
wide areas of the fertile lands of central New 
Jersey, and they owe their fertility in great 
measure to the conditions of deposition. The 
beds are partly of clays and sands derived from the 
not distant shore, but they also contain much marl, 
which was produced by chemical changes through 
the agency of marine orgsp.isms (Foraminifera) 
from finely divided sediments. Foraminifera are 
known to live in relatively clear seas, but they 
cause the formation of glauconite, the charac
teristic mineral of marl, only where they obtain 
some sediment from the lattd. They do not live, 
however, in muddy waters. Thus the marl beds 
indicate clearness of the water beneath which 
they accumulated, and from the small amount of 
sediment present we may further infer that the 
near-by lands were undergoing but slight erosion 
at;Ld consequently still had a low and very nearly 
plane surface. 

There is no definite evidence that conditions 
along the Atlantic Coastal Plain changed markedly 
during early Eocene time, when the Shark Ri\'er 
formation of eastern New Jersey was laid down 
conformably on the highest Cretaceous beds, 
which it resembles in character_ There follows 
an interval, extending through the later Eocene, 
regarding which the record is not clear, but dur
ing which the depth and extent of submergence 
were perhaps not materially different. Then 
came the beginning of the movements which have 
raised the wide plain of that time to the now 
existing mountain tops and, with many fluctua
tions, have placed the land in its present relation 
to sea level. 

During early Neocene (Miocene) time marine 
dt'posits of considerable volume and wide exte~t 
were laid down on the Coastal Plain_ They rest 
\lnconformably on the Shark River beds and, over
lapping them, lie upon the Cretaceous deposits. 
They are products of more rapid wasting of the 
land than had occurred during the shortly pre
ceding epochsl and thus indicate that the land 
surface yielding the sediment became higher, 
while, by spreading landward beyond the Eocene 
sediments, they indicate a broader submergence. 
From their development we infer that uplift had 
begun in the region west of the shore line, prob
ably in the district of the Highlands, and was 
accompanied by downward tilting of the Coastal 
Plain along its seaward margin_ . This movement 
closed the cycle during which a vast, low plain 
characterized the tlastern United States, and in,iti
ated the present cycle, which has thus far been 
one of uplift. 

Mountavn growth ........ The development of the 
Schooley peneplain, which rose at first little above 
sea level but whic~_might now be restored over 

the summits of hills and mountains, has been 
described. The recognition of its original posi. 
tion and present altitude gave new insight intO 
the age and growth of the Appalachian Moun
tains, which had been attributed to the revolu
tion at the close of the Carboniferous, but which 
are now understood to be effects of elevation dur
ing relatively recent ages. It is a striking fact in 
the physical history of the eastern United States 
that from late J nrassic time on through the 
Cretaceous period there was no considerable ele· 
,tation of the land. Whether the facts of sedimen
tation or those of landscape forms be studied, the 
conclusion is the same. A plain of very great 
extent had been developed by erosion before 'the 
Cretaceous period began, and it was reduced to 
even :flatter, more monotonous aspects as the 
epochs passed. Still, the earth's surface in this 
region was not uniformly steady during those 
ages, for the character and distribution of the 
sediments derived from its rocks show that the 
plain suffered gentle uplifts and depressions, and 
at last the lowland was elevated and assumed the 
broad dome shape which the Schooley plain 
would now have if it were still continuous. 

hJfects of' erosion.-Through the process of ero
sion all land masses waste away and are gradually 
lowered toward the level of the sea, but, wasting 
unequally, they become diversified with valleys 
and heights. Begun at the top, the carving 
progresses downward, and features are thus older 
above and younger below. The Schooley plain 
is not only the oldest of the landscape features 
recognized in the Highlands, but it is also the 
highest) and below it are other plains which 
are successively younger according to their posi
tions one below another. In the sculpture of val
leys and slopes) heights above and distance from 
the sea are the conditions which ultimately con
trol their depth and steepness, although the char
acter of the rocks being carved is also a factor, 
and thtJ,s the forms of valleys constitute a record 
of the uplift or uplifts by which their develop
ment became possible. The destruction of the 
Schooley plain proceeded intermittently and 
resulted in more than one set of features, the 
younger set in each case being carved into the 
older, as for example a narrow gorge within a 
wide valley. When sufficiently lowered, valley 
bottoms became covered by alluvium, forming 
flood plains; and being raised in a later move
ment, these deposits were cut away, except rem
nants which now form terraces on'sropes. At times 
the upward movement of the land surface with 
reference to sea level has been not only checked, 
but even reversed, and the sea has submerged 
plains and valleys more or less extensively, adding 
estuarine sediments to, the alluvial deposits. The 
complex sequence of movements which is recorded 
in these details of land sculpture and construction 
has been interpreted for this district chie:fly by 
Profs. W. M. Davis and R. D. Salisbury, who have 
published their discussions in papers entitled, 
respectively, Rivers of New Jersey (Proceedings 
of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. 
XXXV, 1888-1889) and Physical Geography of 
New Jersey (Vol. IV of the Reports of the State 
Geologist, 1895). 

The broad conclusions reached by these investi
gators as to the principal events of Neocene time 
have been sketched in the ., Outline of geologic 
history" (pp. 2-3), and the reader is referred to 
the papers just cited for further information. 
While the subject belongs largely to a compara
tively new branch of geology, physiography, the 
phenomena are very intricately related to rock 
structure, river action, sealevel, and climate, and 
there are many important items, such as the devel
opment of the Hudson River, which await closer 
study. 

The development of river systems and of 
relief had reached nearly, if not quite, the present 
degree of maturity when the processes were 
modified by the influence of the cold epochs that 
resulted in general glaciation of northern North 
America. Commonly known as the Glacial epoch, 
this time is here called the Pleistocene_ Its 
events are described below by Professor Salis· 
bury, and in his account are inclnded descrip. 
tions of isolated gravel deposits which are older 
than Pleistocene, as well' as an outline of post: 
Glacial changes. 

PLEISTOCENE FORMATIONS.* 

By RoLLIN D. SALISBURY. 

To the Pleistocene divieion of geologic time 
are refeITed most of the unconsolidated materials 
lying upon the bed rock described in the prec~d. 
iug pages. The Pleistocene formations of the 
New York City district are (1) partly of pre· 
Glacial age (at least antedating the last Glacial 
epoch)) (2) partly of Glacial age and origin, and 
(3) partly of post-Glacial age. Of these several 
classes the glacial drift is, within this district, the 
most widespread. 

OLDER PLEISTOO.l£NE }'ORMATIONS. 

Gravel above New D(;l'p, Staten I8land.-There 
is a little gravel, chiefly of quartz and chert, in 
the driftleslil area above New Dorp, Staten Island, 
at an elevation of about 200 feet above sea level. 
This remnant of gravel is so small and so isolated 
that its relations and age can not be definitely 
fixed. It is certainly older than the glacial 
formations of the region, but how much older is 
not determinable. It may be late Tertiary or 
{larliest Pleistocene, and accordingly is mapped 
as Beacon Hill or Bridgeton. 

Pen8aukenfo1'1nation.-The Pensauken forma
tion is well exposed in several of the clay pits 
about Kreischerville, Staten Island,~where it over

lies the Cretaceous sand and clay and underlies 
the glacial drift. At the pits its thickness is 
usually 8 or 10 feet. This slight thickness rep
·resents the basal part of the original formation, 
most of which has been removed by erosion_ 
After fresh cutting by the waves, gravel which is 
probably Pensauken is exposed in the cliff at 
Princess Bay Light. When the railway cut at 
Arrochar was fresh, gravel of the same sort was 
expos~. In spite of its meager exposure, the 
Pensauken ~nds and gravels are perhaps some· 
what widely distributed on the island, though 
now concealed by younger formations. Though 
not of glacial origin, the Pensauken formation 
was probably contemporaneous with one of the 
early Glaci:u formations, not represented) or not 
differentiated, in this region. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OJt GLACIAL lfORMATIONS. 

Drift.-The mantle of unconsolidated earthy 
and stony material which overlies most of the 
rock in the vicinity of New York City is known as 
drift. It· i/3 made up of clay, sand, gravel, and 
bowlders, sometimes separated from one another, 
but more often commingled in varying pro-por
tions_ It- is, for the most part, an orderless 
mixture of earthy material of various sorts and 
sizes. It is sometimes so thick as to effectually 
conceal the bed rock beneath, as about Brooklyn, 
and somethnes so thin that the underlying rock 
outcrops at frequent intervals, as on the Palisade 
ridge and over much of the area east of the Hud
son and north of the East River. 

The drift of this region is but a small part of 
a great sheet of drift, covering about half of North 
America. It owes its name to the obsolete idea 
that its materials were drifted by water from their 
original sources to their present position. It is 
now known, however, that the drift is primarily 
a deposit from an extensive sheet of ice, a glacier 
of continental dimensions, which once occupied 
the drift·covered area. 

Drift.covered area.-The accompanying map 
(fig. 9) shows approximately the area of North 
America formerly covered by ice and now covered 
by drift. From the map it is seen that the New 
York City district lies at the southern margin of 
the great drift sheet. 

The condition of the northern part of the con
tinent when the ice sheet was at its maximum was 
comparable to that of Greenland to-day_ The 
larger part of the 500,000 square miles which this 
island is estimated to contain is covered by a vast 
sheet of snow and ice, hundreds and probably 
thousands of feet in thickness. In this field there 
is constant movement, the ice creeping slowly out 
toward the borders of the island, tending always 
to advance until its edge reaches a position where 
it is wasted by melting as rapidly as it advances. 

*The Pleistocene field work in the New Jersey portion of 
the New York City district was done at the expense of the 
New Jersey Geological Survey, 



The total area or the North American ice sheet 
at the time of its maximum development has been 
estimated at about 4,000,000 square miles, or 
about ten times the estimated area of the present 
ice field of Greenland. 

FIG. 9.-Map of area covered by the North American ic(lsheet 
of the Gla.cial epoeh at its maximum exwnsion, showing 
the approximate southern limit of glaciation, the three 
main centers of ice accumulation, and the driftless area 
within the border of the glaeiawd !!'egion, 

(;"owl" of 1M ice sheet.-The ice ,heet which 
covered this great area was of slow growth. Its 
beginnings are believed to have been snow fields 
on the east and west sides of Hudson Bay. With 
increasing rigor of climate, the cause of which is 
not certainly known, these snow fields became 
larger, just as mountain snow fields become larger 
during periods of low temperature or of heavy 
precipitation of snow. As they inct:eased in size, 
all the snow except that at the surface was COll

verted into ice, so that the great snow fields, like 
all great perennial snow fields of the present time, 
were really great ice fields, but thinly covered 
with snow. As soon as the ice attained sufficient 
thickness, movement was inaugurated. This 
movement was glacial movement, and the ice in 
motion was glacier ice. 

From the separate centers, the ice and snow 
fields extended themselves in all directions, partly 
as the result of movement and partly 88 the result 
of the marginal accumulation of snow. The ice 
sheets spreading from these centers ultimately 
became confluent, and invaded the territory of the 
United States as a single sheet, which, at the time 
of its greatest development, had the area shown 
on the map, fig. 9. Its extent is known by the 
area of the drift which it left behind when it 
melted. In the West there Ws,lS extensive glacia
tion in the Cordilleras. Details of the Glacial 
history of this region have not been worked oUt. 

The map illustrates another point of significance. 
The edge of the drift sheet is. somewhat lobate. 
The lobation was, indeed, more pronounced than 
this small map shows. Fig. 12 represents, on a 
larger scale, a smaller area about New York City, 
and shows the lobate form of the edge of the last 
ice sheet which covered this area. 

Re(YI(;J'l'ent glaciations.-In the preceding para
graphs the ice sheet has been referred to as though 
it developed once, and then melted from the face 
of the land. But a great mass of evidence is now 
in hand showing that the history of glaciation 
was not so simple. One ice sheet developed and 
then melted wholly or partly, only to be suc
ceeded by another, which in turn was wholly or 
partly dissipated before a renewal of glacial con
ditions caused a third advance of the ice. }low 
many times glacial and genial climatic conditions 
alternated is not known, but within the United 
States the number of pronounctJ alternations 
was probably not less than five, ·though the ice 
did not reach the same limit in successive 
advances, and probably did not retreat to the 
same position during the epochs of deglaciation. 
How many times the area with which we are here 
conoerned was overwhelmed by ice is unknown, 
but in closely adjacent regions the ice was present 
at least twice, at somewhat widely separated 
times. 

Work of an we 8ked.-The work effected by 
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au ice sheet is twofold. In the first place, it 
erodes the surface over which it advances, widen
ing and deepening valleys which are parallel to 
its direction of movement, cutting off hilltops, and 
smoothing down roughness of all sorts. In the 

second place, it sooner or later deposits the debris 
which it gathers in its movement and caITies for
ward in its bottom. Glaciation therefore tends, 
first, to cut the surface down by erosion, and then 
to build it up by deposition; but the two pro
cesses rarely affect the same spot equally. The 
result is that the configuration of the surface is 
often considerably altered by the passage of 
glacier ice over it. If the drift be thick it may 
level up an uneven surface of rock (fig. 10) or it 
may be so disposed as to increase the relief instead 
of diminishing it (ng. 11). If the drift be thin 
its effect on topography is less pronounced. 

FIG. 11.-Thiek drift inereasing the relief of the surface. 

The deposits occasioned by ice fall into two 
distinct categories, those made by the ice itself, 
and those made by the waters derived from the 
ice. The former are unstratified and unassorted; 
the latter are stratified and assorted. The former 
are moraines. Deposits made beneath the ice and 
back from its edge constitute the ground moraine 
or till~ ~nd are distinguisJted from the considerable 
marginal and submarginal accumulations made 
when the edge of the ice maintains a constant or 
approximately constant position for a considerable 
interval of time. This marginal and submarginal 
accumulation is the terminal moraine. 

Ch{lll'acteri8tic8 of glacwl drift in general.
From the method by which it waS gathered it is 
evident that the drift of any locality may contain 
fragments of rock of every variety occurring along 
the route followed by the ice which reached that 
locality. The v~riety of materials in the drift 
may therefore be great. The heterogeneity of 
the drift arising from the diverse nature of the 
rock formations whioh contributed to it is litho
logical heterogeneity-a term which implies the 
commingling of materials derived from dilIerent 
rock formations. 

Another characteristic of the drift is its phys. 
ical heterogeneity. As first gathered by the ice, 
some of the materials of the drift were fine and 
some coarse. The ice tended, in aU cases, to 
grind and crush the debris it carried, reducing it 
constantly to a finer and finer state. Much of the 
softer material, such as shale, was crushed or 
ground to powder, forming what is popularly 
known as clay; other sorts of rock, such as soft 
sandstone, were reduced to sand; while masses of 
more resistant rock escaped comminution and 
remained as bowlders. From clay and sand on 
the one hand to bowlders on the other, all grades 
of coarseness are represented in the glacial drift. 

Still another characteristi.c of glacial drift, and 
one which clearly distinguishes it from all other 
formations, pertains to the shapes and markings 
of the stones it contains_ Many of them have 
some of their faces planed and striated. The 
more easily defined characteristics of glacial 
drift are, therefore, (1) lithological and (2) phys. 
ical heterogeneity; (3) the shapes and (4) the 
markings of the stones which it contains; (5) its 
lack of stratification, except when water-laid_ 

TYPES OF DRIFT. 

Ground m6lTaine.-The ground moraine consti
tutes the great body of the glacial drift. Bowlder 
clay, a term descriptive of its constitution in some 
places, and till, are other terms often applied to 
the ground moraine: -The ground moraine COD

sists of all the unstr~tified drift which lodged 
beneath the ice during its advance, all that was 
deposited back from its edge while its margin was 

farthest south, and most of that deposi.te~ while 
the ice was retreating. From this statement it is 
seen that the ground moraine of an ice sheet 
should be essentially as widespread as the ice 
itself. Local1y, however, it failed of d'eposition, 
and many areas of bare rock, mostly small, occur 
within the great tract which the ice covered. 
8inc~ it constitutes the larger part of the drift, 
the characteristics already enumerated as belong
ing to drift in general are the characteristics of 
the till. The character of the till in any locality 
depends on the sorts of rock over which ~he ice 
which reached that locality passed_ Where it 
passed over much sandstone the till is likely to be 
sandy, and where it passed over much shale the 
till is apt to b~ clayey. If the formations passed 
over were resistant, and so situated that the ice 
could erode them effectively, the resulting till is 
likely to be rich iu bowlders j if the formations 
passed over were soft, bowlders are few_ 

In general the till of any locality is made up 
predominantly of materials derived from forma
tions close at hand. This leads to the conclusion 
that deposition must have gone on beneath the 
ice during its movement, even back from its mar
gin. The fact that '0 little of the drift abont 
New York City came from points as much as 100 
miles to the north prov~s that a large part of the 
material gathered by the ice even 80 short a dis
tance north of its edge was never brought down to 
the latitude of New York City. 

Tm'minal mOl'aines.-The marginal portion of 
the ice sheet was more heavily loaded -certainly 
more heavily loaded relative to its thickuess
than any other. Here the thinned and thinning ice 
was constantly losing its transporting power, and 
at its edge this power was gone. Since the ice 
was continually bringing drift to this position and 
leaving it, the average rate of drift accumulation 
must have been greater beneath and at the edge 
of the ice than elsewhere. 

Wheneve'r, at any stage in it~ history, the edge 
of the ice remained essentially constant in posi
tion for a long period of time, the corresponding 
submarginal accumulation of drift was great, and 
when the ice melted the former site of the 
stationary edge was marked by a belt of drift 
thicker than that adjacent. Such thickened belts 
of drift are terminal mo-raines. It will be seen 
that a terminal moraine does not necess~ly mark 
the terminua of the ice at the time of its greatest 
advance, but rttther its terminus at any time when 
its edge was stationary, or nearly so, for a consid
erable period of time. 

From the conditions of their development it 
will be seen that terminal moraines may be made 
up of materials identical with those which consti
tute the ground moraine; and such is often the 
case. But water arising from the melting of the 
ice played a much more important r61e at its 
margin than farther back beneath it. One result 
of its activity may be seen in the greater coarse· 
ness which generally characterizes the material 
of the terminal moraine as compared with that of 
the adjacent ground moraine. This is partly 
because the water carried away some of the finer 
constituents, leaving the coarser behind. Further 
evidence of the great activity of water near the 
margin of the iee is to be seen in the relatively 
large amount of assorted and stratified sand and 
gravel associated with the terminal moraIne. 

The most dil3tinctive feature of a terminal 
moraine is its topography_ It is this, more than 
any other one feature, which distinguishes it from 
the ground moraine. While the topography of 
the moraine varies from point to point, its most 
distinctive phase is marked by hillocks and hol
lows, or interrupted ridges and troughs, following 
one another in rapid succession. The relief is 
sometimes scores of feet within short distances. 
The depressions inclosed by the elevations are 
frequently marked by marshes, ponds, and lake
lets, wherever the material constituting their 
bottoms is Bufficiently impervious to re~ain the 
water falling and draining into them. In other 
places t4e morainic features are more subdued, 
the relief being far from striking. The shapes 
and the abundance of round 8lld roundish hills 
have locally given rise to such names as "The 
Knobs," l( Short Hills," etc.. In some places the 
moraine has been named the '-' Kettle Range," from 
the number of kettle-like depressions in its sur-

face. It is to be kept in mind that it is the asso· 
ciation of '~knobs 11 and 'l kettles," rather than 
either feature alone, which is the distinctive mark 
of terminal moraine topography. 

The manner in which the topography of termi
nal moraines was developed is worthy of note. 
In the first place, the various parts of the ic~ 
margin carried unequal amounts of debris_ This 
alone would have caused the moraine of any 
region to have been of unequal height and width 
at different points. In the second place, the 
margin of the ice, while maintaining the same 
general position during the making of a moraine, 
was yet subject to many minor oscillations. These 
oscillations were partly seasonal and partly 
through longer periods of time. If the ice 
retreated and advanced repeatedly during a con
siderable period of time, always within narrow 
limits, and if during this osciUation the details of 
its margin were frequently changing; the result 
would be a complex or "tangle" of minor morainic 
ridges of variabJe heights and widths_ Between 
and among th@nl there would be depressions of 
various sizes and shapes. Thus, it is conceived', 
many of the peculiar hillocks and hollows which' 
characterize terminal moraines may have arisen. 
Some of the depressions probably arose from the 
melting of ice blocks left behind when the ice 
retreated. 

Stratified d'·ij't.-A large part of the drift is' 
stratified, showing that it was deposited by water_ 
This is not strange when it is remembered that 
the total amount of water which operated on the 
drift was scarcely less thau the total amount of 
ice, since the larger part of the ice was ultimately 
converted into water, and to this was added the 
rains which fell on the ice border. 

Stratified drift may arise in various ways. It 
mAy be deposited by water alone or by water in 
cooperation with the ice. The water may be ru~
ning or standing. When the ice cooperated with 
the water it was generally a passive partner. 

There is more or less water both in glacier ice 
and beneath it. Much of the water in these vari
ous positions, as it issues from the ice, unites to 
form definite streams. It is the water at the edge 
of the ice and just beyond it which is chiefly con
cerned in the deposition of stratified drift. 

The history of an ice sheet which haa disap
p~ared involved at least two distinct stages, (1) 
a period of growth and (2) a period of decadence, 
If the latter does not begin as soon as the former 
is complete, an intervening stage, representing the 
period of maximum extension, must be recognized_ 
At each of these stages it is the water at the edge 
of the ice which is especially effective in the depo
sition of stratified drift. 

The most extensive deposits made by water 
arising from glacier ice are made either as it issues 
from beneath the ice or as it flows away. At the 
immediate edge of the ice sheet, therefore, certain 
deposits were made. The margin of the ice was 
probably irregular, as the ends of glaciers now 
are, and as the waters issued from beneath it they 
left some of their debris against its irregular front, 
in its reentrants and marginal crevasses. When 
the ice melted, these marginal accumulations of 
gravel and sand assumed the form of hillocks.. 
Such hi1locks of gravel and sand are kames. The 
streams emanating from the ice carried some 
gravel, sand, and silt beyond the edge of the ice, 
and deposited them in the valleys through which 
the drainage passed, just as other overloaded 
streams deposit in like situations. Such deposits 
are valley trains. Where the water was, not c9~
fined in valleys, but spread more or less widely 
over a plain surface, it developed plains of gravel 
and sand_ If the water issuing from the ice 
flowed into lakes or the sen, as some,times hap
pened, deltas were developed from the 'material it 
carried_ Most of these types of' stratified drift 
are illustrated on the maps of this folio. 

All the deposits made by water issuing from 
the ice at the time of its maximum ad vance were 
likely to remain after the ice melted. Likewise, 
all similar deposits made while the ice was 
retreating were likely to be preserved. On the 
other hand, all deposits made by water at the 
edge of the ice 0-1' beyond it during its advance 
were likely to be overridden, and buried or 
destroyed, by the farther advance. of the ice. 
Thus. part only of the sir. tined drift actually 



deposited is finally preserved. When it. is 
remembtlred that there were several ice epochs, 
and that in each the edge of the ice was subject 
to considerable oscillations, it is evident that the 
relation between the stratified and the unstratified 
drift may be very complicated. 

GLAOIAL PHENOMENA OF TilE NEW YORK PORTION 

OF THE DIST&Wl'. 

])istribut·ion of tlte types oj d1"lft.-All of the 
New York City district except the southernmost 
part of the Brooklyn quadrangle and a small area 
in the southeastern part of Staten Island was 
covered by the continental ice sheet of the last 
Glacial epoch. The edge of the ice made a pro· 
tracted halt at its position of maximum advance, 
as shown by the terminal moraine which it left. 
All the drift south of the moraine· is stratified, 
while that lying north of it is partly stratified 
and partly unstratified. South of the moraine 
stratified gravel and sand, washed out from the 
ice by the waters issuing from it, were deposited 
over most of the land area which the ice spared. 
The only exceptions are (1) a small area at Rock
away, which, though low, is so far from the 
moraine that the gravel and sand were not carried 
out to it; and (2) another just north of the rail· 
way between New Dorp and LiDden Park, Staten 
Island. This small area, less that a square mile 
in extent, was not covered by the ice, and was too 
high to be flooded 'by the waters draining from it. 

Direction oj ice movonent.-On the map, fig. 
12, the arrows show the direction of ice move· 
ment within the New York Oity district. The 
direction of movement is known both by the 
course of the strioo which the passage of the rock
shod ice left on the bed rock and by the direction 

FrG. 12.-Sketch map showing the terminal moraine and the 
direction of ice movement in the vicinity of New York 
City. 

Th.6 terminal moraIne [8 Indicated by the dotted belt extending fNm Morris
town, through Perth AmbQy, to Jamaica, the direction of ice move_ 
ment,bythebrokenllnesRndRIT<>WI!. 

in which the material from the several formations 
was distributed. In general the movement was 
approximately at right angles to the course of the 
moraine. In the Harlem and Brooklyn quadran. 
gles, therefore, and in parts of the others, the 
movement was east of south, the easting being 
locally (on some parts of the Palisade ridge) as 
much as 45°. In the western part of the Staten 
Island quadrangle and in most of the Paterson 
quadrangle the movement was generally south or 
8 little west of soutb. In the northwestern part 
of the Paterson quadrangle the westerly diver
gence of the ice was much more pronounced. 

Non·Glacial Plei,wiWW jormations.- While 
the Pleistocene deposits of the New York City 
district are chiefly of Glacial age, and of glacial 
or fluvio.glacial Qrigin, some of them, such as 
river alluvium, eolian sand, and the beach depos. 
its, are of post.Glacial age. Though the materials 
of these various classes of deposits were largely 
derived from the glacial drift, the deposits, in 
their present form, are distinct from the drift for 
which the ice ,was directly responsible. Still 
other Pleistocene deposits of limited extent, 
already described, within the district under con· 
sideration antedate the great body of glacial drift. 

The formations of Glacial age will be describ~d 
under the following headings: terminal moraine, 
stratified drift (of fluvio.glacial origin), ground 
moraine. The post.Glacial deposits will be 
refelTed to under the headings: alluvial plains, 
eolian sand, modern beach sand, and peat (pp. 
16-17). 

New York City. 
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TER.MINAL MORAiNE ON STATKN ISLAND. 

General relation8. - The terminal moraine 
crosses Staten Island lengthwise, extendipg from 

Between Gfffords and New Dorp the moraine of estimation. It is known at ten' points, the 
topography is more strongly developed. It is maximum being 75 feet; but the average is prob
well seen just west of New Dorp, and thence to ably considerably less than this maximuni. 
Linden Park its undulations are well accentuated. 

Tottenville on the southwest to Stapleton on the West and north of Garretsons adjacent knobs TERMINAL MORAINE ON LONG ISLAND. 

northeast. Its length, owing to its sinuosities, is and basins show a relief of not less than 50 feet. The terminal moraine on Long Island, so far as 
about 15 miles, though the distance between From Linden Park to Fort Tompkins its surface is it falls within these quadrangles, has an average 
Tottenville and Stapleton, in direct line, is only characteristically rough, with a relief of 20 to 40 width of about a mile and a maximum width of 
about 13 miles. The vertical range of the feet. The tract between Arrochar and Grassmere a little more than two miles. 
moraine is from sea level at the ends of the island gives as good a view of morainic topography as Tlw moraine as a topogl'aphicfeature.-Unlike 
to 360 odd feet, above Garretsons. In general its the island affords. (See fig. 22, on Illustr.ation the terminal moraine on Staten Island, the moraine 
crest is less than 100 feet above sea level west of sheet 2.) Here the billows of earth rise and:fall here is the most conspicuous topographic feature 
New Dorp, and between 120 and 140 feet east of in graceful curves of notable magnitude, and the of the west end of Long Islan-d. It is the ridge 
Garretsons. Its width varies from three·fourths depressions are sometimes occupied by ponds popularly known as the" backbone" of the island. 
of a mile just e~t of Garretsons to two miles or and la~elets. On the south it is skirted by the plain of stratified 
more in the vicinity of Woods of Arden and at Characteristic morainic topography does not drift, above which it rises abruptly, often as much 
the eMt end of the island. affect all parts of the belt mapped as morainic; as 60 to 80 feet, and sometimes as much as 125 

Topographic 1'elation8.-Staten'Island is divis· rather does this belt include the areas where this feet. From the south, therefore, the moraine is 
ib1e into two parts, a higher and a lower, by a line sort of topography occurs, together with some not only conspicuous topographically, but it con· 
drawn from }'resh Kills through Richmond to connecting areas where it is but feebly developed. stitutes the one feature of notable relief in this 
Stapleton. From· Tottenville to Richmond the On the northwest the terminal moraine is mapped part of the island. A good conception of the 
moraine lies on the lower division of the island j as stopping where the drift ceases to be notably outer face of the moraine may be gained from the 
from Richmond to Garretsons, ou the higher; and bunched. The inner 1in6'"i8 somewhat arbitrary, Long Island Railroad east from East New York. 
from Garretsons to Stapletl?n, again on the lower. and the student of the drift of Staten Island must Only at the extreme west end of the island is the 
The. map showl$ that while the course of the not expect to find a notable change in the surface outer border of the moraine ill defined. 
moraine is in general from southwest to northeast, at the line which stands for the northwestern From the inside the moraine is less conspicuous 
there is a notable bend in its course where it border of the moraine, though on the whole the topographically, though even from this side it 
curves back on the high land between New Dorp roughness of the surface, so far as due to drift, is appears as a broad ridge with a gentle slope to 
and Linden Park. The study of the Position of the greater south of this line than north of it. On the north. Since the moraine east of Brooklyn is 
moraine in its relation to topography shows that the southern slope of the moraine the distinctive very generally forested, it is often conspicuous on 
this bend in the moraine occurs southeast of the topography is rarely well developed below an this account, eveD where its ridge·like character 
highest point on the island. These relations are elevation of 30 or 40 feet. Below this level its is not pronounced. 
in no way accidental. The effect of the high land surface may have been modified by the action of Between Fort Hamilton and Evergreen Ceme· 
was to retard the movement of the ice, and the waves. East of Oakwood, where the moraine is tery much of the surface of the moraine has been 
highest land retarded ·it most. In the lee of the bordered by a plain, or where it lies on high land, modified by grading; .but the characteristic roll· 
highest point, therefore, the advance was least. It its outer border is usually well defined. The iog topography is well seen along the outer part 
is significant that the ice surmounted the summit crest of the moraine is often not along tbe central of the moraine from -a point east of Fort Hamilton 
and started down its southern slope, but the thick· line between its inner and outer borders, but is to Greenwood Cemetery, and again immediately 
ness of ice which surmounted the highest land more commonly Jlear the latter. Frequently, too, east of Prol!lpect Park. In the park, too, it is well 
was so slight that it advanced but little beyond it has two or more crests instead of one. The seen at some points, especially to the southeast; 
the summit, and at its position of maximum tendency to a double crest is more marked to the where the graceful curves of its hillocks and hoI· 
advance ite edge rested on a descending slope. west. lows are one of the attractive elements of the 

The moraine a8 a topographic jeature.-As a Oomposition of the moraine.-The m~raine of surface. Farther east it is well developed at 
topographic feature the moraine is not usually very Staten Island is made up primarily of clayey till, Cypress Hills Cemetery and most of . the way 
conspicuous. Its vertical range, 360 feet, is not with less stratified drift than is common to termi· from that point to Maple Grove. It -is w.ell seen 
primarily the result of the height of the moraine nal moraines in general. The till has. usually a along the trolley line between Richmond Hill and 
itself, but chiefly of the variation in the height of reddish color, due to the abundance of material Ridgewood, and along all the raihyay lines which 
the base on which it rests. In other words, if the derived from the ·red Triassic shale and sandstone cross it east of Evergreen Cemetery. It is also 
terminal morain~ were removed the general con· of the northern part of the island, and especially well developed north of Jamaica and Hollis. 
figuration of the island would probably not be from the area. of New Jersey west of the Palisade Gbmposition.-The moraine is composed pri. 
seriously altered. 'rhe moraine is, in fact, simply ridge. Bowldel'8 are less numerous than is char· marily of compact till with a somewhat sandy_ 
a belt.of drift, somewhat thicker and more irregu. acteristic of terminal moraines in general. This I matrix. Locally, as at Bay Ridge, and often near 
larly disposed than that to the north of it. It is is especially true of the surface of the moraine. the inner border of the moraine, stratified drift is 
not a well·defined ridge of equal dimensions at all The paucity of surface bowlders results partly . abundant. The surface of the moraine, like that 
points, but a composite ridge of unequal width from the fact that many of them have been on Staten Island, has fewer bowlders than the 
and height, made up of numerous suboFdinate removed. The abundance of stone wans (in surface of terJllinal moraines in general. In a "few 
hillocks and short ridges associated with depres- place of fences), especially in the eastern part of places, however, they have their normal abun
sions which are sometimes pronounced but com· the island, shows that surface bowlders were once dance, as about Cypress Hills Cemetery and north 
monly feeble. It is not notably higher than the much more abundant than now. The bowlders of Richmond Hill. This may not be a permanent 
ground moraine north of it in the western part of of the moraine are chiefly of Triassic sandstone feature of the moraine even here, since they are 
the island, and it adds so little to the height of and trap, the latter mainly from the Palisade liable to removal. Wherever fresh exposures 
the high land between Richmond and Garretsons ridge, but subordinately fpom the trap of the of the material of the moraine are found the 
that it can hardly be said:to be important topo. island. There are also bowlders of gneiss and moraine about Brooklyn is seen to be made up 
graphically. Seen from the plain to the soutb, schist, and bowlders of white and purple quartzite chiefly of reddish till, often covered with a few 
the moraine sometimes rises abruptly above its ,apparently from the Oneida formation of the Schu· feet of yenow loam. The redness decreases not~ 
border. This is the case between Oakwood and, nemunk Mountain range. In the eastern part of ably eastward. Bowlders of various sorts are 
New Dorp, where ita south face is rather steep, the island there are bowlders of serpentine derived present, some of them being large. rrriassic 
locally rising 60 feet above the plain in a quarter from underlying serpentine. Other sorts of rock sandstone is the commonest stony constituent of 
of a mile. East of Garretsons, also, the outer face also enter into the composition of the moraine, the drift in the western part of the Brooklyn' 
of the moraine is often conspicuous, sometimes though not in the form of bowlders. Here belong quadrangle, trap being second in importance. 
rising 60 to 100 feet above the plain within a few white quartz pebbles, like those on the driftless Bowlders of gneiss and schist are relatively more 
hundred yards. area above New Dorp, and bits of shale and lime· abundant farther east, and east of Brooklyn they 

From the inside the moraine is less well marked stone from the middle course of the Hndtwn River.] predominate. At many points the constitution 
topographically, the transition from ground Were these various sorts of bowlders ground up of the moraine shows that the ice which made it 
moraine being generally gradual. to the consistency 'of· clay and sand the product passed over Oretaceous clay, even where the clay 

Topograplvy of the 1IWraine-While the moraine would 1e somewhat like the finer constituents of itself is not exposed. 
as a whole is but a belt of drift a little thicker the moraine. Such, indeed, was the origin of the Thiokne88 of drift in the moraine.-The thiok. 
than that to the north, and therefore often incon· matrix in which the bowlders are set. ness of the drift in the moraine of this part of 
spicuous as a_topographic feature, its own topog. The constitution of the moraine is exposed in IJong Island is much greater than that on Statetl 
raphy, looked at in detail, is distinctive. The numerous cuts along the railways, in cliffs along Island. Depths exceeding 80 feet are known at 
characteristics of moraine topography have been the shore, and in numerous shallow road cuts.] several points, and the drift has locally been 
mentioned. It remains only to refer to the places The most extensive exposures on the railways are penetrated 90 feet without reaching its, bottom. 
~'here the various phases of topography are well west of Eltingville, northeast of Giffords, about 1'1'he crest of the moraine sometimes reaches an 
shown. Grassmere, at Clifton, Rosebank, and Arrochar; I altitude of about 200 feet, but it is not known 

Between Tottenville and Giffords the pJ.oraine and along the coast, at Princess Bay Light (where I that the drift reaches this thickness. A part, 
topography, while characteristic" is ·on the whole underlying formations are exposed when the bluff perhaps a considerable part, of this elevatio~ may 
rather feeble. Illustrations of feebly expressed is freshly cut) and at numerous points between I be due, so far as now known, to underlying for· 
moraine topography, where the relief of the sur· Princess Bay Light and Seguine Point. At some Imations. 
face is 10 to 15 feet, may be seen about a quarter of the sections there is seen to be a good deal of Influence of tits moraine on tIts development of 
of a mile west of Richmond Valley station, at stratified drift mingled with the unstratified. . Long Islamd.-The moraine has controlled in large 
Pleasant Plains, three·fourths of a mile south of Tl~ickness of drift in the moraine.-The thiek.[ measure the development of the island. The 
Princess Bay station, and south of Annadale. ness of drift in the terminal moraine is difficult surface of the moraine is so uneven that it was 



not well adapt~d to cultivation, and was very 
generally left in forest, while the les8 rolling lands 
on either hand were brought under cultivation. 
The moraine and its accompanying plain have 
been a large fact@r in determining the position of 
roads and railroads. Here, as generally through. 
out the United States, the terminal moraine has 
been a favorite place for cemeteries, partly because 
the land is high and sightly; and partly hecause 
it is not readily available for agricultural purposes. 
Of late years only has advantage been taken of its 
unique topography for the building of beautiful 
country homes and extensive public parks. 

STRATIFIED DRIFT SOUTH OF THE TERMINAL MORAINE. 

Terminal moraines are often bordered on the 
outside by plains or valley trains of stratified 
drift carried out beyond the ice by the water 
arising from its melting. On both Long Island 
and Staten Island the outlying stratified drift is 
in the form of a plain, rather than valley trains, 
since valleys seem not to have been at band to 
determine the course of drainage from the ice. 

Staten Island.-The considerable plain of strat.. 
Hied drift which skirts the moraine of Staten 
Island on the south, between Fort Tompkins 
and Great Kills, has a gentle slope seaward, anu 
ends in a marsh which is shut in at the south by 
the beach ridge of recent origin. The greatest 
width of the plain, near New Dorp, is about It 
miles. The plain was contemporaneous in origin 
with the terminal moraine, the materials of which 
it is composed ba\Ting been washed out from the 
edge of the ice when the moraine was being 
deposited. 1 At its moraine e~ge the plain is made 
up of coarse gravel, but witl~ increasing distance 
from the moraine the material becomes finer, 
grading off into sand. The sand and gravel of 
the plain are often covered with clay loam, so that 
the coarser materials below are shown only in 
excavations. The depth of the stratified drift is 
unknown, but it is known to exceed 30 and 40 
feet at many points, and its base is thertlfore 
often below sea level. 

This plain is one which might give rise to vari· 
ous interpretations. It has not the even slope 
away from the moraine which is characteristic of 
overwash plains. It is not unusual for such plains 
to have some undulations near their moraine edges; 
but in this case the undulations are often con· 
spicuous half a mile from the moraine, the depres
sions being such as to occasion swamps and even 
ponds. Again, the surface of the plain is covered 
with several feet of clay loam', often stiff enough 
for brick clay. This is like the loam over the 
moraine near the west end of the island, and per. 
haps at other points. The disposition of the 
stratified drift south of the driftless area near 
New Dorp is not exactly what,would have been 
expected if it were deposited by running water. 
Though in these minor particulars this plain 
departs somewhat from the normal outwash plain, 
the departures are so slight as not to negative the 
conclusion that this was its origin. They are 
enough, however, to raise the query whether the 
plain has not been submerged to the extent of 40 
feet or so since the ice departed. Against this 
view stands the fact that distinct shore features 
ar~ absent. To suppose tbat it has been sub· 
merged is to suppose that the submergence and 
subsequent emergence were accomplished without 
the development of distinct shore features, such 
as beach lines, spits, or cliffs. 

Long Island.-The moraine in the Brooklyn 
quadrangle is everywhere bordered on the south 
by a plain of stratified drift. It slopes away from 
the moraine, at first more steeply, and then more 
gently. Its decline in the first quarter of a mile 
is often as much as 20 feet, and a further decline 
of an equal amount is accomplished in another 
mile. The moraine edge of the plain has an eleva· 
tion varying from 20 to 80 feet, but most com· 
monly between 60 and 80 feet. So distinct is the 
line of junction of plain and moraine that it has 
sometimes been interpreted as a shore line; but 
the line departs too much from horizontality to 
bear this interpretation, unless, indeed, it has 
undergone notable deformation since its develop. 
ment. 

1 The stratified drift of tbis plain and of the corresponding 
plains on· Long Island is n"ot ref~rable to the time of "glacial 
retreat," as stated in the legend of the maps. 
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The plain is composed of gravel and sand, 
similar in kind to materials of the same grade of 
coarseness in the moraine. The material of the 
plain is coarser near the moraine and finer farther 
from it. The gravel and sand are stratified, and 
often cross stratified, the laminre generally dip. 
ping seaward. 

The depth of the stratified drift of the plain is 
not known. Excavations do not generally reach 
its bottom, and the records of wells are usually 
not decisive. At the Flatbush .waterworks 55 feet 
of gr~vel and sand which appear to be of aqueo· 
glacial origin have been reported. At Jamaica 
the depth of gravel is equally great, but it is not 
known that all of it is of glacial origin. Near 
the east edge of the quadrangle, south of Hollis, 
there is evidence that the gravel washed out from 
the moraine is thin, and that at a slight depth 
below the surface there is non.glacial gravel simi· 
lar to that at :Far Rockaway. 

The gravel and sand of the plain are often 
covered by a thin layer of loam, similar to that on 
the corresponding plain of Staten Island. Similar 
loam runs up locally and irregularly over tbe 
moraine, with no well·defined limits. 

Like the corresponding plain on Staten Island, 
this also departs in some respects from the normal 
outwash plain. The surface of the plain is some· 
what uneven. Elevations are less common than 
depressions, bnt neither is confined to the moraine 
edge of the plain. Some of the moi'e conspicuous 
depressions occur about halt a mile west of East 
New York, near the moraine at Richmond Hill, 
and south of the railway between Richmond Hill 
and Jamaica. Near the outer_ edge of the plain 
there are occasional points that are higher than 
areas north of them; yet these swells are covered 
by gravel which had its source in the moraine. 
Another peculiar feature is found in certain rather 
notable valleys and valley-like depressions which 
do not appear to be utilized by drainage at the 
present time. Some of them may perhaps .have 
been developed by normal drainage before the 
cultivation of the land, but others are closed at 
both ends. The topography of this plain raises 
the same questions as that of Staten Island. 

GROUND MORAINE. 

moraine of Staten Island, and its influence on the 
topography is more considerable. Thicknesses 
exceeding 100 feet are reported from north of 
Middle Village. Typical ground.moraine topog. 
raphy is well seen between Bushwick on the south 
and Middle Village and East Williamsburgh on 
the north, and again in an area between BlissviIle, 
Woodside, and Laurel Hill About Astoria and 
between Little Neck and Flushing bays, also, 
there are considerable areas where ground·moraine 
topography, little inflnenced by ,the underlying 
rock, prevails. In both the areas last mentioned 
the hillocks of ground moraine occasionally 
assume an elliptical form, about twice as long as 
broad, the longer axes being parallel to the direc· 
tion of ice movement. Such hills of gro~nd 
moraine are called drumlins. One of the best 
examples of a drumlin in this region is the hill at 
Lawrence Point. Other examples of drumlins, or 
of drumloid hills, occur three·fourths of a mile 
farther south, half a mile northwest of Stein way, 
and north of College Point, where Tallman Island 
appears to be a drumlin. The elongate hill just 
southwest of Tallman Island also has something 
of the drumloid ,form. Other hills apparently of 
till, as at Willets Point and south of Broad way, 
trend in the same northwest·southeast direction. 
Locally, 8S between College Point and Whitestone 
and about St'einway, the topography simulates 
that of the terminal moraine. 

In this part of Long Island the till is generally 
compact and reddish,though the redness is less 
pronounced to the east, and practically disappears 
east of Little Neck Bay. Bowlders of gneiss and 
trap abound, the latter especially west of Flush· 
ing Bay. Some of the bowlders of the ground 
moraine are yery large. There is one near White· 
stone Point 20 feet in greatest_ diameter, and 
another of" similar size at Elm -Point, east of 
Little Neck Bay. At many points masses of 
Cretaceous clay, derived fl'om the Cretaceous for· 
mations which underlie this part of the island, 
are found in the till. 

EaBt of the HudBOn amd north of Eagt Rimer 
and the Soulul.-Between the Hudson on the west 
and East River and the Sound on the south the 
till is so thin as to constitute no more than a dis· 
continuous mantIe, which scarcely masks the sur· 

The ground moraine or till lying north of the face of the rock. Outcrops or rock are common 
terminal moraine is not unlike the latter in con· throughout the area, not only on the ridges, bnt 
stitution, but it differs from it, chiefly in its in the valleys as well. The topography of the 
smoother topography and lesser thickness. region is determined almost wholly by the rock 

Staten I8Iand.-Ground moraine covers most of beneath, and hardly at all by the drift, which has 

least two which have a maximum diameter or 20 
feet or more. In the southwestern part of Bronx 
Park there is a good example of a perched 
bowlder, which has a maximum diameter of 10 
feet. 

Distribution and d£rection.~In keeping with 
the thinness 'of drift and the frequency of rock 
exposures, glacial strire, or rather glacial grooves, 
abound in the area east of the Hudson and north 
of East River and the Sorind. (See figs. 23 and 24, 
Illustration sheet 2.) The finerstrireand the polish 
which the ice originally gave the rock are generally 
weathered away. The strire run obliquely across 
the trend of the ridges, ranging from S. 15° E. to 
S. 45° E., with an average direction S. 25° to :15° 
E., while the ridges have a trend of about the 
same amount to the west of south. The course 
of the strire is influenced somewhat by the topo
graphic situations in which they occur, the easting 
being least at the west bases of the ridges. 

The strire may be seen at many points in Cen. 
tral Park and at most locations where rock is 
exposed and its surface not deeply weathered. 
They are often seen to best advantage in tempo· 
rary excavations, where the drift has been recently 
removed. In such cases the surface of the rock 
beneath has been protected from weathering by 
its mantle of drift, and the rock surface has there. 
fore undergone little change sin'ce the ice departed. 

Strire on bed rock are not known in tha.t part 
of Long Island shown on these maps. They are 
known at some points on Staten Island, where 
they may be seen to best advantage on the sur· 
face of the trap at the quarries about Graniteville. 

In most of the area underlying the heart of 
Brooklyn the drift is mapped as composed of 
undifferentiated till and stratified drift. Were 
the surface in this part of the area unmodified by 
human agency some other classification might 
have been possible, but within the limits of the 
city, data for other classification are not available. 
Within, the city there is often a thickness of 3 to 
8 feet of till, overlying stratified sand and gravel. 

Another area where stratified drift and till are 
intimately mingled is north of the moraine in the 
eastern part of the Brooklyn quadrangle. In this 
region the drift often has a morainic topography. 
This association of stratified drift and till just 
inside the terminal moraine is one which is com· 

Staten Island north of the terminal moraine. In no further influence on the configuration of the mon in simiJar positions elsewhere. As soon as 
composition it consists in general of a red, clayey, surface than to even up, to a slight extent) the 'the ice had receded a little :from the terminal 
compact matrix, with a small proportion of stony rOQghnesses of the rook. In contrast with the west.. 
matter in the southwestern part of the island, and ern end of Long Island,-this area shows the effects 
a larger portion in the northeastern. In general of glacial erosion, rather than of glacial deposi. 
the material Ot th-e drift of the western part of tion. On the whole, the till, especially west of 
the island was derived chiefly from the Triassic the Bronx, is rather thicker on the west sides of 
shale and sandstone lying west of the Palisade the ridge~ than on the tops and east sides. It 
ridge in New Jersey. The till sometimes rests occasionally reach~s thi<;knesses of 40 or 50 feet, 
on Cretaceous clay, and locally it is made up of but its average is probably less than 10 feet. 
material derived largely from that formation. Where it is thin it is often made up almost wholly 
This is especially true where the till is thin. In of angular and unworn debris derived from the 
the western part of the island the constitution of rock immediately bene;lth. Where it is thick 
the ground moraine is best seen at the numerous there is more material which has been transported 
clay pits about Kreischerville and between Ross· farther. 
ville and Fresh Kills. At some of them the till Along the Hudson south of Fort Washington 

moraine which it had already made, drainage 
southward was blocked by the moraine, and the 
water between the ice on the north and the 
moraine on the south modified to a notable extent 
the drift of this intervening belt. 

In many places not shown on the map there is 
really more or less mixing of stratified and unstrati
fied drift. For example, there is often stratified 
drift beneath the surface in areas where the drift 
is mapped as till. Similarly, there is much till 
beneath the sand and gravel in some areas mapped 
as stratified drift. In such cases it is practicable 
to map only the surface member of the complex 
drift series. 

is nearly aosent, while at others it has a thickness the till is generally red or reddish, like that STRATIFIED DRIFT NORTH OF THE ,TERMINAL MORAINl,l:. 

of 15 feet. It is readily recognized by its red farther west and south. But north and east of 
color, which is in sharp contrast with the color of this point the redness diminishes perceptibly, and Staten I8Iand.~Stratified drift has little repre· 
the formations beneath. In the northeastern is nowhere conspicuous east of the Harlem River. sentation north of the moraine on Staten Island. 
part of the island the exposures are chiefly along This distribution of debris derived from the In the northwestern part of the island there-is 
roads, railways, and quarries. Triassic formation to the west-for this is what some drift of this sort, associated with ,dune sand. 

In the lower, western part of the island the aver- gives the drift ita red color-is as significant of One other small area of stratified drift is noted 
age thickness of the till is probably not more than the direction of ice movement as the strire are. on the map. There are other localities where 
10 feet; in the higher, eastern part it is twice 'or East of the area where the till is red it has a gray· indications of stratified, drift may be observed, 
thrice this amount, with a known maximum of 84 ish or brownish color-the color of the crystal. but the material is not extensive enough to be 
feet. The bed rock frequently appears at the line rock formations from which its materials mapped, or is so equivocal that trustworthy deter· 
surface about Graniteville, and again between were mostly derived. The till here is not gener· minations can not be made. 
New Brighton and Tompkinsville. ally so clayey as that of Long and Staten islands, Long Island.-There is some~ stratified drift 

The topography of the area north of the moraine -but is gritty and sandy, the product of the crush· north of the moraine on Long I~land, but much 
is primarily the result of the configuration of the ing and grinding of schist and gneiss. As is of it is without distinctive features beyond its 
formations beneath the drift. The drift modifies common. where till has this constitution, it often sandiness. It was deposited by water after the 
it but little. The ice modified the surface of the shows foliation-that is, an indistinct cleavage ice had melted from the areas which it occupies. 
underlying formations to an unknown extent. structure apparently induced by pressure. In the area, about Corona the surface is somewhat 

Long Island.-The area of grouJlld moraine in Bowlders are, on the whole, abundant. In the undulatory, and next Flushing Bay so much so as 
the Brooklyn quadrangle is not extensive, and a southern and western parts of the area those of to assume a kame phase-that is, it is disposed 
part of that which exists has been:so.modified by I trap pr~domiIiate; elsewhere, those of gneiss and in hillocks, assoC;iated with depressions. Small 
culture as not to be .. available for illustrative pur .. schist. They a1'e plentiful at a few. points, as half areas of stratified drift occur at two points east 
poses. It is notably' thicker than the ground a mile north of Bronxville, where there are at . of Little Neck Bay. Farther east and north they 
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grade off into undulatory areas of semi-kame phase. conriection with Staten Island is more or les81.~han in th. at of Staten Island or cf the area north 
At Whitestone Point there is a notable little widely distributed -on Long Island, but is thin and. q£ East River and the Sound. I 
kame more than 20 feet high, into the northern discontinuous. It is most conspicuous where the ',Speaking in general terms, t~e drift of the 
base of which the waves have cut. underlying drift is red, for here it is distinguished :r1idges is generally till, or grounaT moraine, while 

A part of the neck of land between College by its yellow color. Where the underlying drift ~ considerable p'art of that at the surface in the 
Point and Whitestone is stratified drift. Near is gray the loam has a tendency to brownness. ~alleys and on the lowlands is stratified gravel 
College Point it assumes a kame phase. This As on Staten Island, it is not limited to any par· apd sand. Till is, however, not !!wanting at the 
kame tract is perhaps to be associated with the ticular level, but runs up to'120 feet at least. It s~rIace on the lowlands, and stratilfied drift is not 
semi·morainic area farther east, and with that at occurs on the terminal moraine at various points wholly absent from areas which fare well above 
Steinway farther west, the belt repres,enting a about ,Brooklyn, and on the ground moraine at the valley bottoms. Beneath the:fmrface' there is 
position where the edge of the ice halted tempo. points about Astoria. , often till, even where the surface material is 
rarily in its recession. At Oollege Point there Ea8t 0/ the IIUdso1b aru/ north 0/ East Rimer.- stratified. I 
are two small kames, surrounded by stratified Loam comparab1e to that. of Long and Staten Stratified drift is more abundaDit aud assumes 
drift which does not belong to the kame category. islands is found along the east side of the Hudson, more varied phases in this region than in the New 
Berrian Island seems to be a kame, and there is and again on the east side of the Harlem, some· York portion of the district. Besides the areas 
another a little to the southwest. times resting on till and sometimes on rock. At of stratified drift which have no distinctive topo· 

Ea8t oj the Hudson and nortll., 0/ East RiveI' places it is several feet in thickness, but usually glaphic form beyond that of plains-the normal 
and the Sound.-The stratified drift of this area not more than 2 or 3 feet. In some situations, as form for water·laid deposits-there are numerous 
commonly occupies the lower lands, though it is about Spuyten DuyviJ, where it is coarser than kames, one or two eskers, and occasional deltas. 
not confined to any particular level. Near salt elsewhere, it is perhaps of eolian origin, but it 
water it is mostly below an altitude of 40 feet and occurs in other situations where the position and 
the material is mostly sand. The southern part relations do not suggest wind work. In the Composition.-The till of this area is generally 
of New York Oity, to a point somewhat north of northeastern part of the Harlem quadrangle it is so red as to attract the attention of any student 
Union Square, is underlain by stratified sand and found in places up to 140 feet at least. of drift familiar with its phases in most other 
gravel, not exposed except in temporaryexcava. The loam sometimes contains stony material, regions. The striking color is due to the redness 
tions. Stratified drift is said to attain a thickness especiaUy in its base. It is not certain that all of of the underlying Triassic sandstone and shale 
of 163 feet on Duane street, the greatest thickness it had the same origin. Different parts may have (see Historical Geology map) which contributed 
that has been reported. It is to be noted, how· originated in different ways, and if so it does not most of the material of the drift. It is true 
ever, that much of the low land north of East constitute a distinct formation. that the trap is not red, but the trap contributed 
River and the Sound is not occupied by stratified NON.GLACIAL GRAVEL. to the drift much less than the sandstone and 
drift. shale, both because its area is less and because it 

Where this phase of the drift occupies higher Cape May f01'mation.-There is a small area of is a more resistant formation and yielded debris 
levels it is chiefly confined to the valleys) occur· gravel not of glacial 'origin in the vicinity of to the ice less readily. This last consideration is 
ring at higher and higher levels as the valleys are Rockaway, Long Island. It lies at a low level, in some measure offset by the fact that the trap 
traced toward their heads. and is composed mostly of quartz pebbles and cons,titutes conspicuous ridges, and, by resisting 

Along the valleys the stratified drift is often sand. Its topography is slightly undulatory, like the progress of the ice, ~ubjected itself to severe 
disposed in the form of terraces. Along the that which is common in much of the lower part erosion. 
Hudson near Hastings, at an elevation of 90 to of the Coastal Plain farther south. The configu- To the prevalent redness of the till there are 
100 feet, there are patches of stratified drift with ration of the surface was probably developed two exceptions: (1) On the trap ridges, where 
terraciform disposition. Farther south along the beneath water, and is 90mparable to that which the drift is thin, it is sometimes made up chiefly 
Hudson, as at Yonkers and Mount St. Vincent, is now submerged. The gravel of this locality of trappean detritus, in 'which case it is brown or 
drift has a similar disposition at a lower level. belongs to the Oape May formation, a formation of brownish yellow. Where the drift on the trap 
There is a narrow belt of stratified drift along the non·glacial origin but of late Glacial (or younger) ridges is thick it is often distinctly red. (2) In 
Bronx from Scarsdale, where it has an elevation age. It has much greater development on the the northwestern part of the Paterson quadrangle 
of about] 70 feet, to .Mount Vernon, where it has coast of New Jersey and farther south than within the drift is made up largely of debris from the 
an elevation of about 90 feet. Much of the way the New York City district. crystalIine rocks of the Highland area to the north. 
it has hardly the normal form of a terrace, but Here it has a grayish.brown color. 
rather an irregular surface, as if there were not (fT,ACTAL PHnmrnNA OF THE NEW JERSEY AREA. Except on the Palisade ridge, the movement of 
free drainage through the valley when it was Topog1'aphy. - The topography of the New the ice corresponded approximately with the direc· 
deposited. Similar deposits occur about Grassy JeI'sey part of this district is somewhat unlike tion of strike of the rock beneath. As a result, 
Sprain 'Reservoir, where they often have a kame that of any portion of the New York part, though there is relatively little debris in the drift derived 
tendency. This belt of stratified drift connects it differs less from the area north of East River from formations other than the Newark sand· 
with that of the Bronx, declining southward. At and the Sound than from that of Long and Staten stone and shale and the trap. There is, however, 
Bedford Park there is gravel much coarser than islands. Like the area across the Hudson, it con· enough detritus from other formations to deserve 
that which belongs to the Bronx of this latitude, sists of a series of ridges and valleys, the general mention. 
which was probably deposited independently of course of which is north·northeast and south· The 'axis of the ice lobe with the products of 
that in the main valley. There is more or less southwest; but unlike the New York area, the which we are dealing lay just west of the Pali· 
stratified drift ,in almost all the valleys leading ridges are less broad than the valleys. The sade ridge (see fig. 12), and essentially parallel to 
southward. In many cases it is thin, and does underlying formations too are different, and this it. The axis was in a broad depression the posi. 
not make well·defined terraces. It is often undu· difference is reflected in the character of the drift, tion of which was determined by the position of 
latory, and there are here and there small kames, though much of the drift of Staten Island and the trap ridges on either side. Along the axis 
but the topography is generally not distinctively Bruoklyn came from New Jersey. the movement of the ice was parallel to it and to 
kame.like, and often not terraciform. Well. The more conspicuous ridges of the area, the the strike of the rock. On the east side of the axis 
developed kames are rare. There is one 25 to 30 Palisade ridge and the Watchung Mountains, are the ice diverged markedly to the eastward, crossing 
feet high on Sawmill River at St. Johns Oemetery, . of trap rock, as the geologic map shows. Between the Palisade ridge at Ii notable angle, but on the 
and one between Hunt Point and Barreto Point, them there are subordinate ridges of sandstone. west side the divergence was' so slight as not to 
and there are belts or patches of drift with semi· Both the main and the subordinate ~dges of rock depart notably from the direction of the strike of 
kame habit north of Mount Vernon and above owe their existence primari1y to pre-Glacial river the sandstone beneat.h. 
Tuckahoe. erosion1 which carried away the less resistant rock North of the area here under consideration, in 

At a few points along East River and the Sound adja,cent to the ridges, while the ridges were left that part of New York which lies immediately 
there are very small patches of stratified drift because of the superior resistance of the rock of west of the Hudson} the movement of the ice was 
which suggest submergence. They do not rise which they are composed. less nearly in harmony with the strike of the 
above an elevation of 20 to 30 feet, and are oftener DIsposition of the drift.-In general the drift rock. Before reaching the Newark group, which 
absent than present, even at this altitude. m8Y be said to be relativ-elythick in the valleys and extends but a little north of the New York-New 

SURFACE LOAM. 
relatively thin on the ridges, and to be. deeper in Jersey line, the ice had come over' the crystalline 
the former positions, where the valleys are wide, schists and gneisses of Rockland and Orange 

Btaten Isla,nd.-Over the surface of the drift and shallower in the latter, where the ridges are counties, and some drift material was brought 
there is, at many points, a thin layer of yellowish narrow and steep. In other words, the low into New Jersey from these formations. Another 
or. brownish loam which hardly seems to be a areas were built up by drift deposition tn.ore than formation which the ice covering this area had 
part of it. The loam, is too thin, too discontinu· the high areas, and the greater depressions were crossed before entering the State is the conglom. 
ou.s, and generally too equivocal in character to built up more than the less ... er. As a result, the .. 1 erate of Schunemunk Mountain (the Oneida 
be shown on the maps. It is well developed on present relief is notably l(fss than ,it would be formation).. The northern end of the outcrop 
the north side 9J Staten Island, especially between were the drift removed. If -tnis were done the' of this formation lay in the path of the ice 
Elm Park and Snug Harbor, and about West New ridges would remain very much'as they now are, which affected this area. Since this formation is 
Brighton. It is discontiiIuous, but often reaches, while the lowlands and valley bottoms would be of hard rock, its outcrop constituted ridges; and 
a thickness of 6 or 8 feet. Indications of the considerably lower--"':indeed, portions of the low as it was crossed by the ice, its crest was severely 
same loam are found up to heights of 120 feet at lands would be covered by the sea. This would abraded. ·The hardness of the rock which the ice 
least, but it has no definite upper limit. It is not be true of the Newark Meadows, of a considerable tore from its surface favored its preservation in 
certain that this loam is different from that which tract west of them, of a narrow belt up the Hack· the form of bowlders. This formation, however, 
co.vers the plain of stratified drift about. N.ew I ensack, and of a few other lesser areas. The 'yielded an abundance of bo.wlders, quite out of 
Dorp. removal of the drift ~ould occasion much more keepin~ with the smallness of its outcrop along 

Long, I8land.-Loam of the sort referred to in notable changes in the geography of this area r the path of the ice. Since the bowlders were 
New York City. 

taken from a ridge which projected high up into 
the ice, some of them were carried forward. well 
above the bottom of the ice, and so were t,rans
ported farther than would otherwise ha.ve been 
the case. Besides the materials of local origin, 
therefore, the drift of this locality has constituents 
from the crystalline rock and from the Oneida 
formation of New York, as well as from some 
other formations which made less cODs,Picuous 
contributions. 

In the immediate vicinity of the trap ridges 
the drift is sometimes largely trappeau. Where 
the movement of the ice was parallel to them, as 
south of Paterson, relatively few trap bowlders 
were scattered on either side of the ridges. Where 
the ice crossed the ridges obliquely, as northwest 
of Paterson Itnd along the Hudson, trap bowlders 
were carried across the ridges and distributed 
beyond. Thus the· material from the Palisade 
ridge, in so far as it was shifted by the ice, lies 
partly on the ridge, especially on its eastern part, 
but more largely east of the Hudson. Since the 
trap is much more resistant than the sandstone 
and shale of this region, it furnished relatively 
more bowlders and relatively little of the nne 
material of the drift. 

Many of the .principles governing the composi
tion of till and its relations to the formations 
which furnished its materials are so well illus· 
trated by the till of the Palisade ridge that a few 
paragraphs will be devoted to their consideration. 

The west base of the northern part of the ridge 
is made up of sandstone, as shown on the geologic 
map. Its upper slopes and crest, and at the south 
end the whole of the ridge, are of trap. '.fhe ice 
moved diagonally up the western slope of the 
ridge (fig. 12) and over its crest to the east. It 
therefore tended to carry Triassic sandstone 
debris up over the ridge. At the west base of 
the ridge the till,.where the underlying rock is 
sandstone, is made up chiefly of debris from this 
formation, over which the ice had been pf!.Ssing 
for some dist,ance, and very subordinately of 
debris from the crystalline schists and gneisses 
of the regions already mentioned. As the ice 
passed from the sand-stone to the trap, it carried 
material from the former onto the latter, and at 
the same time began to acquire the material from 
the trap. Along the junction of sandstone and 
trap, and for some distance east of it, sandstone 
material predominates in the till, but with increas· 
ing distance .from the contact the percentage of 
sandstone becomes less and that of trap more, 
until at the 'crest of the ridge the till is often 
mainly trappean. This is likely to be the case 
where the tiIl is thin, but where it is thick, as at 
points near the south end of the ridge, the red 
sandstone and shale debris predominates on the 
crest and even at the eastern base of the ridge. 
From the foregoing statements it is. evident that 
the ice carried the red sandstone debris from the 
lowland west of the ridge, and from the lower 
slope of the ridge, up, to .its summit. The red tiIl 
on the ridge, and the relations of the trap and 
sandstone to each other and,' to the direction of 
ice movement, afford some basis for estimating 
the amtmnt of upw~rd movement suffered by 
debris from the TriaSsic sandstone, though they 
do not afford a merulure of the lifting power of 
the ice. Near the nOfth end of the ridge, material 
from the sandstone o~curs at least 300 feet above 
the highest outcrops' of sandstone which could 
have furnished it. The sandstone may have been 
carried up still morej since the exact level from 
which any particular part of it started, is not 
determinable. 

At Stevens Point, Hoboken, there is a small out· 
crop of serfentine rock. The drift on this outcrop 
contains material derived from it, just as the drift 
from'the trap contains material derived from that 
formation. Debris derived from the serpentine 
of this locality was carried to the southeast,. in 
the direction of ice movement, and is found in 
the drift of Brooklyn and Staten Island. 

The till of the Palisade ridge is relatively thick 
(30 to 40 feet) at and near its western base, thins 
to its crest, where its amount is small (0 to 10 
feet), especially where the crest is narrow and th~ 
slopes are steep, and is generally absent from the 
eastern or Palisade face. Near the sO\1th end of 
the ridge, where it is low, there is less dllf~rence 
between crest and slopes. 



There are a rew conspicuous bowlders on the 
trap ddge, some of them in nicely balanced posi
tions. Such bowlders are known as perched 

- blocks. A perched bowlder of Triassic sand· 
stone, 8 by 12 by 12 reet, occurs east of Engle
wood, near the east side of the ridge. Another 
conspicuous bowlder of the same rock occurs 
one·third of a mile northwest of Linwood, 
and a J:!.otable bowlder of gneiss, 12 by 20 by 6 
feet, lies a few hundred yards east of Tyler Park 
station. 

On the more westerly trap ridges at and near 
Paterson the till is''commonly very thin, especially 
on the crest and steep faces. In many places, 
indeed, and for considerable areas it is nearly 
absent. At the bases of the ridge, again, it is 
present in greater quantity. 

On the sandstone areas the till is, on the whole, 
thicker than on the trap, though its continuity is 
occasionally interrupted by protruding ledges of 
sandstone. Thus sandstone outcrops frequently 
in the ridges both east and west of Hackensack, 
on the steep slope west of Cresskill, and at otber 
points in similar topographic situations. The 
outcrops of sandstone are, however, much les8 
frequent than those of trap. With the exception 
of the area already noted northwest of Paterson, 
the till is almost uniformly red. Its matrix is 
sometimes gravelly, sometimes sandy, and some· 
times clayey. In general it is not particularly 
rich in bowlders. 

Even where the till is composed chiefly of the 
red sandstone and shale, and where it is relath'ely 
homogeneous lithologically, it may be heterogene. 
ous physically. In one place its constituents were 
ground to fineness, while in another they were 
not so completely comminuted. Locally it is 
made up chiefly of little· worn masses of sandstone 
m~>ved but slightly from their original positions. 
Where its materials' were derived more largely 
from shale it is more clayey; where from sand
stone, more sandy. rrhe proportion of foreign 
bowld-ers, too, varies from point to point. 

The stony type of till is more common where 
the drift is thin, or in the lower part of the sec· 
tion, than where the till is thick. This phase of 
till may be seen in some of the quarries about 
Newark. The clayey type of till may be well 
seen about Elizabeth, where the underlying rock 
is shale; the more sandy type is prevalent farther 
north, where the underlying rock is sandstone. 
The till about Elizabeth departs somewhat from 
normal till, and in many places has the appearance 
of having been beneath water since its deposition 
by the ice. 

Within the sandstone area, as on the trap 
ridges, there are occasional bowlders large enough 
to be conspicuous. The most notable one is that 
on the road just west of Glen Rock, 3 or 4 miles 
northeast of Paterson. 

MIXED DRIFT. 

In m~ny places within this area the drift is not 
readily separable into stratified and unstratified. 
Good exposures would doubtless show the con
stitution to be one thing or the other, but in the 
absence of exposures there is much confusion. 
Such an area OQCurs a half mile east of Cresskill 
station, and many other, small areas occur along 
the junction of till with stratified drift, as marked 
on the map. In many eases, too, the boundary 
between the stratified and unstratified drift is 
very indefinite. Stratified and unstratified drift 
often alternate in the section. In such cases, only 
the uppermost type of drift ca:n be mapped. 

STRATIFIED DRIFT. 

in valleys.-Stratified drift occurs along most 
of the drainage lines, and in such positions lies at 
lower levels in proportion to its proximity to salt 
water. The drainage is principally to the south, 
and the stratified drift lies at progressively lower 
altitudes in this direction. Thus along the west 
base of the Palisade ridge it runs from elevations 
of 20 or 30 feet at tide water to 70 and 80 feet 
at the northt'lrn limit of the Paterson quadrangle. 
About Hackens~ck and along the Hackensack 
Valley most of the surface drift is stratified up to 
levels Df 60 feet, though this general rule has 
exceptions, as the map shows. Along the Passaic 
the stratified drift does not follow contour lines 
closely, and till appears at the surface at some 
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points, below the level of stratified drift at others. 
While as a rule the surface of the stratified drift 
in the valleys declines regularly to the south, its 
surface is often far- from plane. 

While the stratified drift of this region, like the 
stratified drift in general, is mainly sand and 
gravel, there are also considerable bodies of clay. 
This is extensively exposed only in the vicinity 
of Little Ferry and Hackensack, where it is used 
for brick; but sUnilar clay has a wider extent 
than these exposures· show. It probably under
lies most of the Great Meadows to the south, and 
some portions of the sand and gravel of the 
Hackensack Valley farther north. It is so 
slightly exposed that its relations are not readily 
seen, and they are not well understood. The clay 
is apparently identical in kind, and probably in 
origin, with that of the Hudson Valley above 
Haverstraw and with that of the Connecticut 
Valley. It was certainly deposited in standing 
water into which glacial drainage discharged. 
It contains no fossils, though admirably adapted 
to their preservation had they ever been present. 
It is hard to see how they could have been absent 
if the water in which the clay was deposited was 
salt, for animals adapted to fossilization abound 
along the Greenland coast near the ice front, and 
there is no apparent reason why they should have 
been absent here. For a body of fresh water to 
have existed where these clays are there must 
have been a land barrier to the south, shutting 
out the sea in that direction and shutting in the 
fresh ice water from the ice to the north. Such 
a lake might have been free from life. The day 
lIlay have been deposited in an estuary, when the 
water was ice cold, and fresh or brackish. In this 
case the land was somewhat lower than now, at 
the time of the deposition of the clay. 

In hillooks.-In addition to the bodies of stra
tified drift which occupy valleys and lowlands 
and which were deposited chiefly beyond the ice 
after it began its retreat, there are numerous 
kames or hillocks of stratified gravel and sand. 
Kames are well developed at B:ighwood (Cherry 
Hill), about Demarest, where a belt of kames has 
the' general habit of a morain.e, at various points 
about Orange, Paterson, Garfield, and in an area 
3 miles northwest of Oradell. Some of the kames 
of the region formerly roost conspicuous have 
been largely removed, the gravel and sand having 
been utilized for various purposes. This is true 
of some of the kames which formerly existed in 
Paterson. Some of these have been removed 
since the map was made. 

Kame areas are areas where there are aggre
gations of hillocks which individually simulate 
kames. The Demarest kames are an example. 
Such areas are believed to have been developed 
at the' edge of the ice. 

There are considerable areas where the strat
ified drift assumes a kame-like phase without 
being disposed in the form of distinct kames. 
These are areas of markedly undulatory stratified 
drift, and are often associated with kames. Such 
areas occur a mile north of Schraalenburg, 3 or 4 
miles northwest of Paterson, and at other points 
shown Dn the map. An area west of Cedar Grove 
is to be especially mentiDned. Here the sand and 
gravel appear to have been deposited against the 
side of a body of ice which occupied the valley 
after the slope above had been laid bare by the 
melting of the ice. Such deposits have some
times been called stagnant ice deposits, because 
when- they were made the ice against which they 
were banked wa5 probably stagRant. 

In ridges. - One well·marked though s~an 
esker occurs within the district. It is in the 
valley of Saddle River, between Lodi and Rochelle 
Park, on the west side of the stream. It has a 
length of somewhat more than a mile, and a height 
Df several feet (rarely more than 10 or 15). A 
very short esker (or eskerine kame) occurs 3 or 4 
miles farther northwest. 

Eskers are ridges of stratified gravel and sand, 
believed to have been deposited in the channels 
of subglacial streams. The streams are believed 
to have built up their beds, and to 'have ':flowed 
on the tops of the deposits in a sort of tunnel, the 
sides and top of which were ice. When the ice 
melted, the :filling of the old channel c<?nstituted a 
ridge. From their mode of formation it is clear 
that only eskers made during the maximum stand 

of the ice and' during its decadence would be 
likely to be preserved. Those made during the 
advance would be likely to be destroyed. It is 
probable that relatively few subglacial streams 
were So well organized and so closely confined by 
the ice as to have developed eskers, and of those 
once developed perhaps but few remain. 

In delta8.-In the northwestern part of the 
Paterson quadrangle there is some gravel and 
sand which has the general form of a delta. It 
was deposited in the extinct Lake Passaic, which 
occupied this region in the late days of the Glacial 
epoch. The Paterson Surficial Geology map shows 
the position of a part of the shore line of the lake, 
the water of which lay to the west.' The delta 
form -of the drift is best seen at.a point rather 
more than a mIle north of Preakness. The 
abrupt and loba~ front of the plain 2 miles 
north west of Preakness is of the type character
istic of deltas. 

The flat Df gravel and sand about Franklin 
Lake, near the northwest 'corner of the same quad
rangle, is probably also an old lake bed. The 
region now drains to the north. When the ice 
had retreated to a position north of the trap ridge 
lying just south of the present lake, it occasioned 
a basin between itself Dn the north and the trap 
ridge on the south. Into this lake the sand and 
gravel were washed from the north until a large 
part of the basin was fined. The present lake 
basin may represent the site of an ice block left 
behind as the ice retreated. It was surrounded 
and perhaps buried by the sand and gravel, and 
when it melted gave origin to the basin. 

In the northern part of Hackensack, a half mile 
'south of Fairmount, there is a body of stratified 
drift which has much the form of a delta. It is 
not easy to see how any body of water in which 
a delta might have been made could have sto.od 
here unless one or the other of the alternatives 
suggested in connection with the Hackensack 
clays be adopted. On the other hahd, the form 
of this body of gravel and sand is perhaps hardly 
demonstrative of its delta origin. 

At other points in the vicinity there are sug
gestions of shor~ phenomena, though they are few 
and mostly indecisive.' One is a low spit·like 
ridge east of the Hackensack at Little Ferry, 
aoout 20 feet above tide. Others, in the form of 
terraces, occur along the west base of the Palisade 
ridge at intervals between Bergen Point and 
Englewood. While there are some phenomena 
in this region which suggest submergence after 
the withdrawal of the ice, they do not -seem alto
gether co-nclusive, and the question of post-Glacial 
submergence is regarded as' an open one. 

Olutraoter ana ooo-urrenoe.-At many points on 
the Palisade ridge and west of it the uppermost 
part of the drift is so unlike that beneath as to 
suggest a difference in origin. This upper part, 
where it is distinctive, consists of loam, usually 
yellowish. It is far from continuous, its distribu. 
tion is irregular, and its'distinct character is often 
open to question. .In texture it varies from sandy 
to clayey. It contains few stones, and where its 
development is most distinct, none at all. When 
stony matter is present it is generally confined to 
the basal part. The loam is nowhere distiDctly 
stratified,-and rarely shows any trace of structure. 
It is ,found up to heights of 240 feet, though it is 
absent from more than half the surface tklow that 
level. Even within this range it is more common 
at low levels than at high, and is prone to occupy 
depressions in the surfa.ce of the underlying drift. 
It lies now on till and now on stratified drift. It 
has a thickness varying from zero to 8 or 10 feet. 
It is well shown in the quarries about Avondale, 
and may be seen at many other points about 
Newark. 

Its origin is doubtless similar to. that of the 
loam of the ~ther parts 'of this district. It con· 
tains within itself nothing which determines what 
this origin was, nor is it certain that it all origi
nated in the same way. The follQwing hypotheses 
of its origin have been considered: (1) It is the 
weathered part of the drift; (2) it is post-Glacial 
wash;' (3) it is of eolian origin; (4) it is a deposit 
made by water subsequent to the melting of the 
ice;, (5) it is superglacial material blown on the 
ice and let down on the land surface when the ice 

melted; and lastly, (6) difl'erent parts 01 it 
originated in different ways. Among these 
hypotheses the phenomena of this area are not 
decisive. 

POST·GLACIAL HISTORY'. 

Post.Glacialsubmel'genee.-There is within this 
district no decisive evidence of post-Glacial sub· 
mergence. There are certain topographic features, 
as about Canarsie 'and south of Jamaica, Long 
Island, which might be thought to suggest sub
mergence. For example, south of Jamaica there 
is a swell rising to a height of 40 feet above tide, 
which is several feet higher than the country 
north of it; yet material derived from the glacial 
drift to the north covers the mound. The material 
is water deposited, and subaerial drainage could 
not have carried it where it now is. On the other 
hand, there are no decisive shore features. The 
drift hills on the north side of the island show no 
evidence of wave cutting, though they seem to be 
fa\Torably situated for receiving and retaining the 
marks of submergence. North of the sound the 
same conditions exist. Here and there are small 
patches of gravel at levels 20 fee,t or so above 
sea, which suggest submergence to this extent. 
Such deposits of gravel occur in New Jersey at 
Little Ferry and north of Snake Hill. As already 
pointed, out, the, plains south of the terminal 
moraine on Staten and Long islands have often 
been interpreted as evidence of submergence dur
ing Glacial or post.Glacial time; but they can not 
be regarded as decisive. The rossible delta at 
Hackensack has a similar bearing. The surface 
loams already referred to at various points like
wise suggest, without demonstrating, submerg
ence of the area during late Glacial times or since. 
On the whole, so far as this district is concerned, 
the evidence on this point roust be looked ,upon 
as indecisive. 

Stream erosz'on.-The amount of erosion Rccom
plished by the streams in post-Glacial time ~s not 
great, many of them having deepened their chan· 
nels hardly at all On the gravel plains south of 
the terminal moraine on Long and Staten islands 
the valleys have rarely been cut to a depth of 
more than 10 feet. In the moraine itself sub
aerial erosion has been trivial. The same is true 
of the streams on Staten Island and of most of 
those on the mainland farther north. The Harlem 
River may have lowered its channel 20 f-eet in 
plaees, but generally less. Similar figures hold 
for Tibbit Brook, while Sawmill River has low
ered its channel perhaps twice as much in some 
places. The maximum post.Glacial lowering 
of the Hudson appears to be in the vicinity of 
Yonkers, and can hardly exceea 60 feet. Prob·: 
ably no stream within the New Jersey part of 
this district has lowered its channel mqre than 60 
feet, and in few places has the deepening amounted 
to more than 20 feet. 

Shore e1'osion.-Erosion by waves has alsQ been 
slight. The cliff a't Princess Bay Light, State~ 
Island, has been cut back somewhat by the waves, 
and waves and cUrr,ents have caused the shore to' 
recede on both sides of the Narrows ~tween 
Staten and Long islands. At Willets Point and 
a few other places along East River similar wave· 
work has been accomplished. In general it may 
be said that abrupt cliffs, even though low, facing 
the ocean or sound, or any body Qf standing 
w.ater, are evidence Qf ree;ent wave cutting. 

Alluvial plairu.-Along many of the s..treams 
there are narrow,alluvial plains, developed since 
Glacial time. In keeping with the limited amount 
ol stream erosion,' the alluvial plains are for the 
most part narrow, nod the alluvium is usuaUy 
shallow. 

Weathering.-Post-Glacial weathering has af· 
fected the surface Qf the drift notably to the 
depth of 2 to 4 feet. This effect is seen in the 
leaching of the soluble constitttents from the till, 
in some bleaching, and in the disintegration of 
some of the stones which it contains. Post· 
Glacial weathering is also shown on the surface 
of the bed rock where it is bare. Where it bas 
been continuously exposed it has com'monly lost 
the polish. and the strire which the ke gave it, 
though the weathering has not been enough to. 
obliterate deep gro,?ves where they were dev,el
oped. The extent of post-Glacial weatheripg Dn 
tiap is well seen beneath and. about· the large 
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bo\vlder east or Englewood;·N. J;, already men· 
tioned. Here the surface of the trap beneath the 
bowlder still retains the strire given it by the ice, 
while the surrounding surface of the trap which 
has not been shielded from the sun and the rain 
by the bowlder, has lost its polish and its strire. 

Eolian sand.-·Wind·blown sand is common 
along the west side of Staten Island, but its thick
ness is slight, and its distribution so irregular that 
it forms but a discontinuous layer over the area 
which it covers. Its thickness rarely exceeds 10 
feet, and is oftener less than half this amount. 
The rolling topography characteristic of dunes 
is rarely well developed, but may be seen about 
Long Neck, Howland Hook, Bloomfield, Old 
Place, and north of Kreischerville. The topog. 
raphy of the moraine about Tottenville is often 
obscured by dune sand. 

In the Brooklyn quadrangle dunes are well 
shown in but one locality, at Rockaway Beach. 
They are especially wen shown at the west end 
of the beach, and again in a small area east of 
Arverne. Next the ocean the dunes are ridge. 
like in form, 10 to 20 feet high, and 200 feet back 

from the shore. Behind tlie frontal ridge they 
are more irregular. Less well developed dunes 
occur at Gravesend Beach, where they are seen 
along the railway. They are low and inconspicu· 
ous. At other points, as south of Jamaica and 
near Springfield, the surface has been somewhat 
modified by wind·blown sand, but not in an 
important way. 

In the Harlem quadrangle wind·blown sand 
is most conspicuous west of lfordham, on the west 
side of the Harlem River, but there is more or 
less sand of the same origin along the river much 
of the way from Morris Dock to Van Cortlandt 
Park. It nowhere forms conspicuous dunes, and 
does not -generally occur in sufficient quantities 
to be mapped. The eolian sand of this vicinity 
sometimes rests on rock and sometimes on till. 

Eolian sand occurs in notable quantity at two 
points in New Jersey. The first occurrence is east 
of Newark Bay, lhe second between Hackensack 
and Little Ferry. In the latter place especially 
the dunes are conspicuous. 'fhese dunes were 
formed after the melting of the ice which made 
the drift of this locality. There are ,also very 

small dimes east of the Hackensack at Hacken· 
sack. Eolian sa--od occurs along the 'Passaic at 
various points between Passaic and Paterson, but 
not in quantity sufficient to constitute dunes. 

Modern beach sand.-The beach sand which 
skirts much of the southeastern shore of Staten 
Island has been washed up by the waves since 
the ice melted. Deposition along the beach is 
still in progress, and the marshes which the beach 
has shut in behind itself are being filled up by 
sediments washed in from the land to the north, 
and blown in from both sides, and by the accumu· 
lation of organic matter which grows there. 

Similar beaches are shown in the Brooklyn 
quadrangle in the vicinity of Rockaway and at 
Coney Island. The Uockaway Beach has been 
largely modified by the wind. The sand of this 
beach has been washed from the shore to the east 
and shifted westward to its present position by 
waves and shore currents. The origin of the sand 
of Coney Island is less evident._ The position of 
this beach does not indicate that its sand was 
washed from the shore of some other part of the 
island, since it is nowhere connected with a cliff. 

If nevertheless -'contains some:' material' aeriv-ed 
from the drift. Since the waves here do not now 
work on the stratified drift of the mainland of the 
island, it has been suggested that the area of this 
beach was once a part of the mainland to the 
north, and that this recent sinking of the land has 
isolated it. On the other hand, the sand may 
have been derived from the bottom near its 
present position. 

Peat.-In many of the marshes and meadows 
there are considerable accumulations of organic 
matter resulting from the growth and partial 
decay of the vegetation. This sometimes overlies 
stratified drift and sometimes till. The larger 
areas are on Long Island north of Rockaway 
Beach, and the Newark Meadows. 

Made land.-There are numerous areas about 
New York City where the surface has been map
ped as "made land." This means that the surface 
at these points has been filled in, generally built 
up from water or swamp level, by human agency. 
The boundaries of these areas are probably not 
always accurate. They have been largely taken 
from old maps, which antedated the filling. 

PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THE DISTRICT. 

D:r- Hailey "Tillis and R. E. Dodge. 

New York Harbor.-The Hudson is unlike great harbor about which the cities crowd. _ We 
rivers in general, because the tide ebbs and flows find here, among the rock-bound inlets and islets 
for 150 miles from its mouth, and the upper of East River, a type of shore such as exists in 
branches are small as compared with the. great Maine, but is there developed more intricately 
arm of the sea, which is salt from the ocean to and with stronger relief; and about the Lower 
Poughkeepsie. East River, Harlem River, and Ray and Newark Bay we find another type, 
the kills about Staten Island also are inlets which characterizes generally the estuaries of the 
through which the salt water flows; and it is this middle and southern A tlan~ic coast, such as the 
system of channels at ocean level, including the Delaware and the Chesapeake. Both types 
mouth of the Hudson, which constitutes New belong to the class ~n?wn among physiographers 
York Harbor. New York's commerce depends as drowned shores, a designation which signifies 
upon the relation -of land and sea. Were the that they are more deeply submerged now than 
land raised a hundred feet the waterways would they were at some shortly preceding epoch. 
become unnavigable streams and the shore line IJevelopment of s7wre features. - The shore, 
would retreat far out beyond Sandy Hook j were where waves and currents meet the land, is a line 
the land sunk a few fathoms Manhattan Island of attack, resistance, and change. On new shores 
would be changed to a group of islets -and reefs. I tbe irregular outline of the land gives the sea 
While such changes are not likely to become many opportunities to cut away headlands, and 
notable in any time reckoned by man, they have with their substance to build bars, spits, and 
occurred and probably now are slowly progressing, beaches. Along a matured shore this work has 
the present stand of the water level being a stage been accomplished and the coast line is shaped to 
of that latest subsidence which has admitted the even-curving (lontours which offer the least resist· 
sea to the valleys of the Hudson and its branches. ance to the flow of waters. A rocky shore retains 
Not long ago) geologically considered-probably the iITegularity of youth longer than a sandy one 
shortly before or during the earlier part of the exposed to the same conditions of attack, and any 
Pleistocene period-the land stood materially kind of shore is less rapidly modified by the 
higher with reference to the sea than it now waves of a river than by those of an ocean. By 
stands. Speaking in terms of geology, the Hud· th~ parlial submergence of the New York district 
son then flowed, as normal rivers do, constantly a new shore was established about hills of hard 
seaward, and entered the ocean many miles south. rocK and also along slopes of clay, sand, and 
east of the Lower Bay. It cut a deep channel, gravel, and while the former chiefly adjoin nar
and received a principal tributary through East row channels, the latter face the Atlantic through. 
River from the direction of the Sound, as well' out long stretches. 
as the combined volume of the streams now Youthful shores and aged ones are continuous 
emptying into Newark Bay. It had had a com· along the same coast, and each class is adaptable 
plex history, dating back to the Schooley plain to uses which the other can not equally serve. 
(upon which it probably began its course across Along the irregular water line of Manhattan 
the Highlandli), involving adjustment to belts of Island deep channels skirt shallow bays and 
weak rock, such as dolomite and arkose, and marshes, which are bays that have been filled 
possibly including effects of that faulting which with sediment by such streams as the ,Bronx. 
has been described as traversing the Newark The filling is a step toward straightening the 
rocks and of which there is some evidence in the shore, and man has seized the opportunity to 
physiographic relations of Staten Island. All that extend the available land area by completing 
early history of the river awaits elucidation. what the rivers began, as is weH illustrated by 
Later the established channel was occupied and the distribution of made land shown on the Surn· 
possibly deepened by glacier ice, at leaSt by the cial Geology sheet. From the shallows- wharves 
last general glacier, which in melting lingered in are built out to deeper water, giving the fretted 
the valley after shrinking from the neighboring outline noticeable along the Hudson and ~ast 
hills, and this ancient valley was to a great rivers. ' 
extent filled by clays which the glacier contrib" The southern sides of Long and State.n islands, 
uted. The recent stages of elevation and subsid- on the other hand, illustrate the condition of a 
ence by which the land has reached its present shore that is advanced in development. The 
relation to the sea are not known in detail, but it weak materials there opposed to the powerful 
is now a partly sunken land. waves of the ocean have been distributed in bars 

The hills which rose above the old valleys and beaches that conform to the water's control. 
have become islands and peninsulas having By reference to a map of the AtlantIC, one may 
extensive shores adaptable to th.e various uses of I see that Ne'w ~ ork Harbor occupies.a northwest· 
man, and the submerged lowlands constitute the ern angle, toward which southeasterly winds 

New York City. 

sweep from a great distance. The shores of New largely to the occurrence of dolomite along the 
Jersey and Long Island form the sides of the channels they occupy. The dolomite is a rock 
angle and deflect the shore currents which the which is much more soluble in atmospheric waters 
winds establish, and the currents in turn carry than any of those with which it is associated, and 
along the sands which waves wash from steeper which is also more readily abraded. Through this 
parts of the coast. IIeadlands have been cut off, characteristic weakness depressions develop -on its 
and the material has been transported to the surface with relative ease, and they become low" 
mouths of shallow bays, where it has been built lands among heights of harder rock. It probably 
first into a bar, then into a spit attached at one happened that originally the rivers of the area 
end to the shore, then into a long, almost continuo had other courses indifferently across the dolomite, 
ous barrier beach, broken only by narrow open· schist, and gneiss, but such is the manner of growth 
ings through which the tide ebbs and flows. of streams and vaneys that, thO-ugh they were 
Rockaway Beach, Coney Island, the beach in front once 80 situated, the larger ones must have become 
of Great Kills, and Sandy Hook illustrate this rearranged in precise adjustment to the lines of 
action of the sea. They point inward -from the weak rock. Bronx River affords examples both 
ocean, in the direction toward which -they have of the adjustment and of a departure from ·it,'and 
been extended, and on the seaward side are may serve to illustrate also the ,process by which 
smoothed by the sweeping current. Where the adjustment is brought about. The BroRx flows 
waters build around the ends they are hooked, for many miles on a belt of dolo,mite from above 
and the inner margins are irregular, being com- Scarsdale, but near Bedford Park it enters- the 
posed of the points of successive hooks. When area of Hudson schist, in· spite of the fact that 
built against the land such a beach is continuous, the -weaker dolomite extends continuously to 

when extended across the mouth of a bay, as Harlem River. The,valley above Bedford Park 
Rockaway Beach is across Jamaica Bay, it can is adjusted to 'the arrangement of rocks-; below 
not connect uninterruptedly with the farther Bedford.Park, across the 'Hudson schist, it is· not, 
shore, on account of tidal currents. At "high tide but it might -become so by a diversion which 
Jamaica Bay contains a volume of water which would turn the river into a channel along the 
as the tide falls returns to the ocean and runs dolomite belt and make it tributary to Harlem 
rapidly out through Rockaway Inlet, scouring the River. This diversion might come about naturally 
bottom. If in time of storm the hook be so were the land raised relatively somewhat higher 
extended as to narrow the inlet, the tidal waters above sea level, so that the Harlem should become 
again widen their channel. an active stream, cutting a canyon. Branches 

Between Rockaway Beach and Sandy Hook would then grow from it, as gullies grow: in a 
the wind·driven shore currents meet and deposit steep bank, and they would grow fastest along the 
some of the materials swept thus far. The Hlld~ weak dolomite. Thus, between Harlem River 
son brings sediment to the same place, and if its and Bedford Park a brook would develop which 
flow be checked by opposing shore currents or wOllld cut 11 ravine at a rate determined by its 
rising tide a deposit may form, and thlls the bar volume, its fall, and the nature of the rock it 
grows. But as Rockaway Inlet is kept open by abraded. Bronx River would be engaged in a 
the waters pouring out from Jamaica Bay, so the similar task, deepening its channel from the Sound 
bar is kept down by the much larger volume of upstream, and as compared with the branch of 
water returning at each ebb tide from the exten~ the Harlem would have the advantage of greater 
sive estuary of the Hudson. The sea could not volume, but the disadvantage of working on 
close up the mouth of so great an inlet, aR it some· harder rock. If the disadvantage counterbalanced 
times does those of the smaller ones, but it does the advantage, the lower channel of the Bronx 
obstruct it, and the distribution of shoals and wo·uld not be cut back to' near Bedford Park as 
channels results from conflicting eddying currents. soon as would be that of the brook running to the 
An understanding of these processes, in order Harlem, and the latter would divert the Bronx 
that deep channels may be maintained through and complete its adjustment to the belt of dolo· 
proper engineering operations, is of the highest mite.· 
importance to New York City. Adjustment of valleys to belts of easily. eroded 

Relations of valleys.-In the area east of the I rocks is a condition which is Teached only through 
Hudson, shown on the Harlem atlas sheet, Stock· prolonged competition among growing river sys
bridge dolomite lies in long, narrow belts between, tems, and when it is so, perfectly accomplished as 
Hudson schist and Fordham gneiss, and each belt l it is east of the Hudson it indicates that the 
is follo\yed by a valle .. y. This relat.ion. has. been streams .have been long at wo. rk car. ving this intri· 
pointed out by Dr. MerriH, who also ascribes the, cate mosaic of rock masses. But though the rivers 
courses of East -River and the Lower _Hudson are 'old, the channels may be'in part newly cut, 
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and t1iis fact is illustrated in the ravine of the 
Bronx in Bronx Park, by the steep banks and 
cascades, which are transient features of the early 
life history of a valley. Above the ravine are 
potholes worn by waters which flowed at a higher 
level before the deeper cut was made. The youth
ful aspect of this channel contrasts peculiarly with 
the matured character of the system of which it 
is part, and shows that the Bronx adopted its 
lower course across the area of Hudson schist 
only at a recent date, and as a result of conditions 
that forced it out of an older valley. Those con· 
ditions are found in the effects of the ice which 
covered the area during the last glacial occupation, 
and they have been discussed by Professor Kemp 
in an article on the Glacial or Post·glacial Diver· 
sion of the Bronx River, published in the rrrans· 
actions of the New York Academy of Sciences, 
Vol. XVI, 1898. The older valJey is the depres. 
sion which follows the belt of dolomite from 
Bedford Park to the Harlem, and thus it appears 
that, were the adjustment of the Bronx to that 
course to occur, it would constitute a reversion to 
an arrangement that formerly existed. 

Beyond the limits of these maps, but still in the 
area of metamorphic crystalline rocks, valley 
adjustment may he traced in remarkably perfect 
development in Sawmill River above Yonkers, 
and in other streams, including part of the Hudson 
gorge in the Highlands between West Point and 
Fort Montgomery. The latter is described by 
Dr. Merrill in the Bulletin of the Geological 
Society of America, Vol. X, 1898; and he also, in 
referring to cases where streams cross belts of 
hard rocks, finds evidence showing that the trans· 
verse channels are developed along zones of weak· 
ness due to folding or shearing. In so far as this 
is true it is evidence of the perfection of adjust. 
ment, but there are other cases, like that of the 
Bronx, in which newly established channels exist 
in consequence of obstructions by which the 
streams were turned aside during the Glacial 
epoch. 

In the area west of the Hudson, where the 
shales, sandstones, and traps of the Newark group 
offer unequal resistances to cutting by streams 
and to erosion in general, valleys are widely 
developed on softer rocks. The streams, however, 
can not avoid crossing the belts of hard trap, and 
at such places they form falls, two of which are 
illustrated in figs. 19, 20, and 21 (on Illustration 
sheet 2). Both of these falls are on Passaic River, 
the largest stream of the region, which above Lit· 
tIe Falls is formed by the confluence of its north
ern (Pompton River) and sou~hern branches. 
It has been shown by Professor Davis that the 
southern branch has greatly extended its head· 
waters at the expense of other less vigorous 
streams, such as the Rahway, which once had 
sources in the Highlands but now rise among the 
Watchung Mountains. The Passaic's southern 
fork, being aided by the large volume of the 
northern one, deepened a water gap across the 
Watchung barriers to a level below that to which 
the Rahway could cut in the same time, and, 
growing at its outer extremity as a branch grows 
on a tree, it reached aud diverted the upper 
tion of the Rahway, as well as similar 
other streams. These examples of 

diversion of streams are discussed in detail in 
the article on Rh~ers of New Jersey, already 
referred to. 

Water gap8 and wind gap8.~A water gap being 
defined as a notch in a ridge through which a 
~tream flows, a wind gap may be similarly defined 
as one through which only the wind draws. The 
former is a cut to the base of the ridge on the 
upstream side, the latter a depression in the crest. 
The water gap is produced chiefly by the stream 
that flows through it, and commonly shows that 
the course was determined on a surface even with 
or above the present summit; the wind gap may 
be due to local weakness, in consequence of which 
the rock of the crest weathers away more rapidly 
at one point than it does in general; but wind 
gaps are frequently abandoned water gaps, and 
in this relation they are significant of changes in 
the adjustment of streams. 

First Watchung Mountain affords good exam· 
pIes of water and wind gaps at Paterson and in 
the Great Notch near by. The water gap of the 
Passaic at Paterson is the depression made by the 
river in cutting down the ridge from the level of 
the Schooley plain, on which its general course 
was established, and the process of cutting is 
well illustrated at the falls and in the widening 
gorge b~low them. The Great Notch is a wind 
gap of such width and form that it clear~y was 
the work of a large stream, which can not be 
represented by the little brook that now runs 
through the lower part of the gap. It was pro· 
duced by a river which flowed from the direction 
of Little Falls, but which has been diverted to 
the course of the Passaic at Paterson. 

Relations of lwigltts.-In the description of the 
early Cretaceous conditions on the Atlantic slope 
the fact was brought out that a vast low plain 
then characterized the region. There were no 
mountains at that time, but that plain is recog
nized as now extending high above the valleys 
over the hills east of the Hudson, from the Pali· 
sade ridge to the Watchung ridges, from them to 
the Highlands, and mdely over the mountain sum· 
mits. It has been raised by a process of mountain 
growth, which has amounted to 2000 feet or more in 
the Highlands, but which along Long Island and 
the south shore of Staten Island has been inap. 
preciable, and its present forru, if it were com· 
pletely restored by filling the valleys, would be 
that of a very broad, low dome. The seaward 
margin of this plain, the'Schooley peneplain, was 
buried under later Cretaceous sediments before it 
was elevated, and may now be observed beneath 
them near sea leyel. From this position along 
the present shores it rises northwestward over 
hilltops and ridges, as described. At once the 
oldest and in general the uppermost of the physio. 
graphic features of the province, it is identified 
in view by its elevated position, which 

correspond with the profiles of the highest 
ridges, approximately but not closely, since they 
on the one hand may represent low hills which 
were slightly higher than the surface of the pene
plain, and on the other may have suffered more 
or less erosion and have thus been reduced to 
level below that which it would occupy. 

Below the highest ridges that in any view of 
eastern New Jersey represent the Schooley plain, 

one may observe others, which 8,180 have even 
crests and hills approaching the same lower uni· 
form altitude. Intermediate in position between 
the greater heights and the valleys, they are 
intermediate in age as well, and are remnants 
of surfaces which were planed at some stage 
in the progress of mountain growth. Through 
the study of processes of erosion they are recog· 
nized as having been leveled nearly to sea 
level, as the floors of valleys which were greatly 
widened during a pause in the upward move· 
ment of the land mass and which have been 
more deeply sculptured in consequence of further 
uplift. The most conspicuous of these old valley 
plains has heen described as the Somerville pene· 
plain, and it may be seen by placing oneself at 
the level of the hilltops formed by the sandstone 
of the Newark group, particularly near Somer· 
ville, and looking across them. 

In general the height of any point above the 
sea is a result of the total effects of uplift of the 
land in broad masses, less the amount taken away 
by erosion, through weathering, washing, and 
glaciation. Particular cases in which there may 
be other conditions that influence altitude are 
those in which there has been a local movement 
up or down along a narrow belt. Such 
involve the development of a bend or break in 
tbe rocks, technically known respectively as a 
monocline or a fault, and though they have not 
been definitely recognized as affecting surface 
features in the vicinity of New York, they should 
not be excluded from consideration. In his 
account of the Newark group Mr. Darton describes 
the normal faults which divide the beds into long 
blocks, of which in each case the eastern one of 
two has sunk down with reference to the one west 
of it. The date at which these breaks first 
occurred is thought to have been soon after the 
close of the Newark epoch, and any unevenness 
of the snrface resulting from them was in that 
case smoothed away in the development of the 
Schooley plain,. but displacements of this character 
are in many instances repeated after long intervals 
along the same breaks, and the rocks themselves 
may afford no evidence of distinct movements 
unless intermediate sediments extend across the 
line of dislocation. In the vicinity of New York 
an important means of recognizjng the occur· 
rence of monoclines or faults of this nature is 
through the relations of plains of erosion. For 
example, on the south side of Staten Island the 
Schooley plain lies beneath the Raritan clays, 
below sea level, and it also must pass over the 
island at or near the summit of the hills of ser· 
pentine and other hard rocks beneath the moraine, 
at an elevation of about 300 feet, northwest of 
Garretsons. The slope between these altitudes 
contains a marked bench, bearing two terraces, 
one slightly above the other, between 180 and 
220 feet above sea, and appearing from the gravel 
and residual loam upon it to be an old surface of 
erosion. The rise from the Schooley plain below 
tide to this bench is much steeper than any general 
deformation of that surface, and represents a local 
bending or faulting of the rocks since the time 
the bench was developed at a low level. An 
earlier movement of the same nature may be indio 
cated in the rise of 80 feet from the bench to the 

WATER SUPPLY OF NEW YORK CITY. 

By TIenry A. Pressey. 

There is, perhaps, no more important consider· iog a population of 60,000, p~chased 2000 shares 
ation in the founding and growth of a city than of the stock of the Manhattan Company, and this 
the municipal water supply. The 'city of New company constructed a well 25 feet in diameter 
York, located on a rocky island, is not favorably and 30 feet deep in Center street and pumped the 
situated for the collection aud use of surface water to a tank,on Chambers street, from which 
streams. From the time of the establishment of it was distributed through pipes of bored logs. 
the first water.supply system to the present day The popUlation and the demand ~or water increased 
a part of the water has been collected from under· rapidly, so that greater supply was required, and 
ground sources; but these, while important in the I in 1830 the city constructed a well at Thirteenth 
early history of the city, now furnish a com para· street near Broaq.way, 60 feet in diameter and 112 
tively small percentage of the total consumption feet deep, 97 feet being through rock; at 100 
of water. The first municipal supply in New feet below the surface two lateral galleries were 
York was provided in 1799, when the city, hav- tunneled out from the main well, each 75 feet 

long. The water from this well, amounting to 
somewhat over 10,000 gallons a day, was very 
hard, and was conveyed in cast-iron pipes over a 
portion of the city. The Manhattan Company 
also sank a weU at Broadway and Bleecker streets, 
442 feet deep, through rockJ which yielded 44,000 
gallons a day. Four years later the city drilled 
100 feet in the Thirteenth street well, increasing 
the supply to 21,000 gal10ns a day; and at about 
the same time a well was dug at Jefferson Market, 
30 feet deep, from which some water was derived. 

The supply of water from these various sources 
was so Ii.mited that 1600 hogsheads of water were 

top of· the serpentine hills. The commanding 
height of Staten Island seems thus to be due to 
unequal or unlike movements by which its mass 
has been raised relatively above the area of its 
southern plain, while the latter possibly was 
depressed. The lowlands of the Hackensack 
Meadows, the Palisade ridge, the Hudson channel, 
and possibly other features, may in part owe their 
respective altitudes to local uplifts or depressions, 
as well as to the more certain and obyious effects 
of general elevation and erosion. 

Relations of physiography to oulture.-Mention 
has been made of some of the more important 
ways in which the arrangement of drainage and 
relief about New York has influenced the cnltural 
conditions, especially as seen in the distribution of 
agriculture and manufacturing, the crowding of 
cities about commercial centers, and the positions 
of suburban towns. There are also many details 
of local relations that illustrate the dependence of 
life on surface features. 

The uplands of the area have remained unoccu
pied, except by isolated individuals, until crowd· 
ing in the lowlands has pressed people to make 
use of the higher ground, as in the Borough of 
Manhattan, where Morningside Heights and 
Washington Heights are just beginning to be 
occupied, especially by charitable and educational 
institutions. The earlier lines of transportation 
avoided these heights,as is shown by the course of 
Broadway, as well as by the more recently estab-
1ished route of the elevated railroad, which fol· 
lows the lowland close to the eastern edge of the 
heights. The hills of Central Park and of the 
eastern portion of the moraine in Brooklyn have 
been occupied as parks, because they are ill 
adapted to division into city lots, and the variety 
of relief within a small area gives a favorable 
setting to landscape gardening. The same use 
of rough land for park purposes is seen in the 
more recently established Botanical Garden and 
Zoological Park along the Bronx. 

The arrangement of avenues in the Borough of 
Manhattan is parallel to the trend of depressions 
following the strike of weak zones in the rocks 
and the shore of the Hudson. With the excep
tion of Broadway, they run N. 30° E., and not 
north and south, as is so commonly supposed. 
The streets, naturally arranged at right angles 
with the avenues, cross the lines of relie£, and 
deep rock cuts are occasioned on many of the 
streets of upper Manhattan. 

The barrier beaches that have already been 
described are recreation grounds for the city 
residents, as are all similar beaches within easy 
reach of large cities; and the elevated regions 
within sight of the water, as on Staten Island, are 
occupied as residential sites. 

The Narrows of New York Harbor are bordered 
by elevated moraine tracts, and thus fnrnish 
excellent sites for harbor defense, like Fort 
Hamilton and Fort Tompkins; and the shallow 
waters of the Upper Bay fmm an excellent· 
anchoring ground for vessels awaiting loading 
and unloading. 

Many more instances of the detailed relations 
between surface features and culture might be 
given, but those chosen illustrate the more import· 
ant ways in which such influence may be seen. 

brought in daily from wells in the country and 
sold; and 1415 hogsheads of water were daily 
imported from wells in Brooklyn to supply ship, 
ping. The shortage of water from these various 
sources led the common council to have exawina
tion made for the introduction of other supplies; 
and a plan for procuring water from the Croton 
River was adopted by the common council in 1835 
and ratified by popular vote. Construction was 
begun at once, and water was introduced into the 
city through the Croton Aqueduct in 1842. This 
aqueduct is still available for use. 

Abont thirty years later it was seen that an 



increased supply would soon be required, 
studies were immediately begun. In 1883 
legislature created an independent aqueduct com· 
mission to construct a new aqueduct and addi· 
tional storage resel"mirs. In 1884 construction of 
the new aqueduct was begun under this commis
sion. It has a capacity of 290,000,000 gallons a 
day, and began the delivery of water in 1890. In 
1891 the aqueduct commission was reorganized, 
and is now engaged in the construction of astor· 
age reservoir, which would probably have been 
completed in 1903 had not recent changes in design 
delayed its completion about two years. When 
this reservoir is put in service, probably in 1905, 
it is thought that the entire practicable yield of 
the Croton watershed will be available for the use 
of New York City. 

At the present time there are seven reservoirs 
in the Croton watershed (including the Cornell, 
now constructing), which, with certain natural 
lakes that have been made tributary to the Croton 
supply, have an aggregate watershed of 360 square 
miles and a total storage capacity of 73,736 million 
gallons. In addition to this, a supply has been 
introduced from the Bronx and Byram rivers, 
yielding about 17,000,000 gallons a day. Origi
nally this was used by Bronx, the surplus being 
delivered to New York, but at the present time 
the demand by the Borough of Bronx is greater 
than can be collected from these two small basins, 
so that about 10 or 12 million gallons a day are 
supplied to the Borough of Bronx. 

Brooklyn had no public water supply until after 
its population reached 200,000. In 1859 a public 
system was completed by the city, the supply 
being taken from the ponds and streams on the 
south side of Long Island, east of the city. Since 
that time the yield of surface water has been sup· 
plemented by pumping ground water from driven 
wells along the line of the conduit which conveys 
the water from the ponds; and a further supply 
is furnished by water obtained from wells at two 
pumping stations in the southern part of the dty. 
Three private corporations furnish water, drawn 
from wells, for portions of Brooklyn. ~he entire 
supply of the borough is pumped either into 
reservoirs or directly into the mains. 

The Borough of Queens has only a small supply 
obtained from wells and pumped directly into the 
mains, the works being owned partly by the city 
and partly by private corporations. 

The Borough of Richmond has a small suppl y 
derived from wells. 

About 5.89 per cent of the total water supply 
of Greater New York is furnished by private 
companies, these companies depending solely upon 
ground-water sources. 

Summarizing the preceding, we may say that 
the present supply of New York is obtained from 
four general sources: first, the watershed of the 
Croton River; second, the watersheds of the 
Bronx and Byram rivers; third, the watersheds 
of a series of small streams upon the southern 
shore of Long Island; fourth, the ground water 
which is found underlying a stratum of clay on 
Long Island and on Staten Island. 

This brief history of the water supply of 
Greater New York has been given as an introduc· 
tion to a short statement of the possible sources 
of a future supply of water for the city. The 
present demand is dangerously close to the capae· 
ity of the sources now available, and within the 
next few years must be met by a material increase. 
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Temporal'Y expedients have been adopted in 
Brooklyn whereby the supply has been increased 
sufficiently for present purposes, and it is possible 
that in portions of Brooklyn, of Queens, and 
Richmond for a few years a sufficient supply can 
be procured from uncontaminated ground water, 
but this can be considel'ed only a temporary source 
of water for these boroughs, so long as the present 
methods of collection are fonowed, and it would 
seem that it is only a question of a few years before 
the surface waters must be collected from some of 
the streams on the mainland and conducted to the 
island boroughs. There are several considera· 
tions which may be urged against the extension 
of the present ground.water supply on l.ong 
Island: the legal difficulties which may arise, 
and which have been forshadowed by several 
suits for injunction within the last few years; 
the danger of pollution of the water when the 
territory becomes more densely populated, and the 
fact that the cost of such a system would probably 
not be less than the development of a surface 
supply. The same arguments might also be used 
against a ground-water supply on Staten Island. 
In fact, there seem to be many reasons why a. 
mainland surface supply for all the boroughs of 
New York would be advisable, though, as sug· 
gested by John R. -Freeman, a large supply of 
water for Brooklyn, of good quality, could prob· 
ably be economically obtained from the gravels 
on Long Island lying within 70 or 100 feet of the 
surface aud above the layers of impervious clay. 

source of supply at least warrants further 
investigation. The present ground supply will 
tide over the few years necessary for the comple
tion of the storage reservoirs and long conduits, 
or a new ground·water supply. 

In considering the future demands of the city, 
several additional sources have been suggested, 
some of which will be briefly considered here, viz: 
Housatonic River, Tenmile River, Wallkill River, 
Rondout Creek, Esopus Creek and Catskill Creek, 
the Hudson River or some of its upper tributaries, 
Lake George, Lake Champlain, and the Great 
Lakes. The three last·named sources have been 
discussed in print at some length 1. It has been 
shown that the supply from Lake George would 
not be adequate; that Lake Champlain is at too 
Iowan elevation for economical use, and that the 
supply from the Great Lakes would entail great 
and unnecessary expense. The water from the 
Hudson might be taken near its headwaters and 
conducted to New York City by a long aqueduct, 
or the intake might b~ located just above Pough. 
keepsie, in which case the water would have to be 
pumped from the river and filtered before delivery 
to the city. III either case it is" important to know 
the discharge of the river at various seasons of the 
year, in order to deternHne the quantity available, 
and also the effect of the diversion of water upon 
the regimen of the river. 

The United States Geological Survey has for 
several years been m~asuring the daily flow of 
streams throughout the'United States. The results 
of these measurements are used for different pur· 
poses, including irrigation, water power, and sani· 
tation. Measurement~ of flow of the Schroon 
River at Warrensburgiand of the Hudson at Fort 

1 The sources for additional water supply for New York 
City have been discussed in the report upon New York's 
water supply made to Bird :So Coler, comptroller, by John R. 
Freeman, M. Am. Soc. C. E;, March, 1890, and in a. report on 
the water supply of the City of New York by the Merchants' 
ASllociation of New York. 

Edward and Mechanicville have been made, also I been made with the cooperation of George C. 
of the Mohawk and its chief tributaries at various Whipple. The results are given in the Water
points, and the results of these have been pub. ' Supply Papers of the Survey. 
lished in the Annual Reports of the Survey. The Passaic, the chief river of northern New 

At the request of officials of New York City, Jersey, meanders through a flat, somewhat marshy 
gaging stations were established on the streams country of Triassic red sandstone, while the 
mentioned, lying north of New York City, and at Pompton, its chief tributary, is a rapid stream 
a di-stance which does not preclude their use as with clear waters, flowing from the Highlands, 

of supply. with forested watershed, and bed largely of crys-

Gaging slations and catchment areas on strearns near New York Oily. 
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The Housatonic, Tenmile, and Wallkill rivers 
are interstate streams. The first receives tribu· 
tary drainage from New York, but does not itself 
flow through New York State. The Tenmile 
River lies mostly in New York, though the lower 
few miles of its course and its mouth are in Con· 
necticut. The'VallkiU River has its headwaters 
in New Jersey, but the most of its channel and 
watershed and its outlet are in New York. 

Reconnaissance of each of these streams was 
made in June, 1901, and stations were selected at 
points where measurements could be most accu· 
rately made, and as far as practicable at points 
where it was thought knowledge of the flow 
would be most desired in the future study of these 
watersheds as sources of increased supply for 
New York. The results of the observations at 
these stations have been published in the Water
Supply Papera of the Survey. The height of the 
water at each station has been noted twice each 
day by a local observer, and current·meter meas· 
urements made at frequent intervals by a resident 
hydrographer. From these meter measurements 
a station rating curve has been drawn, which 
shows the relation between the height of the 
water in the river and the discharge. From this 
curve and the daily mean gage height the flow of 
the river for each day of the year since the estab
lishment of the station can be determined. These 
data will be of the greatest importance to the 
engineers selecting the supply, as they furnish 
the first continuous record of the flow of these 
streams! and give a basis upon which can be com· 
puted the available supply from each stream. 
This, with the topographic maps of the Survey 
and the detailed surveys of the reservoir sites, 
will give complete data for the estimate of the 
quantity of water that can be supplied by each 
of these drainage basins and of the relative cost 
pel' million gallons of the supply from each. 

In addition to the measurement of discharge, 
there have been made determinations of the 
turbidity, color, alkalinity, and hardness of the 
water of each of these streams. These investiga. 
tions are being continued, and it is thought that 
the data will prove valuable in the final selection 
of the new supply. LaJ:loratory analyses have 

talline rocks. A gaging station was established 
by the Survey at Two Bridges, at the junction of 
these two streams, in 1901, and records of flow 
have been kept since that timel. 

The Passaic River furnishes the water supply 
for several of the cities and towns in northern 
New Jersey, and has also several large waterfalls 
which furnish power for manufacturing purposes. 
Paterson and Passaic receive their domestic supply 
from the Passaic River above Little }"alls, and 
Jersey City gets its supply from the same place 
at presellt, as do also Bayonne and the settlements 
in the western portion. of Kearney Township. 
Jersey City will in about two years be supplied 
from its own works which are now building on 
the Rockaway River at Boonton. Newark and 
several adjoining villages receive a supply from 
the Pequannock River and its branches in the 
Highland, of New Jeraey. The supply for 
Hoboken is obtained from the Hackensack River 
at New Milford, by an aqueduct supplying also 
West Hoboken, Union, Guttenberg, Weehawken, 
North Bergen, Hackensack, Englewood, Ruther
ford, East Hutherford, Carlstadt, Hasbrouck 
Heights, Little }i"erry, Bergen Township in part, 
Lodi Township) Maywood, Riverside, Delford, 
Schraalenburg, Bergen Fields, 'renafiy, Englewood 
Cliffs, Leonia, Ridgefield Park, Ridgefield, Fair·: 
view, and Cliffside. Orange is supplied from the I 
west branch of the Rahway River j Montclair 
obtains water from a branch conduit from the 
Newark Aqueduct. Elizabeth now obtains its 
principal supplies from a number of wells, 46 to 
480 feet deep. 

Northeastern New Jersey is covered by a heavy 1 

mantle of glacial drift, the gravels and sands of 
which usually contain water supply for local use. 
The rocks of the Newark group contain water 
mainly in the porous sandstone beds. Some wells 
obtain large volumes of water from the same. In 
Paterson a well 2400 feet deep was driven, but 
the only available supply was found at 900 feet. 
Saline water was found at 2050 feet. I 

August, 1902. I 

1 Ea.rlier records on these streams were published in a. report 
of the Geological Survey of New Jersey, VoL III, 1894. 
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FIQ. 13.-UPPER CONTACT OF PALISADE DIABASE IN RAILROAD CUT EAST OF NEW 
DURHAM, N . J. 

Looking north. Shows d ike _li ke attitud e ol t he trap at its western e xposure, cuttini up through 
the Newark/ormation. 

FIG. IS.- THE PALISADES OF THE HUDSON, SEEN FROM YONKERS, N . Y. 

Shows the e~en crest line of the plateau surface and the tree-covered lalus below the cliff 

17.- BASAL T COLUMNS OF FIRST WATCHUNG FLOW, O' ROURKE'S QUARRY, WEST OF ORANGE, N. J. 

Shows a low e r flow with large vertical columns overlain by another flow with sma ll radial columns 

14.- THE PALISADES OF THE HUDSON FROM THE NEW JERSEY SIDE. 

Lookinisouth. The vertical c liffefd iabase and the steeptalus·covered s lope are well shown 

FIG. l6.-CONFORMABLE CONT ACT OF;BASALT OF THE FIRST WATCHUNG FLOW ON NEWARK 
SANDSTONES, BELOW FALLS OF T HE PASSAIC, PATERSON, N. J. 

The sandstone forms the base of the section immed iately above Ihe reta inine: wall and is overlain by massi.e.bedded lav a, 
with finely columnar basalt on lOp. 

FIG. la.- NEAR VIEW OF COLUMNAR BASALT AT BASE OF FIRST WATCHUNG FLOW, O' ROURKE'S QUARRY, WEST 
OF ORANGE, N. J. 
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CHARLES D. WALCOTT, DIRECTOR 

FIG. 19.- GREAT FALLS OF PASSAIC RIVER, PATERSON, N. J. 

Shows the escarpment of the Watchun~ basalt, the wide iO'ie cut by the stream. and the narrOw cleft into which the fa ll has retreated in 
followine: a major joint system 

fiG. 21.-LlTTLE FALLS OF PASSAIC RIVER, AT THE TOWN OF LITTLE FALLS, N. J. 

Lookin i up the river at a low stlil!. Shows the iO'ie cut by the river in the Watchune: basalt, and the structure of the basalt 

Flo. 23.- GLACIATED SURFACE OF HUDSON SCHIST, BRONX PARK, NEW YORK CITY, 

Lookina- southeast. Glacial strire appear as a-roovescrossina-the lamination of the schist, The rounded profile is characteristic 
..; of&,laciated rock masses. 

FIG.: 20.-NEAR VIEW OF GREAT FALLS OF PASSAIC RIVER, PATERSON N. J. 

Lookin£" alone: the narrow cleft into which the water falls. 

fiG. 22.-TERMINAL MORAINE NEAR GRASSMERE, STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK. 

Lookinf! northeast toward the hei£,htsofthe island. Shows the irre£,ular hillocks, ponds, and lar£,ebowlde rs 
characteristic of the moraine 

Flo. 24.--GLACIATED SURFACE OF HUOSON SCHIST, BRONX PARK, NEW YORK CITY. 

Lookln£, northeast alonithe lamination of the sch ist, which IS typica lly developed and brou£,ht out by weatherini . 
Glacial striae extend across the rock in t heforea-round. The rounded profile is characteristic of ilaciated rock 
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